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Woman and ller Disease*
is the* title of a lar*?«* illustrated treatise, l»y Dr. U.
V. Pierce, Itufl'ulo, N. Y., sent to any address for
ten cents In stamps.
It teaches successful selftreatment.
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A well-developed Immp of memory is very
ful to any man. hut it isn’t to he compared
value to a w ife who will lind thinjrs for iiim.

Matters in Old Mexico.
AX I NTKKCKDKXII'II “ROOM** IX TIIE NORTHERN STATES.
THE ROMANCE OF A limit
Mll Xii MAX. SEARCHING FOR THE “SEVEN
COI.HF.N CITIES*’ OF THE ANCIENTS, AND AT
I AST A (IRANI) DISCOVERY.

use-

for

Correspondence of tlie 'Journal.
Mexico. May, IssT. Fverybodv remembers
Lieutenant Flipper, whose name figured so
extensive!) in the newspapers a few years a^o
-the vi'ii';;; colored graduate of West Point,

“(onMimptlen Curt”
would he a truthful name to ^ive to Dr. Pierce’s
“(oddeit Medi<-al Discovery,” the most Ctliraciontncdiclnc yet disc.-vcrcd for arresting the earlv
a year.
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.John Fries, ot Philadelphia, was arrested for
snatching tin- eye-ifla-ses from tin1 nose of a youiitf
: v, lit: are author*/..-.! airei.t- for the*
The motive tor this mime is easily seen
I lady.
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who

ed from the service as much
on account of ihe stain in lii- blood and pci-ccutions arising therefrom, as for alleged
malfeasance In otliee. Well his romance is
no longer that of “a poor youn.« man.” for the
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Canadian authorities In-

simph by a desire to make it as difficult as
pi.s-llde for Hi* American fishermen to prosecute
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very clear that the American vessels

have for many years past taken advantage of flic
immunity enjoyed by them from Customs regula
tions binding upon ordinary craft, to doa vast deal
I smuggling in a quiet way, supplying the seaside

ii.lmbitantsof the maritime Provence* with Yankee
notions and the like, to the serious detriment of
It is to stop this illegal
more legitimate traders.
traffic, as much as for any other reason, that A liter
iran * raft are now required to report to tile Collector immediately upon entering harbor, and in every
*tl»er respect conform to the laws of the land. 11*.
Macdonald Oxley, in The American Magazine.
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Toali who

suffering from tlio errors and
Indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness, early
l-'ssof
decay,
manhood, k<\, I will scud a recipe
that will care you, FREE OF CHARGE. This great
remedy was discovered by a missionary m South
America, fend a self-addressed envelope to tho
Rl.v. Joseph T. INMAN, Station I), yew York City.
aro

1 v r.‘>7
Rernhardt played to lean audience in Cincinnati,
and the < tinalia Herald thinks it wa- a case of“lair
Hut however lean the divine Sarah
exchange
net> he, her pocket hook i~ plethoric.
KiirkirnVs Arnica Salvo.
The Ue-t Salve in the world for Cuts, Rmi.-es,
Sores, Fleers, Salt Rheum, Fever Sore-, Tetter,
< happed Hands, Chilblains, ( <»rn>, and all Skin
Eruptions, and po itively cures Files, or no pay
required. It is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction, or moiicv refunded. I'riec JAcents per box.
I or sale by Rhdiard II M.lv
A New Haven millionaire pays his barber .*!<• a
the sl«»rv goes. W e prefer to suspeet,
shave, or
h<*w ev er, that the millionaire wears a full beard,
and lias hi- haircut once a yuan

Advice id Hi'lli.r>.
Mi.’s H'ivsliivv's SiHiTitiN iSuti i* for children
ithe
ethiug
prescript ion of one of tin* best female
nurse
and phy sieians in tin- I niled states, and has
been n -ed for forty y< ar.- vv ith never-failing success
by millions of m-uhers for their children. During
tMe proce-s of teething it- v aim* is incalculable.
It
relieves the child from pain, cures dysentery and
liarrho a, griping in the bowels, and vvind-Volic.
Ry giv ing health to tin* child it rests the mother.
I* rice 25r. a bottle.
ly4K
t<

The iiev, spapers say that “all is lm-tle and activ
ity in the best society” ju-1 now. We ran corroborate lbi< statement, in s,» far a- the hustle is < oneeriied. The activity we had not heard of.
A Generous Firm
W e arc informed that the proprietors, Messrs.
I*. Ordvvay *V ( o., recently >eni three dozen ot their
reliable medicine, Sulphur Ritters, to the Catholic
Home for the Aged, which is highly appreciated
bv the directors and inmates
As ye sow so shall
2vv21
ye reap. '--A'd/Vo/* Catholir Inii'ii.
‘•Women are poor, despicable creatures, anyway,” said Mrs. Flyaway, -vveetly, “they are. I
alway did like men better.” Anil then Mr. Flyaway finished his breakfast with a great deal id'
silent thought.

Brighton

Editor.

Not to he outdone bv his neigh I tore, the Editor,
thU week striped off his coat and muzzling the
office “devil,” so that he couldn't cry “copy,” with
a keg of nails in each pocket, and several thousand
No.
shingles in his arms, mounted the lofty roof
of the Advertiser office, and while the whole
town looked on In wonder, re-laid a new covering
from eaves to saddle-board. Our roof shines now
like a gilded dome of the Massachusetts Suite
lloii-e, ami our only fear is that it nun mislead
some of the European steamers hound for Boston,
and bring them up the Cnthance. I Itowdoinhani

Advertiser.

tailif

Mantel.

MiaiiilTON, Ti
May 25.
of ii\e stock at market —Cattle, 1173;
.sheep ami Lambs, 0570; Swine, 14,070; Ilorso-,
2*7: Veal eaIves, 137.
Number from tlie different States:
Western
eat tie. *40; Canadian cattle, none, Northern ami
Kastcni
cattle
7;
105; Counectieut
cattle,
Western sheep and lambs 037<>; Maine sheep and
lambs 2oo: Western swine, 14.220; Massachusetts
store pig- 45o; Canadian sheep and lambs, none;
.Massachusetts cattle, 125.
Prices of licet < attic ¥ HMI |l> live weight -Lx
tra quality, $525*550; second quality, $5oo«5 121.;
third quality, $4 25*4 50, poorest grades of
coarse Oxen,* Hulls, \c.t $3 75*4 00.
Brighton Hides, 7c. t*' Tt»; Brighton Tallow, 3g3
ic. ¥ lt»; Country Hides, 0g0\,c. ¥ !t; Country
«• fc' 11.;
Lamb
Tallow, 2c ¥ tl>; Calf Skins,
ski ns, .'sic each; extra heavy wool -kins, $| 5o«l 75
lt>; sheared Skins. 15e20<*
each; cow (hides, 0c
each.
Milch Cows and springers.—Trade during the
past week has been fair in the demand, w ith val
ues firm.
Sales noted: 1 new milch row, $75; 2
springer.-, $40 each; new mileli row, $55; I new
mileli cow, $<»(*; 3 mileli cows, $.30 each; I new
milch cow, $50; 7 cows and springers. $40 per
head; I new milch cow, $37; 3 mileli cows, $35
each; 1 new mileli row, $S0; 5 cows, $45 each ; 10
cows and springers, price from $35 to $45 per
head. Quotations—choice, $00**0; ordinary, $45
\mount

*55;

common,

$2**37-

Tin* arrivals were in keeping with the demand,
and those having this class of stock must have had
during the past week a gentle reminder that the
sales for the next two months will he routined to
what is known among the craft as straggles. The
supply is confined to the jobliers. Quotations:
Per pair, $90*100*125*150* 170*200.
Swine—The arrivals from the West were wholly
consigned to home slaughterers, and were taken
directly from cars to the slaughter house. Quotations:
Western fat hogs, 52££(jc per lb., live
weight; country dressed, (<‘4*i>>4'c per lb. Store in
light supply, the demand slow. Those on offer
brought to market from the neighboring cities and
towns, and disposed of in all manner of ways
from $1 50*10 per head, and from 0*10c per lb.,
live weight.
Veal Calves—Trade was fair and the offerings
were taken at a decline from last week.
Quotttions: Choice, 5*5‘ic ¥ tb; ordinary, 4>£*4\c ¥ tl»;
common, 3r3\o ¥ B>; hobs, $1 25*175 each.
Store Cattle—Itcccinls light, demand dull. The
offering in fair condition for slaughtering. Quotations: Yearlings, $**15; 2 year-olds, $11*21; 3-

olds, $17*33.
and Lambs—1The arrivals were all from
West and consigned to slaughter-house, costing, landed Sheep, 4*5c ¥ #»; lambs, 5*{ *«c ¥ *>,
vear

CoMiaptloi Cm Be Cured!
hy any secret remedy, hut by proper, healthful
exercise, and the judicious use of Scott's Emulsion
Not

°f Cod Liver Oil and

Hypophosphltcs, which contains tiie healing and strength-giving virtues of
these two valuable specifics In their fullest form.
Prescribe lby Physicians. Take no oilier. 4121
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these yolden ylorii-s and appropriate all their
t:-. a-ures t«« himself, without let tiny
any other
Spaniard into the secret.
The Indian avowed that lie remembered ir*>
iny with hi' parents, wh- u a hoy, to hart- r
with iho'i- people of the North.
In their
towns In- 'aw ti-mph-.s whose walls were of
'"!j.| yold. and 1 normolls houses, eov« red with
plate' ..f l.urni'h' -1 yold. while workers in
yold tilled all tin- streets, t lie eoinilionesl
lit- ii'ils vvi re made of purest yold and diver,
and everybody won- ornaments blaziny with
precious stones. These SeVell Cities- so said
the :itiv
lay only thirty days journey across
the desert', northward from the city of ’Mexico.
Finally Hu/man abandoned hi' tni'f, and
(in March o( 1>!#;. with a follovviny of -too
Spanish soldiers and about 20.000 Indians, set
out. d< termined to eompior th«»'e rich tribes or
peridi in tin attempt, lie made his vv ay northward m arly a tie-ii'.and miles, meetiny only
stupendous Sierras and 'tret, he- of bmniny
'and. while the ii/tiis hitnus of his dreams
appear.-.! as far away as ever. At lenyth his
provision' wen exhausted, his -oi lier' mutinous. and In
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by no
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tain passe' and over iniyhty deserts; and linallv
lettirnine. reported to Antonio dr Mimloza,
Conde de Temlille. (who was vice kiny of
Mexico from !.’».*{.*» to 1.V>0), that he had found a
Holden cjpv. vvliieh must unquestionably be
one of tho't- de-eribed by the Indian.
Ihif Friar Nizer was more of a romancer
than bis priestly character warranted.
The
real truth w:e tint In- penetrated a' far as the
borders of Sonora, w here lie found a recently
established monastery; and there lie tarried to
refresh himself amony the saintly brethren,
sendiny forward a Neyro, named Stephens,
with :J(H» In lians, to look up the Holden Cities.
From frequent questions asked by these explorers. the natives all alony the route soon
devined their mission, and perpetrated upon
them what in these days would be called a
practical jok< -inventing wild tab s of maynitieenee with vvliieh to
satisfy and yet rid of the
dreaded siranyers. but afvvays loeatiny the
yol len yoal a little further ahead.
ity and by Stephens sent a inessenyer hack to
Ni/i-r. with fabulous reports of immensely
rich cities mi a plain beyond the mountains;
and thoinrh no white man had yet seen those
cities, the story was fully Im lieved. since it met
the falicio of the adventurers. Thereupon
Nizer yirded up his loins and went forward a
little way, lindiny the countrv and the inhabitant'; richer as he proceeded* At the edye of
the jir.'t desert lie halt**d. and there rcceiviny
more yood news from Stephens. resolved to
wait for further developments.
The N.-yro and his hand who always sent a
native runniny ahead, with a yonrd fantastically decorated with feathers and bells, mounted
on a stick, intended as a symbol of
at
peace
last arrived at the yates of a town. Ibit tin*
Cairque thereof refused to he placated by the
fantastic yourd, and would not allow the
slranyers t»> enter. When the latter became
importunate, the natives rallied out and killed
Stephens and all hi- band, except three who
manayed to escape. One of these reported to
Father Nizer; but the priest would not believe
him. and w ent forward himself. Finally Nizer
climbed a mountain, from whose summit he
beheld in the plain beyond a yreat city, with
tlat-roofed h-ui'es and many inhabitants. So,
in the easy way of tie- yoo I Catholics of those

would have gone into Spanish hands.
But now Coronado began to weary, and
longed for his wife and children; and despite
tlie opposition of the soldiers, he marched them
hack to the City of Mexico. There he received
hut a cold welcome, and because he had failed
to find tin; (iolden Cities his province was
taken from him. and he died soon afterwards
in obscurity. Two monks who went North
with Coronado refused to return with him, hut
remained among the Indians as missionaries.
They were murdered in a short time, as were
also a number of Franciscian Monks who later
went up that way. The disappearance of these
Priests led to the expedition of Kspijo. who was
sent to look them up: but lie was glad to beat a
hasty retreat, and thus those warlike tribes of
the North saved the future Tinted States from
greater trouble with tiie Spaniards.
Though the Mexican Indians used every effort to keep secret, the whereabouts of their
ancestral treasures, in course of years many
gold ami silver mines of great richness were
found. The instant a mine was discovered,
the Spaniards
in whose hands the cross became always a symbol of wrath and cruelty
developed great solicitude for the souls of the
neighboring natives, and proceeded to “christianize" them after their own peculiar fashion.
Not only were the enslaved Indians compelled
to unrequited toil, hut were so grievously
whipped, burned, set upon by dogs, and otherwise so grievously maltreated that live times
between the years JUKI and l(isi) they planned
to exterminate the hated Spaniards.
Kaeli
time their plans were frustrated and their condition rendered worse.-, if possible, than before;
until in ir.su. win*n, goaded to frciisy, the Indians arose in
V
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In the June Wide Awake Grace Denio Litchfield relates her experiences at Mentone in the
recent European earthquake.

of

the

Tin* popular ballad. “Curfew must, not ring
to-night.” and many others of Mrs. Rose Hartwick Thorpe’s, including “Remember the
Alamo,” that stirring story of the struggle for
Texan liberty, have been incorporated in a
handsome volume which will shortly be issued
by D. Lothrop Company.
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number of I talians, disguste \ by the state
of tilings brought about by the Federal government at home, have lately bought *2.'55.000
rn res of magnitie* nl agricultural land.
It does
not require tin; eye of a prophet to guess what
these disgruntled saints propose doing in their
n. '.v domain.
Nor must the Yankee socialistic colony on
the Sinal«*a coast be forgotten. On the immense tract ceded to them bv the Mexican
government, the tirst crops are now thriftily
growing, and 'iib>tantial buildings are rapidly
going up. S* \eral hundred Americans have
co///e /o shit/ in their “city by tin; sea.*’ while
hundreds more are only waiting p< rmission
from the I ader, <'ol. A. K. Owen, to transfer
their hotiseliold goods to the land of promise.
Some start linn stories have been widely circulated in the l S. concerning this colony -of
siekiiess, huiitnlir >ht jmt/s, starvation and disappointment. That most of these tal<*s are
entirely untrue, invented by a few “black
sheep” of tie; fold—who thought to tind a
Paradise iv:idy prepared and were disgusted
when it came t«» working for a living. we
have positive proot. Tin; Hourly five hundred
colonists now on the ground are as happy and
enthii'iastie
ever; and so far from “scratching around trying to git money enough to
come home with”
as some newspapers have
lately affirmed—the truth is that all declare
themselves charmed with the actual life in
their new home and have no disposition to return to the I'nited States.
However, your
correspondent will soon visit the spot and we
will investigate the Topolohampo plan for ourselves.
One of the .'trangest things in connection
with the recent earthquake shocks in Arizona
and Northern Mexico was the restoring of
copious supplies of water to river beds which
have* been dry as du-t since the memory of ,
man.
in many portions of the shaken country [
were what is called “dry streams.” meaning
empty gulches, which suddenly become raging
torrents during the rainy season. Sometimes
in a --ingle night these treacherous lutrraurus
arc transformed from arid crevasses into ugly
cataracts; and railroad bridges, under which
not a drop of water had been seen for months,
have been -wept away between the passage
j
of two trains.
Since these beds were once running streams,
which were turned dry, perhaps ages ago, hy
some seismic disturbance, it i> generally believed that, as they have now been re-tilled bv
the same agency, they may remain “living”
in that ease, terrible as the recent
streams,
earthquake was, it will prove an incalculable
since
the many gulches now tilled
blessing,
with pure, cold water (which were dry as
powder an hour before the shaking-up) will
transform millions of barren acres into excellent pasturage.
The Naxijo Indians, who own immense
herds of horses, sheep and cattle, were the
greatest sufferers.
Iteing intensely superstitious, they were frightened completely out of
their scanty -tuck of wits. At the first shock,
they threw themselves Hat on the ground, and
afterwards huddled like sheep in their miserable jxeitfs. refusing to come out until almost
dead with hunger.
Thousands of sheep and cattle perished. It
Is related that in one place a very large flock
were grazing on a high plateau, at the edge of
a precipice whose sheer sides drop down *200
feet. At the tirst convulsion of nature the
terror-stricken sheep dashed wildly over; and
an eye-witness asserts that the rocks below,
for nearly half a mile, were strewn with fresh
mutton three feet deep!
Horses, becoming
utterly demoralized, stampeded for the mountains, and probably hundreds of them will
never be removed.
In the Santa <’ataline valley the earth suddenly yawned, opening crevices several feet
wide, into which the frightened animals plunged. In some instances the second shock partially close*| these cracks, crushing the miserable beasts like lemons in a giant “squeezer.”
A ranchman asserts that in one crack lie counted the carcasses of forty cattle, tin; feet and
heads .'ticking out ill places, like dead soldiers
hastily buried in a trench after battle.
Fannik 15. WAIM*.
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The embezzlement epidemic
taken a fresh hold.

reported from
seems
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have

New Jersey farmers have already begun to
wrestle with the potato bug.

A white man was taken out of jail and hanged to a tree by Arkansas lynchers.

The June number of < Mir Little Ones lias for
a
frontispiece “My Dandelion Girl,” with
accompanying letter press l>v Mrs. Clara Doty
Rates. The other articles and illustrations are
timely and pleasing. Russell Pub. Co., Huston.

j

Forest fires
west.

Charles Egbert Uraddoek begins a new tale,
“The Story of Keedou Muffs,” in June Wide
Awake; and which will go on through several
numbers, 12 to 1C* pages a month.

Mr. Robert Grant’s name appears on the
a new paper edition of that clever
novel “Face to Face,** which was anonymously published by the Scribners a year ago.

j

Maine

Fully 2000 people suffered
the recent tires in Michigan.

titlepage of

foe, they carefully destroyed

Generalities.
Tennyson’s health is fast breaking up.

Lee A Shepard have brought out a new edition of “Dialogues from Dickens,** as arranged
hv Mr. W. Elliot Fette. They first appeared
in 1S71-

T. T. Mlinger will contribute an article on
“Education and Social Progress” to the June
Century, in which he will criticise certain tendencies'of University education.

'I’he Lincoln History in the June Century
will review the story of the assault on Senator
Sumner, and summarize the history of the
Dred Scott decision, and the Judges'opinions
in the ease, together with the opinions of Lincoln and Douglas. In the July Century the
famous “Lincoln and Douglas debates" will he
described.
I lie < mellsk and Its \ Dices
is the title ot a
little hook, stvled by Mr. Winthrop as both
memorable and memorial, giving a description
of impressions made upon tin: mind of tie: author, lien. Henry B. Carrington. F.S. A.,during an ascent of the Washington monument.
Fell. 22, this year. It is in press, and will at
om e appear under the auspices of Lee A: Shepard.

M»*. Howell’s serial novel, "April Hopes,” in
Harper’s Magazine heroines exceedingly bright
in the dime instalment with the episode of an
engagement between Han and Alice,which give*
rise to a chapter of capital dialogue and several
lively love scenes such as only Boston Society
could furnish. The sixth part of “Narka” in
the
ful.

same

number is also brilliant and power-

The Rev. S. F. Smith, the author of “M\

Country ’Tis of Thee,” who has just been given a reception in Chicago, was a fellow-classHolmes
Oliver Wendell Holmes.
makes a characteristic allusion to him in one of
his class poems:
Here comes a young fellow of excellent pith.
Fate tried to conceal him hy naming him Smith.
mate

of

No. 1)0 of the Humboldt Library of Science
contains Notes on Earthquakes, with fourteen
miscellaneous essays, by Richard A. Proctor.
The collection forcibly shows the wonderful
versatility of Professor Proctor, who appears
to he as much at home in physical and mental
science as in liis own specialty. Astronomy, d.
Fitzgerald, publisher, 21 East till street, New
York.
edition of a work of great \alue and
interest, hy Rev. dames Ercemaii Clarke,
w ith t lie title,
Life and Times of desus, as related by Thomas Pidymu-,” F nearly ready for
Lee
and Shepard. Boston. This
publication by
book was tirst published hy this firm in lss|,
and at once commanded wide attention, of
tin* author's hooks, this is his favorite one. It.
gives a vivid picture of the world as it was
when de<iis came, and brings before the mind
of the reader a remarkably clear view of
dons, his conversations and acts, as they
appeared to his disciples and to strangers,
placing him in a new point of view, and showing him as hi* must have seemed at first t<> his
followers.
A

new

rare

The Cruise of A Woman Hater, b\ (J. pc
Motitauhan, is Number d in Tieknor’s Paper
Series of Choice Reading.
One of the best
critics says of this brilliant romance: "It is
written with masculine lorn: and spirit, and
the* sea passages are fresh and lively. The
story of a woman hating man trapped into a
long voyage with a young widow, and the results.” It is a vivid, breezy and picturesque
story, which will be greatly enjoyed by thousand- of readers this summer. A well-known
Boston poet commends the work thus: This is
a capital story.
The sea life* and incidents of
the voyage the towing of the wreck, the
otliccr’s
and
tirst
action concerning the
captain
wreck, the yellow fever, etc., being mostly of
the author of tie* Wreck of the (irosvenor.”

Fifty cents.
Appleton Morgan, in tin.* June number of
“The Popular Science Monthly,” resumes tin*
discussion of the question, “Are Railroads
Public Enemies?” and gives attention to discrimination by long haul and short haul, stockwatering, and tin* acquisition of eminent do-

main.
Professor William Janies, in “Some
Human Instincts,” argues to show that instead
of having fewer, as is currently assumed,
“man lias more instincts than any other mammar’; and enforces hi> argument by describing
several kinds of instincts in man. with their
actions and reactions upon one another.
In
••Theology under its Changed Conditions.**
Canon Fremantle, an orthodi x clergyman of
the Church of England, approves ami advises
tin* most liberal exercise of criticism in matters
of Biblical history and religious doctrine.
In
other articles many important topics are ably
handled. The “Higher Education of Women”
is discussed in the Editor's Table; the question
of compulsory Creek in the college course receives another word; and the important announcement is made that with the Julv number the Hon. David A. Wells will begin a series
of articles on causes of the depression of trade
and industry.
New York: 1). Appleton A
Company. Fifty cents a number, £."> a year.
Tile Atlantic Monthly for June opens with a
curious and interesting story by Joslali P.
(Juincy, called “A Crucial Experiment.” It is,
to some extent, a continuation of bis striking
sketch, “The Pcekster Professorship,” which
appeared in the November number. Mr. A.
Lawrence Lowell contributes a thoughtful
artielcon “TheTheory of the Social Compact,”
and Mr. Seudder’s “Nursery Classics in School”
considers the advisability of using tile best of
children's fables and stories for school reading
instead of the insipid selections in tile ordinary
reading books. Mr. John Fiskc writes about
“The Completed Work of the Federal Convi ntion” in his series of historical papers; and Dr.
Holmes continues his interesting account of
his European experiences.
A
very pretty
short story, called “Enccladus,” by a lady
who remains anonymous, gives an account of
day s. he
some experiences
in the recent earthquake
took idsskssiox ok tin: r.x ini: roi xtuy.
region of tin* Riviera. Miss Sarah < true Jewett
is represented in this number, not by one of
!»y unit! \ setting up across and declaring it to
her short, stories, but bv a poem entitled “The
le t
he. joint property ol tile Lord a lid himself.
Caged Bird.” There are. also, poems by the
While tie. .-imph-hearted people ill the valley
Issues.
late E. It. Sill and by (iraliani it. Toinsoii. A
Reviving
Antislavery
town went about their usual business, whatcriticism of the recent exhibition in Boston of
ever it
may have been—in happy ignorance
A recent paper by Fli Thayer, who was a
Mr. Elilm Yedder’s paintings, by Win. Howe
that they now belonged to Spain and had been
will be read with interest by all lovers
consecrated to .1 new religion Nizer hastened member of ( ongress from Hie Worcester. Downes,
of art. The two serials
F. Marion ('rawhack to central Mexico, and told as astonishing
(Mass.) district before the war on the work of ford, and Mrs. Olipbaut by
and Mr. Aldrich, go
tale- of adventure as later travellers an* prone
the Kansas Fmigrunt Aid Society, of which In* on as usual, and the number closes with some
to invent. Lverybody believed him. Don Corable criticisms and the usual departments of
onado, thin Governor of .laiiseo. took him to was the founder, lias stirred up quite a eontro- The
Contributors’ Club and the Books for the
\ iecroy Mcinlo/a, and then her “Thousand
versy among the men of that time. Mr.Thayer Mouth. Houghton, Mitllin A Co., Boston.
and Gin* Stones*" increased in minuteness of dein his paper ridicules the idea that the old antitail. Mendoza, thoroughly convinced, invested
The sixth article in the sterling series of
half a million dollars in titling out four hun- slavery society accomplished anything practical (treat American Industries in Harper’s Magatoward the abolition of slavery. Several of the
dred Spanish soldiers to go and claim the Cities
zine
will be on “A Sheet of Paper,” ill the June
Garrison Abolitionists took exception to this
of Gold.
statement, and Oliver Johnson, of New York, number, by R. it. Itowker. It sketches the
in
the
loll
the
Larly
year
xpedilion set oil',
origin and history of paper from its original
an elaborate paper eulogizing t he work
with Coronado himself in command, with great prepared
manufacture in Egypt and China from plant
of the Abolitionists and attacking Mr. Thayer,
pomp and ceremony, amid solemn Masses and
which was recently read in Worcester by the pith to the astounding; variety of materials
a perfect furore of excitement.
I’adre Nizer venerable Samuel
May, of Leicester. Genera! transformed into it. nowaday, comprising all
was of the party, playing his Seherhenzade
Francis F. Spinner, ex-United States Treasurer, manner of rags,roots,grills.:?, grains, sea-weeds,
part <0 well that soon Coronado could no long- now takes a hand in the
controversy in a letter nettles, thistles, woods, hair, skins, gutta-percr possess his soul in patience, but took a
trusty to Mr. Thayer, dated Pablo IJeaeli, Fla., May cha, and abcstoS. Among the frequent coaxfew of Ids best men and pressed ahead in swiftings by which the world was persuaded into
12.
lie writes as follows:
er march, leaving the main
the habit of saving its rags for paper occurs
army to follow.
I have spent the better part of this day in
Kor many days they toiled through the burnthis
appeal from a mill in ISOS to “tin* ladies,
tent
the
by
sea, reading your very interesting deserts and silent sierras—and at last reach- my
that you so kindly sent to me. I young, old, and middle-aged“If the necesed the very town which Nizer had seen from ing pamphlet
sary stock is denied paper-mills, voting ladies
was glad to hear from you, and more glad to
th
mountain top. Hut, alas! Distance had
hear that you have vindicated the truth of must languish in vain for tender epistles from
indeed lent enchantment to the view, and it
and that you have asserted yourself and their swains; bachelors may be reduced to the
proved to be such a miserable place, compared history,
those who acted with you. It was, of course, not necessity of a personal attendance upon the fair
to their vivid imaginings, that the soldier*
when a written communication would be an
new to me; but the people generally have been
could hardly he restrained from tearing the
led to believe the lies that slavery was abolished excellent substitute. For rags, matrons can
monk in pieces.
the instrumentality of the old Abolition be furnished with Bibles, spectacles, and snuIV;
Coronado, however, sent him hack to bring through
But for the foolish acts of the South, mothers with grammars and primers for their
party.
on tin* men left in the rear; and
by dint of hard
would have maintained its hold for a children; and young misses with bonnets, riblighting they succeeded in subduing several cit- slavery
time in spite of the Abolition party. Their bons, and ear-rings (by means of which they
ies in that section. 'The natives thereabouts
claim that they abolished slavery is on a par may obtain husbands), or they may receive
possessed extensive lands, well-cultivated, and with the claim
of tin* ignorant ‘of the Irish, cash.” The various processes'of paper-makconsiderable gold and silver from rich mines
ing are described in detail, and illustrated witii
that St. Patrick invented the potato.
near by—all of which Coronado appropriated
numerous drawings, witii special emphasis upin the name of God and King Carlos—but his
on that most wonderful machine* the Fourdfew years cooking schools
Within
the
past
were
never
realized,
as
no
brightest hopes
rinicr, which receives a tlnid stream of pulp at
Golden Cities had yet come to light. Then be- have liecn established in various parts of the one end, and transforms ii into a
dry, smooth,
and this greatest of all arts—cookery,
country,
gan the terrible oppression of the Tuehlas
and finished paper at the other, in consized,
is beginning to receive that attention froiu
which has blackened the pages of Spanish histinuous roils or in cut sheets. The remarkable
which it deserves. Prominent
tory, a series of cruelties so atrocious that the housekeepers
uses of paper in paper-boats, ear-wheels, lumhitherto peaceful people forsook their former among teachers of cooking are several persons ber, etc., also receive mention, as well as the
whose names arc as household words, and
homes and lied to (lie mountains.
commercial aspects of the industry.
About this time a fresh excitement arose, whose teachings are widely accepted as authority. We allude particularly to Miss Parfrom the tales of another wandering Indian,
Law.
Enforcing the
who spoke rapturously of the wonderful rich- loa, Mrs. A. A. tieddes, Miss Marion Harland
and Mrs. K. K. Parker, all of whom have high
es of
ami
have
It
Is
All exchange says:
claimed in some
reputation,
publicly recommended
FAR-AWAY FLORIDA
!
Prof. Horsford’s preparations.*
quarters that the transference of Collector
Miss Parloa says that she has used Hors] and declared that the natives of that, country
lived in greatest luxury. This was enough to ford's Itread Preparation with perfect success. ltcdmun's office to New Hampshire will emfan the smoldering gold-fever to a burning
Mrs. (ieddes says she always gets good re- bolden Maine liquor sellers; hut there is good
flame, and Coronado and his followers rushed sults.
authority for the statement that it will not affor tile new El Dorado.
Miss Harland says the Itread Preparation de- fect the enforcement of the druggists hill. Ol
They journeyed
course our State courts cannot summon witnorthward forty days, til! they reached the serves a place in every household in the laud.
Arizona river; ami still disappointed, peneMrs. Parker says it surpasses all other bak- nesses from New Hampshire, and therefore
the Collector cannot he compelled to testify
trated farther and farther, till they came to the ing powders.
eountrv now comprised in the States of KanAll physicians declare it to lie healthful, and who have paid the United States liquor tax.
Itnt a jierson can go from Maine to the collecsas ami Nebraska.
They found a beautiful re- a necessity to the human economy.
The tcsrt of years, and the ever increasing tor’s office, examine the list of tile names ol
gion and provisions in plenty, but in all that
toilsome expedition had discovered no nearer sales of the Itread Preparation, show that it those who have paid liquor taxes, and his tesapproach to gold than the copper breast-plate is known and appreciated of men, and the first timony as to what names appear on the list will
on the breast of an Indian sachem.
All the authorities in the land do not hesitate to be- he received in our courts. So the removal ol
the internal revenue office to New Hampshire
stow upon it the highest encomiums of praise.
same, however, Coronado took possession of
Prof. llorsford’s ltrcad Preparation is for will not prevent prosecuting officers from takthe country in the name of the King of Spain,
and then returned to Mexico. It is an interest- sate by all dealers, and every package Is war- ing advantage of the prima facie clause of the
new law.
ing fact that a captive Indiau woman who es- ranted.
caped from this band, was picked up a few
The Chinese in the Sandwich Islands art
The postofflee department lias issued orders
days later by Ferdinand de Soto, thus proving
that the two adventurers were not far apart. for an interchange of registered mail pouches creating a disturbance, ami threaten the King’:
1 lad they chanced to meet, doubtless they would lictween the United States and tile Canadian life, on account of restrictions placed on tin
have continued together, and the whole region
Provinces.
opium traffic.

Liquor

more or

less from

Hold and silver is reported discovered in
large quantities In Southern Indiana.

The Pope fully sustains the course of Archibisliop Corrigan toward I>r. MeCtvnn.
Governor Ames, of Massachusetts, has
toed the bill dividing the town of Beverly.

so-

A genuine case of yellow fever is reported in
Key West, Fla. Visitors art; leaving town.
Mrs. Ilenry Ward Beecher has gone to
sale with her daughter at Stamford, Conn.

re-

John W. Iveely having, as he says, completed
his great motor, is at work on an Improved tel-

ephone.

The camp of the national militia is pitched at
Washington. and the competitive drills occur-

od last week.

(flendonvillc, Pa., is agitated

of a young white
ored coachman.

woman

the flight
with her father's colover

John Bute Holmes died at North Plainfield,
N. J., and several widows have appeared to
claim his property.
Two boys while playing at Xyaek struggled
for the possession of a revolver with fatal results to one of them.

Columbia, S. C.. will not listen to a lecture
(ieorge \V. Cable, the novelist, and the
engagement is cancelled.
from

The Pennsylvania Railroad will not tunnel
the Hudson, but will use the tunnel that is now
in course of construction.
Michael Hammond, a railroad conductor, lost
his life near SVilkesbarro, Pa., in saving those
of a woman and her child.
Belle Boyd, the famous Confederate spy, is
running an orange grove in Florida, and is in
com fort able circumstances.
Colonel Bradley at d (ieneral Buckner, rival
candidate* for the (iovernorship of Kentucky,
will stump the State together.
A miserly hermit who died on the hanks of
the Delaware river, in Xew York State, had
nearly £10.000 concealed in his shanty.

The infant son of t ieorge Kibila of New
York was bitten by a spider May 21st. and
died 24 hours afterwards in great agony.
The Xew Hampshire underwriters have decided that more frequent inspections shall he
made of risks with the vie v of reducing losses.
The agit ition in the island of Crete has assumed a political character, ami there are fears
an outbreak. Reinforcements are demanded.

of

More

than two hundred and titty horses
to the I'nited States Kxpress Company at Jersey Citv were hunted to death Mav
22< f.

belonging

Cleveland is considering an ordinance rescreen* t«> be removed from barrooms, so that whiskey must be publicly tip-

quiring all
pled.

ment.

Senator McPherson does not wish to be a
witness in a ease* where be will be a judge, lienee
he will not testify before the Interstate Commission.
Wellsville, Ohio, was poisoned by swallowing a lizard while drinking
from a pool some two weeks ago.
Physicians
cannot aid him.
young

mail

at

V New York World correspondent reports
that, the annexation feeling is apparently Very
strong in the extreme western and eastern provinces of < tmada.
Fx-Hovernot* Sprague lias written a long and
incoherent letter refusing permission for the
of the famous Hull Run gun to the State
of Rhode Island.

giving

Columbia College has formally and publicly,
through Warden Dwight,of its law school, denounced the land doctrines of Henry ticorgc
and Dr. Metilynn.
William McConnell, the oldest man hi Nc\vImryport, Mass., died May 21st. aged 1>4. lie
was horn in Creeton. Scotland, and has lived
here nearly 10 years, lie leaves six children.
One of the ollicers of the White Star Line
says that the loss caused hy the collision of the
Rritannic and Celtic will he about $120,000. of
which $20,1 KHi was occasioned by delayed trips.

The anniversary of the battles of l<70 around
Metz will he celebrated this year with unusual
rrhif. Veterans w ill assemble at Metz from all
parts of Hcrmany to take part in tin* celebration.
A number of Peace medals have been struck
off at the Philadelphia Mint. They will he
given to Indians as a reward for inducing their
tribes to exchange their savagery for civilization.
William Anderson, an amateur balloonist,
fell 400 feet from his balloon last week at Oskaloosa, Iowa, and was instantly killed. The
balloon had caught lire from hot air w ith w hich
it had been inllated.
Five whites and three negroes wen- given
from live to ten lashes each at New Castle,
Del., May 21st, for larceny, and William Norris, colored, convicted of assault with intent to
kill stood one hour in the pillory.
The First Church of Christ (Congregational)
Springlield, Mass., began the celebration <>f
its 250th anniversary May 22d.
of the so
churches established in the colonies during the
17th century this church was the 10th.

at

The Silver Cliff (Col.) Rustier says: ••The
Security company lias already corded up over
the Silver Cliff mines.
Work is goiugon rapidly and the output grow s
richer and more extensive every day.”
ls.ooo tons

Good

Miscellany.

An cllost is being made fora grand celebration in Calais July 11li.
The refrigerator ears were placed on the
Maine Central Railroad. June 1st, and will be
run under the same regulations as last year.
Miss Dora Wiley goes to Worcester, Mass.,
the coming fall, where she has accepted a position to sing in church at a large salary.
The Inter-Collegiate Rowing Association will
hold its annual regatta at Lake Ouiusigamond,
July mil. The crews to compete will he ISoxvdoin, Cornell and I'niversity of Pennsylvania.
Senator and Mrs. Frye are now in (iermany.
They will return to London about June *J."»tii.
They will make the tour of Scotland later on,
returning home about the middle of August.
They have visited Rome, Florence and Venice.
The

men arrested at Portland on suspicion
being ‘*shovers of the queer*’ were practical
jokers, trying to play the Down Rasters for
greenhorns and finding them-ehi > “sm-kers at
the wrong end of the pump."
They got out

of

of

the scrape.

Daniel Dale, an octogenarian, father of St root
< 'oinniissioner <»ale. of
Wiuthrop, died Thursday. He has been a citizen of Wiuthrop for
mam years, residing most of the time close
by
the depot, yet he never rode on tlie ears, lie
was noted for remarkable
and
wa>
vitality
widely known and respected.
State Treasurer Rurlcigli udxcrtisc* for proposals from the holders of the State’s six per
cent, bonds, maturing in lss‘1. for an exchange
of the same for three per eent. bond- authori/.ed to In* issued by the last legislature, upon
which interest will begin to accrue < »■ t. 1. |ssp.

j

j

j
i

The Ro>ton A Maine and Maine (Vutral manexpect a very hoi summer and a great
rush t«> the Maine shore and mountain. The I
Rostou tv Maine’s latest essay in literature is
entitled: “Down Fast Latch* Strings." It i>
agreed that in Maim* hospitality i> unbounded,
and the kindly feeling of the*real New Fnglander is found at its best. The hook is liilcd
with delightful pictures and maps and tells one
all about “way down Fast." and h.»w one max
get there, and what th- re i< to see from Littery to Aroostook.
agers

•Notice i> served Ilia! a sum has been entered
the rity of Portland by Marcus p. Nortoilet als., through Harvey !». Iladloek, attorliey. for s-|r,,ono. The suit is for damage- for
alleged infringeim ills revering a period of
sixteen years, ami will come to trial next
September. Hour of tli«• principal cities in
New Hampshire have also been-ued for sdo.uno

]

against

j

j

|

and suit lias also been brought again-t Hall
iiiver. Mass., for s."»o,ooo. The Knibbs \alve
is used on steam tin; engines. Py opening il in
eases where there is a long line of hose laid
some of the water is allowed to revolve baek
into the suction, relieving the great strain upon tlie apparatus caused by the friction of a
volume of water in the hose. Sijuirc Iladloek
has great expectations in connections with the
Knibbs valve.

A telegram was received at Puek-poit M iv i
-•"» .-tating that ( apt. (b orge (.< nu of tlie bark
Con phene died on t he pas-age from the Has! !
Indies to New York of bilious fever and waburied at sea. ( apt. (ieiin was a prominent sea
captain and a thorough gentleman, lie will be
very much missed. He leaves a wife, son and
daughter, who have the sympathy of the entire
community. Thursday morning a telegram
was received announcing the death of.John W.
;
Pill-bun of P.m-k-poit who was mate with
(’apt. (bum, of the bark Coryplnne. Mr.
Pillslntry was unmarried and matin iii> home
with his aged father and mother who have been
anxiously waiting for the return of Ha ir favorite son, but th«-> little expected that death was
to be the mediator between them and he for
whom the) were
patiently looking.

j

of

ore on

The ocean steamers Celtic, from Liverpool,
ami the Rritanic, from New York, collided
during a fog, 350 miles off* Sandy Hook, May ID.
Roth vessels were considerably damaged and
four steerage passengers oil the Rritanic were
killed.
Mr. William Clark, the thread manufacturer
of Newark N. .L, is the principal ow ner of the
Scotch cutter Thistle, which is to attempt to
win the America’s cup, and he was the prime
mover in hu Min- the craft.
Mr. Clark is of
Scotch origin.
The schooner yacht Coronet, victor in the
ocean yacht race* arrived at New York from
Furopc May 25. With the possible exception
of the New York Club’s regatta the Coronet
will not be entered in any race this season.
A law suit invol vins several millions is about
to he commenced against Jay (lould and Russell Sage as trustees of the consolidated mortgage on the Kansas Pacific railroad by tin* foreign holders of the bonds issued under the

mortgage.
Miss Kate Field was given a reception at
Salt Lake City, the other day, by the Woman’s
Relief Corps*of tin; (i. A. R.. and was presented with a gold badge set with diamonds, in
recognition of her services in securing antiMormon legislation.
Iii accordance willi llie order

oi

ine

war

de-

partment. General Crook lias ordered company
K, ninth cavalry, colored, to Cheyenne for the
purpose of enforcing the orders of the interior
department to tear down the fences on the public domain in

Wyoming.

The Pall Mall Gazette alleges that one of the
sermons of Canon Fleming is a gross plagiarism of some delivered by Ur. Talmagc of the
Brooklyn Tabernacle six years ago. 11 is quite
pleasing to know that the sermons of the celebrated Brooklyn divine are considered so valuable by a Queen’s chaplain.
Assistant Secretary Maynard has informed
the collector of customs‘at New York that
fresh fish when imported for immediate consumption are exempt from duty, no matter by
whom caught or by whom imported, but if
they an; not imported for immediate consumption they are subject to duty.
Senator Platt, who with two other Senators
the Indian Territory to investigate
certain allegations in regard to the injustice of
turning out certain traders for political reasons, has returned to Washington not favorably
impressed with what he saw of the fruits of
civilization among the savages.
went to

An interesting case in which Chas. II. Boss,
the Spiritualistic medium, was indicted for obtaining money on the representation that la1
would produce materialized spirits for the benefit of their friends on earth, was decided
May 20th, in the supreme criminal court, in
Boston, the jury declaring Ross not guilty.
At the present time the number of deaf
mutes in the world is estimated to be from
700,000 to 900,000, and of these some fill per
cent are said to be born deaf, the others losing
their hearing by different causes. In the care
and education of this vast number about 400
institutions only are provided, containing less
than 27,000 inmates of both sexes and employing some 2000 teachers.

Literary Standards. Omaha Girl—Have you
read “She”?
Chicago Girl—I haven’t had time yet. I’ve
liecoine awfully interested in “Bloody Billy,
the Gulch Gallantc,” though.
“Horrors!”
“Yes, Indeed, it’s delightfully full of them.”
“The idea of reading those vulgar dime
novels.”
“Oh, this is all right, dear, it’s bound in cloth
with gilt edges.” [Omaha World.

The Maim Central railroad is fast completing the arrangements im- the through express
train, that is to run direct from Portland to
Itangor. without making anv -top-, taking
water from troughs laid between tin
rails.
The train, on its eastern trip, will run b\
Jin- way of Lewiston; on it- return. b\ the
way of Augusta and Prunsw iek. This'train
will probably make om* of the long: a runs
without stopping of ;m\ in ilie eastern Shift s,
covering a distance* of over one hundred and
thirty-live miles, in three hours, a little more
than forty-live miles ja r hour. The ears to be
Used are tile celebrated vestibule coaches, that
are arranged so as to turn the whole train into
om- long compartment, the ears being lirmly
yet Ilfxi 1 ly held together, doing away with
mm h of tin disagreeable shunting' ami jolting.
There also will be in connection \% iih tliiservice a 'lining ear, lilted with all culinary
apparatus. The engines that ar«* !•» be n-ed
are supplied w it h mm,h larger tenders, holding
some six hundred gallons more than the largv-t
now in use, ami a larger quantity of fuel.
A
jointed pipe i> attached to th*• bottom of the
tanks that can be lowered into the water
troughs so as to scoop up the water a- !h train
passes along, tlm- doing away with the long
stops for water. Tin s,- troughs, which are to
be laid at Purnliaill. Lewi-ton and tbe-deii,
are iron. 1200 feet long. 1!» im-ln
wide ami 0
inches deep. Tii y will be sunk into the -leepers about two im he- -o as to bring the top of
the trough on a line with the rail.
Py making
lhe-e innovations the road will doavvav with
ill* former ncecs-nri!\ long -top- ami \cr\
materially shorten the running time betvveeii
Poston. Pangor and tlie -tatioim bevoml. <•-pceiall) Par Harbor, and give the travel worn
pa-senger a far inmv comfortable ami agreeable jourmy.

A Law

A

Templars.

At the opening session of the thirty-third
annual meeting of the Right Worthy Hrand
Lodge of Hood Templars in Saratoga May 21,
Right W. H. Templar Finch presented his third
annual report, lie says. “The stronghold of
the liquor trallic i> the ignorance of the people
in regard to the nature and elicits of the
alcoholic drink habit and drink trallic,'* and it
is tin* duly of the Hood Templar order to enlighten tin* people on these points, lie refers
to and recommends tin* <;. T. course of study :
the district lodge system which is proving a
complete success; opposes and show* the
fallacy of high license, saving: “High license
is not a temperance measure. It i- a rock
rolled 'Upon the track hy liquor sellers and
politicians to throw oil’ the prohibition locomotive:" recommends biennial sessions of this
body; speaks a good word for tlu: National
Temperance Pul*. Iloim* of New York: favors
Worthy Hrand Lodges; gives a full report of
the action of the (’ommiitee of <'onfereiua* on
reunion; gives a large number of decisions and
answers to questions pertaining t«> the work of
the order: and concludes
“Hood Tempiary is a menus to accomplish an
cud. and its machinery must he perfected and
its forces united if it is to continue to lead the
temperance hosts. The temperance forces of
the world are watc hing Saratoga,ami the Hood
Templar army is praving Hod to bless the
officers and members of this Inuly. It is plainly
tin* duty of cvcrv officer and member to undertake the task of solving these problems; ami
the .duty of the hotly is to remain in session
until they art* solved. More than hall’ a million
Hood'Templars arc anxiously wailing to hear
of vvi-t
careful, ami thorough legislation hv
this body.
Max Heaven's choicest blessing's
rest on jour deliberations, and the Spirit of
the Lord go with you to guide ami protect you."
As Superintendent of Missions the It. W.
Hrand Templar reported:
“It is with great pleasure-that I am abb* to
report to von that the diminution of the T mplararmy has been stopped, and that our forces
are again rapidly increasing in numbers.
In
the early histoiYof the Order, before the line
of battle had been formed, temperance work
was a novelty. and thoiisamls joined our rank-.
Rut when the inerca.-ing bitterness of the
struggle forced upon tlit in the fact that the
battle between Iht* alcoholic liquor 1 rathe and
the Templar forces was a battle to death, the
“holiday soldiers" became frightened and left
the rank- hy hundreds. Tin* Hood Templarfirst proclaimed that no compromise or treatv
would he mailt; with tin* liquor trallic. Tinliquor seller-at mice met tin* i-'iic by attacking
•
very politician, political party, business man.
newspaper and church that was not opeiilv or
seen*:ly iu favor of legalized drunkard-making.
The dullest ptAoll ill the World Jo-daV kllUVVs
that to join tin* Hood i’i mplars i> to enli-t for
I In war. and that hy joining In* tie*•lares eternal
hate to tin* alcoholic drink habit ami traffic, it
i- a cause for congratulation licit in tin* midst
• >f this terrible
struggle tin* lines have been reformed and our members been increased b\
m irly twentv thousand.
Right W. H. Sec. It. F. Parker, presented
hi* regular annual report: Whole number of
Lodges it.l»27. Total membership 2*7.212. The
secretary gives an exhaustive report of the
operations of his office ami pertaining to the
multitudinous details pa-sing through hi- hand-.
Right W.
Treasurer l riah < opp reported
total ivri dpt* f,n* year * I “>.sd;!.*2: ea-h in
treasury *‘2.fs»o.2L Received for mission work
*’•».:*2’»: ‘"ish mi haml *22. .1 uveiiile Temple
til mi, receipts. *|..V2I: same paid out.
Mr*.
L. < ii'hmaii. chief >iiperiideut|eiit
•d
•! I|\ t'llile Tt luph •*. reported *!'» temples,
with '*«».7f»'.» member-.
The states having the
largest number are. in their order. California.
Ni vv York. I inliana, Maine.

Democracy

-c

Laud Commissioner Sparks says that about
twenty-live million acres of land will he taken
from the railways and thrown open to settle-
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News and Notes.

Mrs. (Jen. Fremont is writing the life of Kit
C arson, the scout who guided the “Pathfinder”
across the Rocky mountains.

and succeeded in driving their conquerors out
of that portion of Mexico. Then, fearful of a
return

2, 1887.

Mr. Iligginson says that the number of hooks
copyrighted in the United States in 1880 was
11.124, as against 2U7«> in 1880.

1CKYOI.T

every vestige of their former settlements,
el«,*ed rhe entrance to the mines and abandoned the neighborhood. And t >this day—unless
Lieutenant Flipper lias found it—nobody can
tell the location of that once famous LI Ihirado.
Whether tin* seven golden cities of antiquity
wen- myth or reality, the prospects for substantial prosperity in Northern Mexico were
never *o bright as now.
instead of fabulous
walls of burnished gold studded with precious
stones, there will he miles of golden grain,
starred with blossoming fruit trees and interd with vegetable fields; while cattle on a
-pei
thousand hills, homes of industry, the whirr
of machinery and hum of busy towns give life
Jo tile once silent deserts.
Within the last two years, millions of acres
of i!i«- !><••*{ land in all Montezuma*’ country
has passed into tlie hands of American syndicates--a sufficient guarantee that they will not
long he left in idleness. Besides the Chicago
company. with which Flipper is so conspicuously identified, a syndicate of Connecticut
millionaires lias purchased ooo.ootl acres in
Sonora and Chihuahua, for grazing and agricultural purposes. Included in the Jive million
acre* owned by tin* Chicago companywhich
lies iii the States of Coaliuila. Chihuahua and
IMirango -is more Ilian a million acres of the
finest cotton land in the world. It is tin* celebrated Laguna district, which is annually overflowed like the Nile region, it is traversed by
tIn Mexican Central A International railroads,
and is of easy access to all tin* Mexican seaports. New York, San Francisco, etc.
In tin* western portion of Chihuahua, adjoining the older
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inipmlan! measures of practical reform
ever passed by the Legislature of New York.
•*L The minority in the preset.i Assembly
I
this Slate i- In nioerat ie. it is now enuaued in
most

elldeav*

prevent the pa--'ll--' of another
uivat reform m< asnre. : h* Vedder bill.
-1. Ilrooklyn i- under I >.nioerat ic eontrol.
j The report of the Ihieoli < onilll'tlee demonj strates t hit the eit v government is rotlel
!hrouu'h and thrmiuh.
Albany is under I n m < •; at ie control. Ii
j appeared
i no v idem-e in the p.di'-e « mi ft «•! that
j
ify on Monday “that a 1 >emoi ratio inaeiiim
ins peel m* in the southern di-M i- of the Sen nth
all

I

(o

■■

only revived the ballots .>t men
fraudulently personal inu voters, but
of the dumb and stupid tool- ..t the
Peiijoeracy forgot the names on which they
yy< re to vote, this inspector, from his place behind the ballot-boy. the purity el which !..*
was -worn to protect., prompted them, told
them th. names they had adopted for the ore:s-

'Yard ii *'
who wen

when

h.

I
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Prejudicial to our Coastwise Trade.

i

I

The attention of

our law-maker- i- hereby
directed to Section lib of “An Act to remove
certain burdens on the American inerehant marine, to encourage the American foreign trade.
and for other purposes,” otherwise known athe “Diimlcy Ae|.“ Tbc section reIVrre I t*>
was an
amendment, and reads a- follow-:
“That Section
of the lo vi-ed Statute- ihereby amended hy adding thereto the followinn': /Yo/7'/cf/, Thai vessels arriving at a port
of entry in the I'nited Slate-, laden with end.
salt, railroad iron, and other like article- in
hulk, may proceed to place- within that «'o!h ctioii District lobe specially designated hy the
Secretary of the Treasury, by general re’uulation or otherwise, under tin; stipend-ion of
Customs’ otiicers, at the expense of the particintereste«l, for the purpose of unloading cargoes
of the character before-mentioned.”
This
amendment evidently was almw.-t directly in
the interest of Canadian coa-ters, and it has
enabled them to monopolize the carriage <
plaster, an article which was -tudioii-ly av lded in framing the above amendment. In fact,
the eyes of our legislators were cO'cctuallv
“plastered up” when they consented |(» tli«*
passage of tliis law. The hulk of all the < auadian plaster shipped for Hudson IJiver town-,
and the quantity is quite larire. is carried on
t anadian coast imr vessels, to the
positive injurv
of our coasters, and especially those bclonuinu'
We are quite certain
to the Stale of Maine.
that Mr. Diujjloy never divined the intent of
this amendment, or he would never have consented to its passage, especially a- he is a Maim*
representative. It is due to American tonnage,
and the purposes of the A*i which brought il
into life, that this section should he repealed
without delay. The only injurv that can be
done bv the repeal will be Jot anadia.i coasters
who, after the conduct of their provincial authorities. in so needlessly annoy inu‘ our ti-liermeii,
should not feel deeply a^rieved at the action
of Congress in this particular. These < an;idians carry this plaster at a rate of something
like *2") cents per ton less than American coasters do. lienee they monopolize almost the entire
business. It is alleged, besides, that under
cover of this unjust discrimination, much illicit
trathc is carried on, and many a gallon of
brandy finds its way ashore at Hudson IJiver
towns that never paid duty, hav'um escaped
the vigilance of tin* lone “I’n-tom-* o|]j<-er”
paid hy the owners of the vc-sel to see that the
plaster is discharged according to the amended
law. Logwood, from the West, indies, is under the same category of “in hulk,” and may
he, and is, discharged under tlic .-ame conditions. to the injury of our coasters and lighterThe attention of the Treasury Departmen.
ment has already been called to this matter,
and we expect that steps will be taken to repeal this harmful section. [The National (Jaz-

ette.

Several months ago the Philadelphia Times
Refore the
reduced it- price to one eent.
change it was one of the brightest and best
in
land.
It
has
the
now taken
newspapers
another step in cheap journalism, and its makeup. which was formerly most, attractive, habcen brought down to the one-emit level. It
is falling oil* in many of its la st features, and
if it keeps on at the pace it is now going, will
soon he not onlv one of the cheapest newspapers in the Tinted Slates, hut at tin-same
time one of the poorest. [Florida Herald.

(’heap and nasty is tin? rub* every when*.
You cannot put a <|iiart of eider into a pint
bottle, or make a two cent paper for one emit.
Some Consolation “And what kind of a
was your husband?” a weeping widow
asked.
“Well, L thought be was an angel before we
were married, but 1 found I bad made* a great
mistake. Jle was just .the reverse. Rut begot
religion before lie died and I guess he’s an angel now. That's some consolation.” [Roston
Courier.
man

was

Representative Hcriah Wilkins tells of an Indiana (■ ranger who recently called on tin* President, shook hands with him vigorously and
long, looked him over from head to foot, and
then remarked: “Wa-al, wa-al! Here I hev
ben votin’ for Presidents nigh onto fifty year,
an’ I'll be golblasted ef you ain’t the fust one I
ever see! Jos’ shake agin, will ver?”
Every effort was made by the whiskey party
in Leavenworth to buy the*votes of tin* colored
women, but with very little success. One old
woman, very poorly Had, was asked to sell her
vote. She answered: “No. I am naked fo’
Hose—I have nary dress but dis ole calico; but
l am not naked for principle, and I shall vote
fo’ de Lord on dat day.”
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smile

I then put t heir balloi- into t he hoy
W .lel'sey .Indue. I'PUil hi' pi a. a oil
the bench on Tuesday, publicly rebuke.i a
(Hand .lury
omposed ot ! (emoerat' !*«»r it'
failure to tak. any notice of the election fraud'
of Iasi fall, which caused the election ot a
I »e!iio--r:iti‘ I nited Slat* --Senator.
**! ivuiv!.’’
was the l:tuu'iiaue of ti e .Indue, “i.einu compelle : to hritiu’ to your attention auain the .ultra u'c« iis frauds perp trat. d
upon tin- hallotboy last fall, when I h. ballots of Waterford
and » •■litre vvme deliberately l iken from the
l.o\e-and altered, l-'oi the-.- crime- u- (irtnd
i
.Jury sine, ha- \er in.ii. tf any !o*«ly'.
reulet very much t<» bt compelled to make -u< h
astaleineiit. but 1 III 11-1 -ay
my duty to in-tin
and law-abidinu' ciii/eii- of tin- c.unity demandil that if lid' (.ran I lury permit- this state
of thillU's to lol.uer exist il yvollld be better to
di-pen-e with (iraud duri.- in future."
is th.. -.line I b morrat i<-part y
And yet th
which the Muuwump pie— i- doinu it- be-l to
V
keep in power in ti e int.Te-i of reform.
Y. Tribune.
sio'i,

an

A
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Hambietonian's R-stiug Place.
ii:*a hill at < better. close !>\
(lie e|v-t
roadside, ihe founder of the nreatcst fumiA of
linht harness horses sleeps. The nrave is en-

frail pi• U» t feme.
closed by
slab bears thi- inscription :
>

an

I

a

marble

k's

We desire to call the attention of our readersjto
advertisement of Wool*, Risnoi* \ Co’s K<>ya|
Clarion Range. We have no doubt of its great superiority over all others, as it is the leading Range
wherever sold.

HF.

'File probability is a large number
persons have been crushed to dentil in the
on tie* stairway s.
Many occupying scats near the stage were undoubtedly
the
lire and burned to death.
caught by
The lire broke out during the Iirst act of the
opera “Mignon.” « hie of the wings caught tire
from a gas jet.
The entire stage was immediately enveloped in flames. The lire soon
spread to the whole house. All the actors ran
out in stage costume.
Fhe audience got out
easily. Tim gas was turned olV before all had
left the building, it is feared that some were
b'ft in the upper tier.-.
Fhe roof soon fell in.
\\ itii the exception of Mine. Sellier, win*
peri-bed. all the actors escaped, though several
supernumeraries were injured severely.
Five ladies, terribly burned, were conveyed
to tlie national library.
Among these wa- 'the
woman clasping a little boy in her
body of

setiously.
<»!'

galleries and

arm-.

The scene out-ide was one of the wildest excitement. Falling ember.- struck the horses in
tin -urrotinding -tree!- causing them to plunge
and rear.
Tin tlatiie- -hot out of every window, forcing t be crowd into the narrow streets,
" here the crush was territie.
An actress says
there wen- Iho persons on the stage when the
lire broke out. She heard glas- falling like a
hail Morin, bn! told the other girls not to mind
it.
C.\ims. May 20. ’Fhe police authorities state
so far as learned IT
persons lost their lives in
la-t night's tire at tie-opera Combine and 110
were burned and otherwise wounded.
It is
impo—ible as yet to search tin; ruin- but when
thi- i- done it i- feared that tlie death li-t will be
augmented considerably.
The
of the ballet darners who lost
their live- by the burning of the Theatre ( omi«|ii«- !a-t night ay lying in Imaps in the ruins of
he
File firemen assert that many
bodie* are lying in tin* upper galleries. The
number of persons killed exceeds the previous
An excited Towd surrounded the

.bodies

jlicatre.

est'imates.

ruin-, which
'I he

01 HI.

'lie » hainbcr of lb-putie- Voted a credit of
•J.ooo.ooo fraie-s for the reli« f of the -utlorers.

Tlie Railroad to Moosekead.
b>

"Will tilt- Si‘lia>tieook and Moosehead road
built il.rtiiinli lo the lake, as proposed?**
'I Ids ijuerv lias been propounded hen- the

in‘rally, Imt the answer
No.me knew. Saturday,
''Upl. Mileliell was jn town inviting the prim-ip.ii eitiz--ns io at'eiid a e.mt'eivnee al -I. \\
.'lanson’s oilin lliat ru-ninn.
Ilie time was
"••en Mr. .Mileliell was eeriain that Pittslield
was dead set anninst tie- road
was aetivelv
workiim anaiiisj it. The Advertiserexplained
lliat lliere vv;i> no oinani/ed opposition to tinload here hey olid the kiekinn of some who hat l
'ii'laim d land damages, and that was to he exI :mv W iieiv. tie p* ople l.einn indilVerent.
!"
■onsillerin.- they had little to nain or lose.
Prominent eit i/rns >.:dd the s.-imc thinn. hut it
was s,, mueh hreath thrown
away. Kviilently
Mr. Mileliell would not seek aid in :i stronghold o! opposition, so >aturd:iv*s speetaele demonstrated that even nival minds may obstinp:is| f<w days (|ii?te

:
:

J7, i>7«;

ately

IT.

the

Ai

im
I in— ''.iti rd.i;
veiiiiin. Mr. >1 it «*h--xplaiivd 11; t nior.- nnmev was needed to
’inpiete ih> ivad 1 ’.In- lake. The « anadian
eapilalists who Were lit hind tile eolistnietioli of
Ihe
id io llartland. lost heavily in the failure

"II
'•

»

the Maritime Itank of St. John, and do not
lee! like noinn any furl her in this matter. Mr.
M iteh« II >aid In- had hei n aide to interest other
eapilalists in ihi s, heine. and the) will take
hoid of it if Pittslield and all the other towns
on
lie route Would prove their interest in the
,,;id 1»v suhseriplions lor >i
k or Ioaninn
111 il ere.lit.
lie asked I he *ili/el|s of Pittslieid lo raise s.duno for the -ause.
P ople lu re nvn.-rall) want to s,( tin road
built Ihroimh I" the lake now it has been eonin i-m-i d.
s*2.000 has been raised and it is like!)
ii"*- Iheotlnr ''Loud will be foriin-ominn.
If
tin- present
|:enn works, trains will he runlimn throunh Io Monson or A Idiot t
by earl)
w inter.
III.
\ d V e: I isej wants |o see tin- road built
Ihroimh to Maine's nivatest n-servoir and will
'■olltinUe I..
olid Mr. Mil.-lnirs eH'orts |o
ihal end.
fpiltstiel ! Advertiser.

"l
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The l.’o* klaii'l
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iitilc •'ate which opens from the road i>
barred by a lame stone, and lie win* wciild
stand upon th«* sacred soil mils; < linr> the
A youmr elm is nr*>winn above tIn*
feii.-e.
mound, ami db feet away is a wild * lurry m-\v
in blossom. The dandelions nlo\v like yrr* at
drops of pild in the tender liras-, ami an ainmsphere of >\vediie" and •ptiel bathes tinhill. The irreat horse rests not more than loo
yards from the stable which sheltered him,
ami anions tin* very seeiies of his triumphs.
He ma*le Mr. Uysdyk a rich man. and surprise
i> often expressed that In* was not more ireneroiisly remembered in IhewiJI. l»ut Mr. Uy—
dyk was an odd character, lie once became
disgusted with horses and ottered, as Mr. <Uivin well remembers, all his stock, inelmlinn
I lamhletonian, for sale. Only a few neighbors
attend***! the auction, and as no bids were made
Some nod
the stallion was preserved to him.
• less of noo'l
fortum seemed to interfere and
ward oil' the evil. As Mr. Uysdyk’s income
increased he gratitied his passion for land prol»ri* torshin. and farm after farm was added to
the modest homestead. Nearly all of these
lands have passed from his descendants, mid
now strangers an* asked to subscribe to a fund
for erect inn a monument over tin nrave of
Hambietonian. oh, tin- irony of fat* ! Horn***!
with aeeumiihdions to-day. and as lean and
hungry as a skeleton to-morrow. [Turf, Kidd
and Karin.
Chestnuts ill New Shells.—To tin- «jue>tii»!l.
‘•How's business*'” the tailor answer: sew,
the yachtsman,
sew: the acrobat, jumping:

booming; the distiller, still; the baker, rising:
the writing master, flourishing: tin l rial just ice,
tine: the apartment hotel keeper, Hat; the
weather bureau clerk, lluctuating; the plumber,
piping; tin: gardener, springing up: tiie furni-

ture-teamster, on the move: the minister whose
ehurch is in debt. fair; the shoemaker, awl
right, with an upper tendency : the rag gatherer,
picking up; tie hod carrier and the elevator
hoy, now up and now down; the undertaker,
run into the ground; the doctor, recovering:
the cobbler, on tin mend; the astronomer:
looking up; the lobster catcher, gone to pot;
the cooper (w)hooping her up; the uTonaut.
going up: the diver, going down. [Huston
‘mirier.

A Chicago mail paid £KiO a few weeks ago
for a new and improved incubator. He placed
therein £2.‘> worth of high-priced eggs and
hired a hoy to attend it at a further expense of
The time having fully expired, lie went
yesterday morning to inspect the incubator and
sec how many of the eggs had hatched.
The
only living tiling lie found was a large bluebottle fly, which lie caught and put in a bottle,
lit; exhibits this insect to inquiring friends as
the only £200 11y in the tinted States. [Chicago Tribune.
used to know tin; editor of The

(Washington) Capital lie

was a temperate man,
hut the other day lie printed a long article captioned: “What we spend for rum.” It must
absorb all his profits, as the figures given are

from £700,000,000 to $*00,000,000

a

year.

Omaha l»ce“It is meet and drink that is depriva family of food.”
Texas'siftings“Among the Zulus young people light and get married. Here they get married
and light.”
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a poem I inn the pen of our thriving ban
ker fi and W.o. I- idler Jr., whieh we tri ve below.

William"-

ea.-e

the Mu-e has

not

entirely -urrendiMvil to Mammon. We hope that,
a- a sample ol a Kansas farm, the
-lory contains
of truth than poetrv
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we

of
'••urier

sity for writinir poetry will show itscll under the
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guarded by

a military cordon.
witnessed.
time men and two women
"civ
-tage box where tlie victims
had'takeii y luge. It i> ascertained that many
bodie- lay in lii upper gallerie- wlienee e-eape
"a- diiliculi.
'Fie- government propose- to
el >-e several Tali- theatres because of dcI.ate thi- afternoon the
lieieney in exit-.
bodies of |s ladies, all in full dress, were
ton ml !y ing together at tie* bottom of the -t air
c.i-e leading from tin* second
story. These lade-- al! bad escorts to tlie theatre but no remain- of men were ft mud near the women.
'Flic avails of tin- theatre began falling this
evening and search for the bodies was abandoned for the day.
Flu library attached t<*
the t beat re i< entirely destroyed‘with its content.-. including many valuable scores.
Sis
tlioll-aild co-| nines were burned.
! ‘-day i:»*i missing persons were impmed
h'r by ivlatl\e-and are -uppo-cd to have per*
i-hed in tlie llaines.
File bottom <*f the theatre i- Hooded for a
depth t.t five feet. Sixty bodies Were found
limiting in tie \\;it. r by tie- tireinen.
’Fhe -earcb for bodies was re-une-d to-night
and a number xlmmed. Flic otlieial stateiueiu
-ay
tifly bodies have already been recovered.
M. lo-villon, -peaking in the ciiamlier of
Ivputies this afternoon, e-timated that at
h-a-i 2oo per-on*. |o-t He ir lives jn the* lire.
Fhe opera Comi'iuc wa- insured for £1.000.are

Many distressing

lor

l*)M.i i*

m \i:« ii

COAMljl II, PAItlS.
FIFTY l'FRSONS
111 KNF.I' UK KII.LKI*.

M*IM 1* AM*

persons sprang from the windows to the
ground. Fourteen were instantly killed by
the fall, and forty-three were picked up more
or ic>* injured, some
fatally and many very

■

ii \m m.r.r* »m \

m \\
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Paris, May S>. 'Flic opera Combine was
burned tu-nighf. it is feared many persons
lost their lives. 'Fhe lire broke out during the
performance. 'Fhe theatre was crowded. At
the iirst alarm a rush was made for the exits.
'Flu* lire spread with great rapidity. Many
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in the Concrete.

1 *\
ir«-h straw- v\ hieh iudi'-at.
eharacier and tendency of tin
1
at i party
!. (.enmal K ts'er is a I >. nioerat.
lie lias
jiisf In en mill-mu' a uralnitons in-nit to one of
tile foremost defenders of til* I liioll, beeail-e
In was a foremost defender of the I'nion.
Governor liill i- a Ihnioerat.
He l:tt• i\
killed With lli.s Veto Hie < I'osl.N hi!!, one of tin

11

Ilf

Frightful Holocaust.

it \xs mi t.i.i.k.

Mans Midler on an \prilmnrn
rianted In- farm w n!i eolomds of corn
And be chuckled away a- he viewed the lot.
And he -ay-, -ay he. d dlleil- y e vot.
I >ho-e crop- dhey \ ill make me rich,'' -ay
he,
\ e.d he laujihed aloud in his merry ^lee.
**i«*h viS! puy me ein team mil mules,*' he -aid,
•d ud dozen of imhlcmcnts bainted red.
b b vil! b;iiiii mein house, uud puild me ein barn,
led iia *c intr- .mil, I eh
ill. py darn!"

Well, lir-t there

came :i four weeks’ drouth.
And Midler ir«»t terribly down in the mouth ;
lb -eanned the heavens a .train and a .train
And prayed m a manner profane for rain.
Then the cloud- rolled up in a way profound
And emptied themselves on the dry, parched

ground

Tdl when they were done all the world was all oat
And Muller sculled over his farm in a boat.
\ml tliu- extremes all the summer met.
Kit her w as dr\ or drenching wet.
And Muller he .-wore in Id-broken Imtrli
That too much o| a trood tiling i- much too much.
The .ludire rode slow !y dow n the lane,
Stroking his horse's eiie.-nut mane;
!K drew his rein where Muller pens
lvelv -;it on the barbs of a w ire fence.
And* lie asked of the fanner nil forlorn
How n.uch he was likely to make on his corn.
Ham Muller lie never mice lifted his head,
Hi- maimer wa- listless, and dull, and dead,
And his eyes roved over his acres wide
W here
corn Mocks drooped and died
lie thought of his hopes in the early spring,
I lope- that, a las, had loit.tr sy ne taken w
injr;
And he answered the .ludire, who was somewhat
amazed
1 Hion’d you nefer trhoiind on no
crop- until dhe\
vas raised!"

spindling

Mount
Wi:st

Desert

Correspondence.

IIai:i:«»k. Me.. May 24, ISST.

Mr.
Samuel Kimball of Bangor has been in town the
past week getting his .summer cottage ready for
>«»i

in

orcnpamn tin- coming season.
Mrs. ;>r. Fulton, of Ellsworth, will
a

stable

<»n

her lot the

begin

to

build

coming week.

Messrs. Haddock of Cranbern Isles and Parker
of Bass Harbor intend to do an extensive business
the coming season in buying and curing fish.
tjnitc a licet of lishcrmcn have been laying here
the

past week waiting for bait which has been
very scarce in the weirs.
Wm. II. Ward has left l»is cottage and moved

t«»

rooms over

his

store.

Lots of

carpenters work at North East llarhor
this spring, and South West Harbor, has sent a
large delegation of joiners there.
New
\\

c

have received

Publications.
copies of The Open Court,

a

fortnightly journal devoted to the work of establishing ethics and religion upon a scientific basis.
It is published in Chicago, and is the successor of
The Index, and under the same editor, It. F. Cn
derwood. Among the contributors arc Moncurc
1>. Conway, James Parton, Felix Oswald, and otb
It is an able journal.
cr well known writers.
The Esoteric is the

name

of

a new

monthly

is-

by the Esoteric Publishing Co., Boston, at
#1.50 per year. The proprietors say: “The Esoteric will be devoted to such subjects of thought
as will, in our judgment, be best adapted to promote the highest mental and interior unfoldment
of its renders; endeavoring at all times to impnit
sued

a

knowledge and

call forth

a

realization of the ob-

ject of creation, and man's mission and possible
attainments

on

earth.”

Memorial
Till: Sr\l»A\ SKU VICKS
I»A\ WAS OHSEKYKD

BELFAST, THURSDAY, JUNE

1887.

IN

Day
BELFAST.
HOW THE
ASH COIMV.

1N|^ISCITV

Memorial services of Thomas II. Marshall Post,
U., of this city, were held Sunday in the
Baptist Church, which was elaborately decorated

the history of
catastrophy.
zon

points
nothing in

the nation

to

He

the

saw

indicates such

which

a

unhappy a
political liorl

He looked

result.

Letter

so

con-

lldently

forward a thousaud years and saw this
land from North to South, from ocean to
ocean, tilled with millions of people alive with the
spirit of enterprise and progress. Speaking of the
love of ones country lie said that the brave

from

Saratoga.

News of Belfast and

SAMPLING SARATOGA’S SPRINGS.
EX ROUTE TO
TIIE SPA.
BOSTON'S PIG PORKS. AT MT. MCGREGOR.
THE RIGHT WORTHY GRAND LODGE.

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

C. ltrm.Kss, Mayor.
ended the exercises of the dav.
Let us see to it that so far as our
In the morning the committees visited the ceme- V
_'
example tends it may never degenerate into a teries and marked the soldiers’ graves with Hags,
AT miOOKS.
r. m. the procession formed in front <>f
day of sports and pastimes; that those who and at
Memorial Day was observed in an appropriate
come after u> may
keep burning the lircs of Grand Army Hall in the following order :
manner by Geo. G. Davis Post, G. A. K., assisted
Maker.
Chief Marshal, Capt. Chas.
patriotic ardor and annual!) strew afresh the
by the ladies and citizens of the place. A. II.
Aid, A. Packard.
fast in*Teasing number of grassy mounds that
Xcwbert, Esq., of Appleton, delivered the oration,
W. L. Stmlley, Drum Major.
The Fincohiville Kami.
mark the Ia>t resting places of the patriotic !
which was well written and finely delivered. The
Thomas II. Marshall Post. No 42.
1. :ul.
choir, consisting of Mr. and Mrs. Tilton Elliott,
T. I). Guptill, Commander.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Jones, and Lizzie Chase, fur
Camp A. K. Clark, S. of V.,
The burning of the Belt Line horse ear
C. Merriam, Captain.
nished some excellent music. We have a full rethe Orator of the day and
Carriage
containing
stables in New Yyrk last week was attended
port of the address, but arc unable to ghe more
Chaplain.
Soldiers and Sailors of the War.
than a few brief extracts. In opening the speaker
by no loss ,.f human life, but over fourteen |
Carriages containing disabled Soldiers.
said: “We can hardly realize that more than
hundred horses, which are little less than
City Government in carriages.
Citizens.
human. per i» lied in the flames. I» was an
twenty-six years have passed since on that meThe Post made a good show, both in numbers morable 12th of April, 15*51, there came flashing
horrihle holocaust. A driver -lauding near 1
iii* ruins, and lookini; up sadly, -aid to an and appearance, and the procession as a whole over the wires, startling and electrifying the
whole North as never before, the news that Fort
was perhap- the best we have ever had on MeLveniiur Smi reporter: **!t was jti-f above
morial Day. The streets were tilled with specta- Sumter, defended l»v the gallant Anderson ami
h* re on the s. < <*nd floor, where ‘old Jack* was
tors, am! the business places generally, and the his little hand had been surrendered to the rebels,
-tailed. Jack an* ine's been working together
public otlices, were closed. The procession fol- and that tin* proud flag of the Republic, to which
on thi' road for iroin* on thr. >• year- now. an* I
lowed the route published last week to the ceme- no insult had heretofore gone unpunished, was
never knowed him to ao back on me.
I'd er tery, where the usual exercises were held at the trailing in disgrace and dishonor.” The causes
died fer ‘Jack.* but lie's irone now. an* I 'spose grave of Col. T. H. Marshall. The attendance was which led up to this event, which may be justly
there's no Use in grievin': but if you'd er loved large, and the cemetery, with its many shade trees termed the beginning of the civil war, were then
anything as I loved ‘Jack* you'd cry. Yes, covered with the new foliage, the fresh, green briefly reviewed, and then the speaker came to
Lincoln s call for To,000 men for the suppression
"ir, cry.
A tear was in his eye as he turned gras.-, the neatly kept lots and floral decorations,
After of the rebellion—a call promptly answered by
a very attractive appearance.
on hi- lice
d walked away, moaning for his presented
prayer by the chaplain, the comrades laid flowers .‘500,000 brave fellows “from the hills and valleys
horse friend.
upon the graves of soldiers and sailors, and then of the North, from her farms and her work shops,
\V. havi» reee ved the reply of the Good assembled again around the grave of Col. Marshall from her mills and her forests, from her pulpits
the reading of tit,* Poll of Honor by
an-! her halls of learning, from her counters and
to listen t
Templars Lxccut.ve Committee t<> (ien. Neal
Adjutant Dilworth. This lmt grows year by year, her forges, from her elegant and costly mansions,
1 low's letter of eiKp.iiry published in last
end there nave been many additions to it since last and from her humble cottages—In short, from
w< ek's Journal and will publish it in our next
Memorial Day. The following are the new names
every place where her sturdy ami loyal sons could
ivmi*.
It presents a most damadme array of J. W Cottrell, I. T. Cottrell Frank P. Fames, K. be found to
defend that flag which is to-day the
evidence airain-t the judire of the Belfast po- G. Fldridge. Kphriam Maddocks FdgarPaul, Fred pride of the whole
world; that all of us might enlice court, who has earned an unenviable no- A. Koger- William Howe, F. >. Tenney and A. T. joy the civil and
religious liberty that we now do,
and that we might still continue to live in this
toriety by his tirades auain-t the Supreme Waterman.
servance.

Court,

his

presumption

in

passing upon the

constitutionality

of law- he was -worn to enforce, iiis insolence to those havimr business
with him. and his strenuous tx< Cions to prevent the enforcement of the prohibitory laws

and thus to alibi'd protection to the rmnseller.
It is an outrage that the people of Belfast
should be compelled to pay s<*nO per year to

support such

an

otlicial.

.mu v tin* <••*? » -monies tin* mu* \va

Army hall, where the procession disbanded. A pi -nic supper was served at *5
o’clock, of which visiting comrades and others
partook.
The evening oxereiso were held in the Relfast
opera House. At 7 oYJoek the hall was tilled to
ove rflowing, the fair sex predominating in the
audience. The Post and Relief Corps occupied
the

reserved for them in front and the i.in-

seats

colnville Hand

Last year tlie Journal had a brief editorial
c.mcernina- the decoration on Memorial I>ay of
crave- other than of those who cave their lives
for tie
I'niou. and Mijr^e-tini? that the latter
should receive all tlie floral otVeiina- on the.
•lay -ct apart to honor their memories. The
article has been revived this year by a number of our contemporaries, and was borrow*' 1
by the Calais Times of May ‘jUih t> head its
editorial columns. We are dad the matter
has attracted such wide at!* nlion and trust the
surest ion was p-nerallv adopted on Mondav
last.
A Belfast hotel keeper disregarded the new
prohibitory law, and to hi- a.-tonislnneiit
found himself prosecuted and "cast into prison."
And now the people are expressing

their

the event, ; Dexter Gazette.
Ii was not a hotel keeper: he was not prosecuted under the new law: he could not have
been "astonished** and “the people**
are
sorrow over

not expressing sorrow. With these exceptions
the statements of our Dexter contemporary
are correct.
In another column lie aptly says:
"<»f the propensity type- have* for
saying the
wrong thing, no man knows unless he has
tried to run a printing office."

sdMHH).
from a like >our«*e* \v:i< used in this
and in Waldo county, last fall to elect
otlieials friendly to the rum interest, and the
taxpayer ring is believed to have obtained a
good part of their campaign fund from the
Liquor Dealers Association. There is also said
to have been some "water" in it.

Money

>tate,

T'.ie author of "AH Quiet Along the Potomae'i o-night,' Lamar Fontaine, i- a witness,
a- a
pistol expert. in the trial of < ojmu.l llamiltmi for the murder of Fditor Gambrell at
■Jackson, Mis-. He ha- always been able to
-hoot wonderfully, but only that once, apparently, did his pen do expert work. [Boston
Sunday Uecord.
And then it- work \va> done by proxv, as
the poem in question was written
by a NorthMr. Fontaine's false pretensions
ro the
authorship of this poem were fully exposed about twenty years ago.
n

woman.

Mexican correspondent has something
to say this week of the Sinaloa
colony, and it
in striking contrast to the stories
recently
current in the press. Mrs. Ward proposes to
visit the colony and report upon the actual
condition of affairs there.
<>ur

Attorney General Garland reiterates the
statement that he does not desire a Tudge>hip. We are not aware that any one wants
him to have a Judgeship, and so
every bod v
may lie easily pleased.
native reports that the Ameer of Afghanistan announces his determination to take the
field himself unless his generals speedily quell
the revolt of the Ghilzais. Hut this may lie
only Ameer rumor.
A

Brunswick, Georgia, has a new hotel, the
Oglethorphe. and from what we have heard it
tills a long felt want. Belfast has a like want
not yet tilled, but which we hope is soon to lie.
Xoreom I,. Seguin, manager of the Philadelphia I mbrella Companv, is charged with embezzling *585,000. He has abseomled.
lie laid something away for a rainy
day.
A patriotic poem from the pen of Prof.
Bateman is published on the fourth
page, and
is followed by a fine poem
by our talented
contributor Mrs. Helen X. Packard.
The new Scotch yacht Thistle has been defeated in two out of three races across the
pond. Thistle do. Guess we’ll keep the America cup awhile longer.
The Portsmouth

editorial
shire?"

Penny

Post published an
captioned: “Who Owns New HampWe suppose Frank .Jones does.
—

The President went fishing Memorial
Day.
He declined an invitation to be present at the
unveiling of a soldiers' monument.
The Fast port .Sentinel laments the non-arrival of the sardine herring, but rejoices in the
presence of the salt

sea

fog.

The Xew York Herald rejoices in the belief
that it is “the greatest of ail base ball mediums.”

was

stationed

on

the left next the

>tage. During the three-quarters of an hour which
elapsed before the exercises began the hand rendered

sonic

preciation.
Post

to

grand old Union and not in a Confederacy of
States.” How the war spirit swept over the country, and how party lines vanished, was then recalled, with the departure of volunteers for the war,
and the battles ami deeds of valor which followed.
Then the Grand Army, its principles audits works
were

Day.

those who were soldiers during the war
of the rebellion, followed by a poem, of which we
quote the concluding verse:
words to

And when in turn we too shall He
Heneath the sod our feet arc pressing,
Then other breasts shall breath the sigh
\n<l other lips pronounce the blessing,
And other hands than those of ours
•''hall strew our heroes graves with flowers.

.selections whic h met with much ap-

Finally Commander Guptill called the

attention and welcomed the audience in

a

address. The* hand played “Rally 'Round
Flag.’ Rev. Geo. K. Tufts ottered prayer.
Then twenty live young Misses dressed in white,
with re d, white and blue sashes, and carrying
national flags, marc hed upon the stage. The tallest occupied the centre and they were graduated
ofl' to each w ing. They tilled the stage completely
and with the flags draping the proscenium arch,
the plants and floral decorations, the picture was
a pleasing as well as patriotic one.
“The Red,
White and Illuc” was sung, with piano accomand
in
the chorus the Misses waved
paniment,
their flags in unison. They were recalled to sing
an additional verse, and were greeted with much
applause. Much credit is due to Miss Isa Conant,
w ho trained the girls and managed this part of the

touched upon, and some fitting words said in
the annual observance of Memorial
The address closed with a few eloquent

behalf of

brief

programme. Mrs. Alexander next recited a Decoration Day poem in a very graceful and feeling
manner; and then the audience welcomed the
orator of the occasion. Hon. S. I,. Milliken.
Mr. Milliken’s address was

extemporaneous,^

ami

delivered in his usual effective way. it
is to be regretted that there was so much loud
talking and moving about in the rear of the hall—
was

hich tlie

speaker himself was compelled to rebuke—as it prevented many from hearing the address t.» full advantage. Mr. Milliken began by
saying that those who expected from him an ad
dress eommeniMirate with the occasion must necessarily be disappointed. Words were inadequate
to do full .justice to the
subject. Nor did he propose, as was u-tial on such occasions, to enter
upon a history of the war. lie did not consider
that necessary while those lived who bore part in
it. \\ lien they had passed away the historian and
the sculptor will preserve their memories ami do
justice to the cause for which they fought. Their
deed w ould be embalmed in song and
perpetuated in prose. He was glad to sec so
large an audience present.
It indicated that tin hoys of 'ill
were not forgotten, and w ould not he. After mention of those who went to the front in defence
ot the I nion, the speaker
paid an eloquent tribute
to the devoted women who
played a most importing part in the struggle. Referring to the
great
soldiers and battles
not

He

the

past, he said they were
greater than those of our day ami country.

spoke

of

of Memorial

tilting terms, and had

Day and
no

its observance in
doubt but that when

the last comrade of the Grand
Army hail gone to
his final rest: other hands would take
up the work
they had begun. The address throughout was
tilled with patriotic and lofty
elo-

sentiments,

quently expressed, and the speaker was greeted
with frequent applause. No brief
synopsis, such
a- we are
necessarily restricted to, can do justice
to this oration.
At its close the audience united in
singing America, the hand played patriotic; airs,
and so ended the observance of
Memorial Day,
ls*7, i» |i,•lfast.
MOXKOK.
The May at Monroe had more than the usual attraction. in addition to the Memorial exercises
the beautiful soldiers monument
erected
AT

recently

was

unveiled ami

dedicated.

The

threatening

aphut

pearance of the weather kept many at home,
there was a goodly number present. In the forenoon the procession formed as follows
Monroe Band.
Decorating Sound.
K. M. Billings Post, No. 74.
Belief Corps,
tiood Templars Lodge.
Citizens.

AT

Day

Memorial
I’ost

in

the

was

usual

UIJLUTV.

observed by E. H. IJradstrcct
manner.

One

hundred ami

thirty-seven
house

was

graves were decorated. The meeting
filled to overflowing and the address of

W. JI. Moody Esq. gave general satisfaction.
singing was line and everything passed oft'
very satisfactory manner.

a

glorious victory.

And now, Commander of E. II. Hillings Post,
No. 74, Dent. Maine, G. A. It., as a token of re
spent for tlsc soldiers, I have lieen authorized to
invite you, at this time, to accept from tlie citizens
of Monroe ami vicinity this memorial, and to request that it may la? dedicated by you to tlie noble
purpose for which it lias been erected.
Post Commander Isaac Cook accepted tlie monument in

few well chosen

remarks, and then
agreeable to the ritual
for
that
laid down
purpose. Col. YV. II. Fogler, of
Heifast, followed with some appropriate
a

dedicated the monument

accepts according to his make-up.

tunnel is bored

through

distance of four miles,
for the train to

run

I
(

The

the lloosac mountains a
and it took nine minutes

through

It. While

cn

route and

enwrapped in “Cimmerian darkness,” (I think
right kind of darkness—if not ask Dyer,
he knows) one docs not want to cogitate on what
might be the result of a collision. Imagine riding
in a tunnel underground from Belfast postollire to
Belmont corner and you catch on to the distance.
It’s a huge bore, and by.the way, I believe Boston I

that’s the

Kr.ddygorc of course, and as it was
evening it was on the boards of Hoston,

Yes I took in
the last

1 think I may say I was in at the death, for 1 don’t
believe it will survive another season. It Is vastly
to Pinafore, and barring a few pretty
faces and costumes, and the transformation scene
which is very good, there is nothing in it.
Inferior

\Yc visited Mt. McGregor Wednesday, the scene
of Gen. Grant's last days. It is a very cool and
pleasant location with a line inland view, the

being portion of the Adirondack range.
The rooms in the Drexel cottage where Gen. Grant
mountain

died

a

kept in the condition they were left and
visited by thousands of tourists.
The gay season here has not yet begun and most
of the huge hotels arc closed. They open about
the middle of dune and run three months, during
which time the population ol' Saratoga is said to
be at least .'>0,000. Its resident population is 1,200.
It has some line streets elegantly shaded, and its
mineral springs can he counted by the score. Hut
are

annually

are

few of them

open. Admission .“> rts., and all
the water you can drink.
Our temperance session has been attended by
arc

delegates from ail quarters of the globe,
and includes Yankees, Swedes, Indians, Knglisli,
Norwegians, Negroes, Ac. Ac. Among the speeches
yesterday were one by a Swede and one by a Norwegian, both of which were translated by an interpreter. The great event of the meeting lias been
over

2o0

entirely consummated—a
of

union of the tw o branches

Order w hich have been working apart for
years. U is now one, and a world w ide order
of Good Templars under one Uight Worthy Grand

Lodge, numbering

‘over half

a

million members

every civilized part of the earth.
a prominent position, being the third
largest Grand Lodge in the world, and was represented here by a full delegation including Nelson
Hingley.Jr., A. J. Chase, N. F. Woodbury, Mrs. If.
C. Munson, Mrs. J.. C. Partington and myself.
There is yet a large amount of business to transact
and perhaps most of the week will be occupied.
The next session will be held at < liicago in May,
located in

lf*ss.

Yours

Session

of

truly,

Geo. F. H.

Waldo County District Lodge, €■. T.

The

quarterly session of Waldo County District
Lodge, G.T., met with Lebanon Lodge. \'«>. (to, at
Ellingwood’s Corner, May 2-k Two things com
bined to make it rather .smaller than most sesAT STOCKTON'.
j sions; the fact that it was held in an extreme rorDespite the cloudy sky and dampness of the I ner of the
county, and that the day was so cold
weather quite a goodly number of our citizens gathand rainy ami the roads so nimbly. About sixty
ered at. the cemetery on the morning of Memorial
gathered, though, in spite of wind and weather,
<la\. It seemed as if our city of the dead, though
and the warm welcome of our Lebanon brothers
always beautiful, was never more lovely than tins made us
forget the outside cold: and storm and
morning, even though the sky was overcast and enter
heartily into the enjoyment of an interesting
gloomy, making it seem as if the nation really and
protitable session.
mourned over our dead with us, and the clouds
At the hour the lodge was called to order by j
which darkened the struggling sunbeams were a
Bro. G. II. Kirli, I>ist. Councillor, and the imual
veil to hide her tears. The services which took
routine business gone through with. Lodges were
place were devoid of all pomp. No great parade,
reported and a good showing made. A« a rule the
no martial music, no
firing of salutes, and yet every lodges reported seemed holding their own, and a
heart seemed to feel that grief and reverence due
noticeable sentiment for enforcement developed
t<> the day.
itself. May it grow from more to more. The
The cemetery was decorated In a
simple hut dinner hour was a season of enjoyment, there
tasteful
manner.
In
very
the center was erected a
being by far more laughing and talking than eatstand draped and trimmed with
flags, and from ing done, however. These picnic sessions are althis arose a monument of white,
upon the top of ways highly cn, ioyable.
whirl! rested a pure white dove, that emblem of
At the hour Bro. G. 11. Rich again sounded the
peace whirli cost the life of so many of our
gavel and the question of taking the new degree
country’s noble braves.
was discussed.
As there is to lie another session
The summer house at the rear of the
yard was before the meeting of the Grand Lodge, it was
prettily embellished with flags and bore the motto deemed best to
postpone taking the degree until
“We mourn our dead.” The graves were decorated
the August meeting, which will be held with Valley
to
the services, which consisted of
previous
Pray- Lodge, of Monroe. A most enjoyable musical
er by Capt. Robert llitchborn,
singing of appropri- entertainment was offered by Bro. Littlefield and
ate selections, and a
very line address bv Col.
family, during which Ills little daughter, aged'
Iirownell Granger, touching upon those noble ineight, played “The Captain With His Whiskers”
stincts and the love of country and freedom, which
most charmingly on the violin, and received the
have impelled man on to battle, from the time of
hearty applause of the audience.
the lirst strife of which we have knowledge down
The committee on resolutions then reported the
to tne present century; followed
by reading of the following resolutions, all of which were adopted:
roll of honor which numbers
1. Resolved, That we deem it the duty of all
fifty-six in all.
A few excellent remarks were made
men to support temperance papers,
by Mr. temperance
and that we have the Record and Voice as being
.Joseph Thompson, in which he referred to the
particularly worthy of such support; that the hossoldier of the revolution who had
slept in an un- tility of the Progressive Age t<> the temperauee
and its open advocacy of the rum interests,
marked grave in a neighboring
cemetery in our cause,
makes it the high duty of every (mud Templar to
tow n for so many years, and we are
pleased to withdraw all support and countenance from it;
know that an appropriation of $50 has
lately been that his inlluence and subscription may not go t<>
strengthen a paper that persistently and bitterly
made by the town for the
purpose of marking this aims to tear down the cause
we are striving to
grave in the manner which it deserves.
build up.
*2.
That
we
most
The services of the day closed by all
earnestly request our Governor
uniting and to
W. Mitchefl, of Belfast, and John
singing America. All the arrangements for decora- A. appoint John
of
Partridge,
Searsport, special constables for
tion, were made in a very short space of time. No the better enforcement of the prohibitory law in
Waldo
was
county.
money
appropriated by the town for the occa3. That we* pledge our aid and support to those
sion, all necessary funds being contributed by who are
striving to enforce the law in Belfast.
4. That we extend a most hearty vote of thanks
citizens. We can but feel proud of the result and
to
the
members
of Lebanon Lodge for their kind
very grateful to all who lent a helping hand In

making

it

a

and

a success.

warm

welcome.

The matter of

instructing delegates

to vote for

the

AT

The

BI’CKSI'OHT.

memorial services

were

of

more

than ordi-

nary interest this year. On Sunday afternoon Rev.
Win Forsyth delivered an able and eloquent serat the Elm st. church. There were in attendthe Grand Army and the Oak Hill cadets,
composed of 7l> young'students of the E. M. C.
in..n

ance

seminary under command ofjCoI. I.aGross. On
Monday the graves were decorated in’t Ire forenoon
by detachments of the G.'A. R.
the services

were

In the afternoon

held in

beautiful uniforms made
ance on tills occasion.

a

very

imposing appear-

which it says our judge and
jury at the last term
of court did good work because
they were not
elected by rum votes, &c. He says that he understands that while Mr. Dunton was elected
the

by

Democrats and against his vote, still he thinks him
square kind of a man as men go. lie understands that lie was not very anxious to
indict-

a

get

Day was appropriately observed In hands. He felt
pleased with the straightforward
Wlnterporlns usual. Oil Sunday morning Warren manner In which Mr. Dunton
conducted the eases.
Dost anil Relief Corps attended the union services
He thought him the best we have ever
had, saving
at the M. E. Church In a body and the exercises
Mr. Rogers. Don’t
you think, Mr. Editor, that
were deeply interesting. The
scrlpturesand hymns put it on a little thick? Jf an officer elected you
by the
were read anil prayer offered
by Hcv. Mr. liray, Democrats comes withiu a reasonable distance
of
and a very able and eloquent discourse given
by his duty give him and them the credit. All who
Rev. Mr.
Memorial

was

very

Baldwin from Josh. 1st ti T. The church
prettily decorated and good singing was

furnished by the two choirs, Mrs. T. A. Snow preat the organ. At the close of the sermon,
by request Miss May Chase sang the beautiful
solo “Rest, Soldier Rest.”
on Monday the usual
program for Memorial Day

siding

was carried out.
Warren Post accompanied
by
the M Interport Cornet Rand and a
procession of
citizens and school children marched to the cemetery where the regular G. A. R. ceremonies were

performed and the soldier’s graves and monument

remarks, appropriately decorated, after which
they repaired
which were well received. Tlie decorating squad
to Union llall, which was tastefully
A chemical analysis proves hard eider to be
arranged for
accompanied by young ladies then sought out tlie the occasion
by the W. R. C., and listened to a line
twice as rich in alcohol ns beer, ale or
porter.
graves of tlie soldiers and laid a garland of floworation by Mnjor Nickerson of Portland, and
singers upon each. Tlie Itclicf Corps built a mound
As a natural sequence of I>ry
ing by u select choir. At the close of the services
Sundays New near tlie base of the monument and decorated it the
band played some very beautiful selections in
York city has no Blue Mondays.
with flowers. This was for the unknown soldiers
the square.
who sleep on many a well fought battlefield. A
beautiful wreath, artistically fashioned of numberAT UNITY.
Kish and Fishing.
less flowers, presented to the Post
The Posts at Unity and Freedom met In the
by Mrs. Levi
former
and performed the usual
East .Jackson, was placed about the
place
The first week of the salmon
statue ceremonies. AMonday
fishing with hook Klch.of
procession inarched to the cemeOil the monument.
This floral oflerlng was much
and line at Bangor resulted in the
capture of over
tery and decorated the graves of the soldiers. The
forty fish of an average weight of over eighteen appreciated by tlie soldier hoys, in the afternoon church was well tilled, where an excellent address
was delivered
Rev. B. C. Wentworth, of Bela large company assembled at tlie hall to
listen to fast. A dinner by
pounds.
was also served to the visitors.
theaddress of Col. W. H. Fogler, of Heifast. The
Messrs. C. B. Hnzoltinc and A. A.
Howes
address was able ami well received. After
A statement that Can he Backed
of this city on a second visit to Swan
relating
Lake
lip.
the deeds and perils of the soldiers he said to tlie
last week, hooked a
very large trout but did
Some time ago, though it has just come to
my
young people: "For you, who are too young to
not succeed ill landing It.
They trolled with a fly have known the
notice, some person took the liberty to hint,
terrible realities of

days.

which lie had been a great sufferer for
many years.
In a private letter written In
July last, Major
Poore referred to his journalistic
career, and took

Pride evidently in the fact that lie began as a
society correspondent forty.flvo years ago In Paris,

and wrote for the Boston Atlas
descriptions of
balls at the Tulleries and the dresses worn
the

by

ladies attending them, modelling his style after the
“raconteurs” of the French press and the writers
for the Court Journal and similar
publications in
London. He further said in the same letter that
he began In 1847 to write letters from
Washington,
In which he always gave much
society news. For
three successive winters before the war he wrote a
and worm bait.
war, it is well
through the columns of the Lewiston
to bow at tliis altar, and there In the
weekly society letter to the New York Times, and
presence of
The invention for which James M.
Treat, tlie living and tlie (lead who helped to carry the that my statement In regard to the Income from’ also contributed society matter to the Washington
of Stockton, has secured a
flock
of
hens
is
a
He.
Now
I
my
patent consists of nation through its hour of
hope the Intelll. Star and t# the States, of Washington, I). C. A
supreme peril,to cona fish trap or weir
gent person who thought so, may read this, so
having walls of netting, a se- secrate your lives to tlie cause of
contemporary says of him: “Major Ben: Perlcy
good govern- that he
ries of pounds, the floors of which arc
know
what
sort
of person he has acmay
arranged ment, of national liberty, of loyalty, and the naPoore was one of the relics of a past
age—of the
stepwise at different levels', each pound opening tion's
cused of prevaricating. And as for
proving my age of Webster, Clay and Calhoun. No man a*
honor, and to resolve that your Influence
'■
into the next higher.
am
ready to put one, three or five Washington was more
and your example shall ever sustain the faith statement, J
widely known. There was
Mr. Fred T. Chase, who is
hundred dollars up against tliat amount, that 1 no one whose
fishing at Curry- and tlie Integrity of your country, anil
memory embraced so much of the
your can
ing Place Pond, sent home tills week evi- arms be ever
prove and show figures In every particular to
actual
to
defend
the
ready
working history of onr country during tho
right. He that effect.
dences of his skill in the shape of some fine trout. reviewed tlie
present century; no one who had enjoyed the perhistory of wars and their effects In
Will the Lewiston Journal please
They were sampled liy the guests of the Brooks the old countries and
copy?
sonal acquaintance and friendship of so many
compared them with our
House, and others. A later supply comes from own. He said lie had no faith nor
Chester E. Perkins,
whose names are written large upon tho walls of
fellowship with
farther north, but just where we do not
M«y »*•
remember. those who sec ruin and
time.”
Belfast. Me.
anarchy, tlie dissolution of
The Journal office was romembered in the
distri- the nation, the destruction of free government In
Sardine
are reported scarce all alon—
herring
Some good catches of trout are
bution.
reported /rent
tlie Immediate future of the country. Nothing In shore.
|

Journal!

I®*-_

Kangcly region.

front of

a
a

Mr. George E. Wallace, of this city, lias obtained
pension for Mrs. S. P. McCray, of Waldo, with

$2,144 arrearages.

rainy weather

Tiic

that

past week lias greatly

vegetation, and practically

advanced

good

of the

grass crop. City
the dust lias been

ensures

Commissioner Pierce is building a new
sidewalk on Main street from the Coliseum to tin*
end of the brick block below.
Street

a

people rejoice over the fact
laid, temporarily at least.

Janauschek has had to postpone her appearance here until fall. Her injuries
were more serious than supposed and she is compelled to cancel her summer engagements.
After all Madame

agricultural meeting will

An

be held

tin* trot

at

ting park, Belfast, at onco’clock next .Saturday afternoon. A full attendance is required.
Capt. and Mrs. II. A. Starrctt drove to Bangor

Everybody knows Win. McCabe as a popular
driver of hotel coaches, and now that he has a
hack of his own he will no doubt have
plenty of
custom.

Ctl,

Beech Grove Farm next week.

at

bought the Darling,lam.se

cal

so

steamboat wharf street.

on

Monthly
day.

charge of murdering seaman James Petoutward voyage, ltleh waived ex-

on

Day

\Y. Grinned lias

See his card.

CamIiKn. Mato ltleh, of schooner Itobert I. Belknap, of Knckport, Mo., was held in New York May
2o by Commissioner Shields to await the (Jrand

Jury

Loral*.

Nearsport
A

contribution at the churches next Sun

Kev. H. G. Hnrbutt, wife and sister, arc alien-1Ing the Cong, conference at Bangor this week.

erson, on the
amination.

'Ve

requested to give notice that the

arc

ladies*
Tuesday to attend the closing exercises at the
soi tii Montville. The
aniversary exercises sociable at the M. K. church vestry will be eontin
poor.
The friends of Mrs. Geo. Swift had the pleasure Theological Seminary. They will return home tvof the South Montville Sabbath School will take
If on the eighth of June it rain,
tied.
of witnessing the opening of a Night Blooming day.
It foretells wet harvests, men hath sain.
place at the church Sunday June f»th ami a concert
<
1
Previous to .St. John’s day (24th) we dare not Ccreusatlicr home on Cedar St. on Friday evening.
Ilerscy, <>t the Maine Bible Soeietv, will
Mr. F. A. Gilkey, the American Express agent in tlie evening. This school has held its exercises
praise barley.
preach at the Methodist Church, Siimlav, .lune ‘5(1,
The plant has nine buds which will probably open in this
Rain on St. Barnabas day (11th) is a good liarcity, is to have a new express wagon to take throughout the w inter with increased Interest. at
*2.30 I*. M.
later.
vest in grapes.
the place of one now m use, which has seen its Itcv. E. Blake gave the Memorial address at Oak
The following is from “Robin’s Almanac,” lti‘.»7:
Mr. Samuel chase has leased his farm on tin*
A beautiful wreath of (lowers was received here
best days.
land. Ilis pulpit was supplied last Sunday by
If St. Vitus day (lath) he rainy weather,
shore road about a mile from the
from Portland Monday, and placed on the grave
Kev. |{. i;. Bradford of Thorndike.1{. F. Jack
U will rain for thirty days together.
village to Miles
The photograph of a white bronze statue, recentTowers with whom Mr. Chase w ill make hi- home.
s *n ba
the
Solomon
Oilman
but
will
bought
farm,
The trotting park will shortly be put in first-class of Mrs. Kll C. Merriam. It was a gift from the
erected
at
be
seen
at
the
Salem, Mass., may
ly
not occupy until fall.
Belief Corps of Vlnalhavcn, of which Mrs. Mer- store of Mr. C. W.
Charles K. Nichols k- visiting his i.c.hcrV fau.ilv
condition for the season's races.
Haney. The company would
riam was formerly a member.
Itcre. Mr. Nichols has a line business in
like to duplicate it for Belfast.
MoitKlLL. Mr. Charles Brown and Elisha Mermiisiial
At the store of J. B. Wadlin, on Main street,
may
merchandise in the city of
cian! went to Law rence, Mass., last week, on a
The assessors are performing their annual duty.
Alabama.
he seen a cal la lily leaf one-half
Montgoim
The next meeting of the Belfast Scientific Assogreen and the
short
visit
to
to
d.
Mr.
W.
Thatcher Merriam, who is in the
Black started Ids ice cart .June 1st but iThey ought
bring to book the person who pays ciation will be held in Mr. II. E. Woodcock'.-studio
other half yellow. The colors extend down into
urnt stage of consumption-Morrill Brass Band
tax on a residence and $200 only, but can afford to
receiving so little encouragement that lie think' of
the stalk.
Tuesday evening, June 7th. Bev. Geo. E. Tufts
went
to
contribute $1,000 to a campaign fund for the gratiChina Memorial Day.Mr. Ithamer taking oft tin cart and
will deliver a lecture on Astronomy.
supplying customers from
“M. M. R.,” an occasional correspondent of the
fication of liis personal malice and pure cussedThompson has much improved the appearance oi the ice house.
Pensions have been granted to Wm. W. Higgins,
Republican Journal, is contributing a scries of in- ness.
his place :n this tow
set out some

June, damp and warm, docs not make the farmer

teresting articles on the violin, to the Providence*
R. I-, Sunday Journal.

Mr.C.O. Poor has put the city government rooms
first class order. Tin* wood-work has been paint
ed a dark cherry and the walls
handsomely paperin

ed.

city

The

A
for

will

repair

tlie furniture.

book-keeper

deluged with applications that he came to the ofiiee
exclaiming.
“Take out that advertisement, I'm nearly dead answering questions of applicants.”
and

was so

Mr. II. E.

Mclionald, of this city, will furnish
class rings for the graduating class of Belfast
High School. The rings are antique in design, of

the

black onyx stone and white underground
bearing
figures “87.” They are very handsome.

the

The

Waverly House

Square, New York, offers

to furnish, without
the correct scientilh- and popular names
of any plant iu flower or l’eni) ttiat may be scut
to him.

The I.orborn

Publishing Company of Baltimore
recent illustrated supplement an account

gave in a
of Harvard

(Jymuasium, with a portrait of I)r.
Dudley A. Sargent and views of the interior and
exterior of the building, similar to those recently
published in the Journal.
In Boekland several small

enterprises arc startwater motors, a much cheaper

ing

np which use
motive power than steam. This has heen done in
even place that has a water
supply system, and

expect the same result in Belfast when
ter works are completed.
wc

our wa-

The

legacies to Mrs. Andrews and Mrs. Harris,
of this city, mentioned lad week, come from a
grandfather who died s*> years ago. The money
was left in trust and is now available.
There arc
but three heirs, and the property, with the accumulations, i< quite large.
Mr.

Poster, who represents the Thomson-IIouston Mlectric Company, of Boston, is again in Belfast, and a petition will he presented to the city
government asking for the franchise of the city. A
thirty-light plant will be put in, which will be
bought by a local company.
James

Clement, of Seal Harbor, Mt. Desert,
familiarly known as “Cncle Jimmy.” was stricken
with paralysis on Saturday, the 21st ult., and diet!
two days later, aged s<; years. Mr. ( lenient was
the father of Mr. Amos Clement, of this city, who
was

with hi' parent

the time of his death.

at

Mrs. Alexander had

a

small lmt

appreciative audience at her readings given in the Belfast opera
House last Thursday evening. A great improvement in her style and deliverv since herfonnerappearanecs here was noticeable, due to her studies

College of Oratory, Boston, from
recently graduated. An excellent pro.
gran.me was excellently rendered, with piano accompaniment by Miss Alice lib-knell.
at the Monroe
which she

Mr. Ben

Hazcltinc, of this city, lost last week
one of his span of large work horses, worth
The mate got loose in the night and it is supposed
played with the one in the stall, when the latter
kicked and got its hind leg over the side of the
stall, breaking it at the knee joint. When the

opened in the morning the
per.-piringand exhibited much distress.

stable
tine

horse

was

was

Mr. Hazel-

administered chloroform, killing the animal.

An

Kidnapping. A party of
week, but left Saturday, and were encamped in svvanville Monday.
While in Belfast they made an attempt at kidnapping, if a little girl’s story is eorrcct. A seven
Attempt

(iypsies

at

in Belfast last

were

tom

Mr. Foster’s work for

w

woman.

doth

was

tied

over ner

a

mouth to smother

piece of
ncr

cries.

At this

stage of the proceedings a man rescued the
girl. No one saw the performance and Mr.
1’cttengill knows no more about it. The little girl’s

little

statement stands alone, but it seems improbable
hat she would manufacture such a story.

number of years and is

a

a

man.

Bangor on Monday evening, Pith instant,
found in the river at Hampden Sunday, and

was

identification

after

turned

was

to the town

over

authorities for burial.
Mr. W.

Bev. John Moore lectured

Baptist vestry

<4lobe says:
The stock got away from its holders ami bounced
up to <; before it could be shipped, and then was
dropped to 41*, which was the price intended to
be called at. It stlengthened then to ."»»* and closed
at r>*8' bid.” The company was incorporated under
the laws of Maine. Ort. Hi, lss4, and
reorganized
March 14, IssT. It <»wns property at Stockton and
about coo acres of shore lots at Cape deliison, on
Penobscot bay, located at the weil-known Fort
Point. Tiic hotel bearing this name, and which is
owned by the company, cost over $100,000, and is
said to be the finest and best appointed hotel on
the coast of Maine. It is furnished with water,
gas and steam, and has a large livery stable, gas
bouse, and a number of cottages connected with
it.
The steamers of the Boston and Bangor
steamship line stop at the wharf in front of the
hotel on their trips each way. The capital is
$4oo,ouo; number of shares, 40,000; par value, $10.
The assets are: .4000 lots, at $300 each, $'.*00,000,
hotel and furniture, $100,000; total, $1,000,000. The
debts are: Bills payable, $:io,ooo; mortgage on hotel, $5000; total, $35,000. There are 15,000 shares
in the treasury. The directors are William Chitlin,
B.
<4rant, Dustin Kanccy, L. J. Morse and Arthur II. Sodcn. The International Trust
Company,
of Boston, acts as transfer agent.
Siiipitm; Itkms. sdirs.

discharged

ford have

Kmma and Nathan Clif-

cargoes of brick for the Cus-

Postoflice extension. The bricks
Brewer, to conform to those already in
the building....Sclir. Prescott Hazcltinc was suc-

tom

House and

were

from

cessfully

floated

on

Merchants’

marine

heads

built

were

thoroughly

Friday ami taken out on the
railway. Water tight bulk-

forward and aft, and the ceiling

calked.

She

floated

without

much

Vessels

are

turned away

‘Another railway could be occupied at this

daily.

season

of the year.
Tiie Acc

ident to the s«;hk. Pkxohscot. Last
gave the first despatch relating to the collision of sehr. Penobscot with the steamer
Wyanoke off the Scotland lightship at the entrance to
New York harbor. Letters have since been receiv-

week

we

ed from <~apt. Carter giving further
He save the accident took place at 0.30
24th ult.

It

was

foggy

at

the time.

particulars.

m., on the
The schooner
i*.

was

Company.

Mr. Edward Sibley has gone to New
York to look after the owners’ interest. He will
probably repair the vessel sufficiently to take a

cargo of coal and have her towed to Belfast for
permanent repairs. The spars can be bought at
New York or Boston cheaper than they can be made
here. The spars, sails and rigging of the Penob-

scot were picked up and towed into
Sandy Hook.
The New York Herald gives the other side of the

story,

as

follows :

The schooner was on the starboard tack and under all sail, according to the officers of the
Wyanoke. The steamer left her pier at the foot of Beach
street at three o’clock Tuesday afternoon, and after
Hook
a
Sandy
huge fog bunk appeared,
into which the Wyanoke plunged. The first seen
of the schooner was when she was
only one point
away on the starboard bow. Captain Hiilphurs
saw that tiic
way to avoid a collision was to
keen straight ahead. The engiucs were then at
half speed and the fog whistle constantly
blowing.
The huge starboard wheel of the Wyanoke struck
the Penobscot’s forecastle, and as the steamer
forged ahead the schooner’s decks were raked clear
of everything. Spars, rigging, jib-boom, all went
by the board. At the request of Captain Carter the
Wyanoke remained by the disabled schooner all
night and towed her up to port. The Wyanoke returned to her dock and her passengers ami cargo
were transferred to the steamer Seneca.
The
Wyauoke will go on the dry dock. Chief Officer
Lcland, of the Wyanoke, was struck by flying
splinters and slightly injured. Frank Hanson, a
sailor on the schooner, was also
slightly hurt. The
others escaped uninjured. The Wyanoke also ran
Into the steamer Welcome U. Beebe and carried
away ail her fore rigging, besides doing oilier slight

passing

only

damage.

Central,

should make

ness

gymnasium, and the crew that
college at the Lake George regatta

the

The Canadian

capitalists who wen- to furnish the necessary funds, have, it appears, been so
crippled financially, by the failure of the Maritime
Bank, of St. John, that they arc not disposed to
proceed further, and the towns along the route arc

Tlie school
the town and

the table in front of the desk.

attractively wrought

drawn

an

passenger agent of the
while in Belfast Monday said lie
effort fora large number of cxvur

ed the

front of

pulpit. Special

the

excellently rendered,

and two

Mr. Jenkins is

preached.

music

a man

of

Co. of thi-

city,

at-

afternoon-Mrs.

eulars in this issue.

high, and the ground upon
about the height of the eaves
of the Abbott house. The reservoir, as before
stated, will be near the mouth of Little Biver, and
work will soon begin there. Thus far our own
people have been employed, but the digging will
be mainly done by Italians.
The other

day a

clerk in

W. IT.

paper had burned down he carried out a second
basket full and deposited it where the first had
been. .Just then a customer drove up and hitched
his

horse, one wheel of the wagon resting on the
pile of paper. After a while the lire underneath
asserted itself and the whole pile was soon in a

practical joke

was a

did not like it.
The

fishery

on

But Charles
laws of

The IVSt. Croix

A

writer with
drive of

a

lair

dozen miles.

The roads

were

condition, and tin* opening leaves

on

disported themselves near the shore. The
wiley crow hovered about the cultivated plots ever
ready to assUt the farmer in raising his corn. Did
you ever notice how near you can get to a crow
when you have no fire-arms, and how shy they are
when you arc prepared for them? A farmer said
that crows are a great nuisance and he regretted
the legislature did not pass the bill to pay eight
cents bounty on their heads. It would afford
amusement for the boys and rid the farmer of a
pest.
•Steameit
en

her

place
and

Bangoiv,
Katahdin
The

Notes.
on

Katahdin has again tak-

The

tin; route between

Boston and

Monday last tin* Penobscot and
began to make four trips per week.

registry

on

of officers

on

steamer Katahdin is

as

so

|

are.

w

it

to

Captain, Marcus Pierce; First Officer, ticket oilier than formerly. The Belfast -tation is
First Pilot, E. W. Curtis; Second
now equal to any on the line in appearance,
on
I’ilot,
Whitney; Second Officer, R. Bir- Monday last the smoke stacks of the M. < loeonio
mingham; Engineer, Thus. II. Bennett; (Quarter- lives were painted black, the color used on the
master, Coo. Williams; (Quartermaster, Melville
Boston A Maine. They have been red heretofore.
Abbott; Purser, J. B. Patterson; Freight Clerk,
ClllUCII N'OTKS. The sixty lirst annual meeting
Thomas
lbdden; Bow Lookout, Oscar Ellis;
of the Maine Congregational churches will I* held
Watchman, Sherman; steward, s.
Downes; with tlie Congregational chuivli in Augusta, June
Baggage Master, James Randall....The steamer 14, 15 and b>. The committee of arrangements an*
Silver Star, Cnpt. Charles A. Barbour, came
I Uev. Arthur 1\ Skoele, Uev. Kdward Chase and
down from Bangor Friday, to run on the route of
Horace It. Sturgis. The .committee on entertainthe Florence between Belfast, Islcsboro and ('asments are Deaeon J. it. Tow nsend, Horace It. star
tine until the latter is ready for business_steamgis, Capt. !!. F. Blanchard, and Fred I..'l’homp
er Electa, of Bangor, was put on the route between
son, all of Augusta ...Uev. Mr. Tow ne of llamp
Castinc and Belfast June 1st. There are now two
den will preach at tlie North Church next Sunday
steamers and several sailing packet lines between
morning and evening. An adjourned Parish meet
the two places. The business is over done....The
lng will l»e held at the vestry on Monday evening
steamer Mary Morgan was detained in Boston last
at 7.30 o’clock. Uev. It. T. Hack has accepted the
week l»y finding a defect in a valve, which was
call to the pastorate of this church-ltcv. 1*. <
replaced by a new one.The steamer Lucy p. Wentworth will
preach at the Pitcher school house
Miller leaves New York for Bangor June 4th, and
—District No. 4—next Sunday at In. ’.o \. \i.
will leave Bangor for New York about June 11th.
TllK ‘Daylkjht’s" Disastku.
Word was re.
she will touch at Rockland, Camden, Belfast and
Bucksport, and makes the trip Instead of the “Mt. reived here l»y telephone last Saturday that s,-ii.
Waldo.”.Elmer I. Rankin, of the International Daylight, from Baltimore for Bangor with loon
express Co., has been appointed freight clerk of tons of
coal, went ashore in a fog the pluthe Katahdin. This is a good appointment.
vious night on the Three Iveys, oil* Georges island,
iutsoN.u,.
,\e\i week we shall publish a line
St. George, and was leaking. The schooner's home
portrait and sketch of Albert White, Esq., of Hirer- port is New Haven, Ct., hut she was built and is
side, California, formerly of Belfast.lliram partially owned here, and is commanded
by Capt.
llliss, Jr., Esq., of Washington, Is attending the David
Hodgdon, of Belfast. It was generally
Law Court in Augusta....Mr. Daniel Lane returnthe
vessel
from
that
her
situation must
thought

Tucker;

a

visit to New York and

Boston—Mr. Walter Field left last week for Bangor, where he joined his father and Mr. Charles S.
1'enrl and others for a fishing trip to Mooschcad
Lake ...Mr. and Mrs. James Staples, of Bridgeport, Conn., arc In town on a brief visit, the guests
of

Mr.

and Mrs.

W.

M. Woods.

Mr.

Staples

formerly a successful school teacher In
town and left here thirty-three years ago.
was

Wo had a brief call Monday from Mr. H. M.
Smith, of II. M. Smith A Co., 17.1 Broadway,
N. Y-, agents for the Paul E. Wirt Fountain Pen.
This pen takes the cake every time, and a
large
number are now in use in tills city.Mr. F. K.
Boothby, lien. Puss. Agent of the Maine Central,
and Mr. I,. T. Boothby of Waterville, were In
Belfast Monday and went to Northport. The latter Is an enthusiast concerning our
cottage city.
M e received the “Handy ltuies," and were
sorry to
llliss seeing the gentlemen when
they called at the
Journal oflico....Dr. E. W. Pendleton, of Portland, arrived in town on Monday and left oil
Wednesday. Willie here he was the guest of Mrs.
II. II. Johnson.

June 9th, I)r. P. sails for Europe
for a needed rest....Capt. A. 1). llcau, of this city,
spent Memorial Day at ills ohl home in Brooks_
ltev. E. Cunningham, formerly of this
city, Is now
pastor of a Methodist Church near Prospect Park,

Brooklyn,
an

has

a

total

loss, and there was much anxiety
Ilodgdon’s friends until Mrs. Hodga

telegram, Monday, saying

passed the winter in Boston, has returned
home....Prof. E. de Mazaile from Bangor, will
spend July and August in this city and give lessons in French....The
Dally Snratoglnn of May
ilOth contains an excellent portrait of Mr. (Ico. E.
Brackett of tills city.

the sell,

right. A despatch to Tuesday’s paDaylight was lloatcd Monday and taken to Harbor Island and beached, and that
Capt.
Hodgdon had gone to Bath for a steam tug and
The
was
towed
to
pump.
Daylight
Bangor Tuesday, passing up the bay in the afternoon.
was

off and all

pers says tlie

Bask Ball.

Those

interested in base ball in

city met Wednesday evening, May 25th,
perfected an organization. Augustus Colburn

this

and
was

elected manager and treasurer; J. S. Ilarrimun, s.
A. Parker and Geo. 1. Keating, directors.
The

grounds on

North port

hired for
another year and will immediately be put in good
condition-On Tuesday evening, June 7th, there
will l>e a dance at the Belfast Opera House for tlie
benefit of the base ball club. The proceeds are to
be used in preparing the grounds for the season's
avenue

play. Sanborn’s orchestra
The following players have

have been

will furnish music_
been engaged for the

Belfast club: Bert Know (ton, MeAndless, Goodwin, Chattel-ton—all of last year’s team_The
Beacons will play here July 2, and a consolidated

college
played

team .July 4th. The first game will be
June 23d.... A scrub game was played on
house common Monday between operatives

aehool
Ho lias a large congregation and
salary....Mrs. II. I,. Walker who at Hie shoe factory.

N. Y.

increased

prove

among Capt.
don received

The “sides”

were

Casters

vs.

Shoemakers. Five innings were played. The boys
|w«i)ded the “leather” all over the Held. The

fAraetnakers were not so well “heeled" as were
their opponents and only “pegged” eight scores to
twelve. The tasters “liauleiI over” the shoemakers handsomely, hut the latter say that the next
time they will not leave n “sole” for the tasters to
>aan4-on.
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Also silver ware of every description. Spectacles and eye gla--os a specialty.
.J. L. sleeper has a second hand top baggy for
sale....Mrs. I,. V. Worthing want- a -croud hand
baby carriage-If any of our trieltds in tin* v icinity of Sandy Point want a good piano
organ
they should consult Mr. F. It. Daggett ol that
place, who has as good as can be found in any citv.
....K. 11. Den-lovv, Stockton, oilers for sale -ome
stock.There will be a special meeting of DeWater company at the Windsor Hotel June 17th at
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a meeting of the directors of the li. A M. E.
IE, held in tiii> cit\ Wednesday afterm on, May
■2.">th, a dividend of ;> per ••cnl w as declared on the
credit to ensure the completion of the road.
preferred and one and a half percent on the non
The preferred stuck receiveThe friends of Mr. and Mrs. .James Mitchell preferred stock.
were imited to celebrate their crystal wedding on
| !?s,u.‘d, and the noii-prefenvd <'>,7o.; -total si:>,7"«7
i.!Wednesday evening, May 2.">th at the house of Mrs. Of this amount the city of Ucifa-i ;v.vi\c
Mitchell s father, Mr. J. X. Stewart. Mr. Mitchell ion preferred and
on non-preb nvd
lurk, a
is a well known railroad contractor, the builder of total of tp.r.id.
the Pittsfield anti Hartland road, and active in the
An agent ».f I). W. Ivinsle. Jr. A Co., \uburn,
promotion of a direct route to Moosehead Lake. the E. s. agent-, was in Bell i-t \c- crd;;. intro
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell were the recipients of many
(luring Fieldhuse’s Patent Boot Protector. and iias
gifts, and the occasion was one to be pleasantly made arrangement- for their sale b\ tic. i• .11.-w .: g
remembered by them and by the friends present. local boot and shoe dealers F.
II. Fram-is, \\ A.
The Norwich, Ct., Bulletin of May 23d says: Swift, F. A. Shaw and E. I!. Haney. This is an
“The liev. Mr. Jenkins of Belfast, Me., began English made article to he used for the protection
his pastorate with the I'niversalist society in this of the boots and shoes of old and young.
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Pkxohscot Pay I.ani» Company. The stock
of this company was put on tin: market in the
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Joseph Williamson, Jr. of Belfast, a student at
Bowdoin College, is one ol‘ the editors of Light v
eights Bugle, issued last week from the Press of

represented the
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success.

interior of

lad

“Monument

on

This evening lie v.ill Er-ure on “Dai
winiMu ami Evocation" and to-morrow evening >.n
“Ancient America." The lectures begin at s j*. m

surrounding towns, delivering them at the cemeteries. His green house certainly tills a long felt
want and there is no longer need to send away for
llowers or plants. His enterprise ought to be a

B. A.

shock of
..

h. Hamilton of this

many llowers for Memorial

Mrs. Gorham

Lancaster, of llii.-eily,
paralysis la>t week and inow quite ill
.Capt.'William Carter, reported
seriously ill is, improving ...Mr. Daniel llaraden
is no better.

harf in

the

and

capable

The body of William Lyc.lde, the llrcman of the
steamer Mount Waldo, who was drowned at the

a

gill and took her Into the wagon, where

Horsey, of Pittsfield, Is foreman of
Tun Sick.
building of the extension to the Belfast Cusand
House
Post olliee. He has had charge of had a slight

very

Saturday she

CJypsy team containing a man
The man jumped out, caught the

reported that Mr. M. T. Marshall is to be
married next week at Cleveland.. Ohio, to Miss
Catherine l’almer of that city
Mr. .Marshall's
many friends in this city will send congratulations.

Mr. Preston
the

years old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. N.(i. ivttengill told her parents that white on Cedar street
saw a

It is

charge,

be open

particular.

Bock port; Bouben, father of Orrin l>ickev, East
Belmont; Samuel Bassett, inerca-c, Winterport:
Ephraim E. Allemvood, inerea- •. Vinaihaven.

Those interested in wild flowers should make a
note of the fact that Mr. 10. K. sterns, 23 Union

gentleman advertised in the Journal last week
a

bound in, the steamer going out, and they came
I together head on. The steamer, a side wheel boat
of 2,000 tons, struck the schooner on the starboard
bow just aft the knight heads, crushing in the bow,
breaking in the forward deck and taking away the
starboard anchor and fifteen fathoms of chain, with
had dealings with Mr. Dunton at the last
court, the windlass and
everything forward. The steamthink the article a little unjust.
Com.
er’s wheel then rolled
along over the vessel’s rail
| The Journal does not intend to do injustice to as far as
the main mast, cutting away both fore and
any one; and we believe that no injustice was done
main rigging. The fore and mainmast went
by the
to Mr. Dunton in the item referred to. Our Inforboard, carrying with them the mizzenmast. Capt.
mation is to the effect that he did nothing in the
Carter says: “In two minutes there was not a spar,
line of his duty toward
enforcing the liquor laws sail, block or
rigging on board,” and that it was
that he could possibly have avoided. Ed. Journal. I
the worst wreck he ever saw. The deck was
swept
as dean as a house floor.
The Penobscot although
“Perlcy” Dead.
badly damaged above water, did not leak. The
Ben: Perlcy l’oorc, known all over New
England \\ yanoke was also damaged to some extent and reas “Perlcy,” from Ills
long connection as Washing- turned to port for
repairs. The steamer denies all
ton correspondent with that favorite New
England liability in the matter, but the owners of the Penobnewspaper, the Boston Journal, died In Washing- scot will institute a suit to
recover damages. The
ton, I), C., last Sunday morning, aged (!7 years. steamer is
owned by the Old Dominion
Steamship
The cause of his death was Bright’s
from

disease,

yesterday in

in blossom

Church street attracted much atten-

on

tion.

FOR JUNE.

proposed amendments to the constitution was
trouble, the pumps easily keeping out what water
presented as a resolve and after a short but forci- came
through. The vessel is not injured nearly as
ble presentation by Bro. .Small of Bethel Lodge
much as was first supposed. Her keel is gone the
was put over to the August meeting.
entire length and the planking on the floor dialed.
The presence of M. J. Dow, G. C. T. made this
Her bow, bilge, and sternpost are not at all injured,
meeting doubly interesting and profitable. Let us and the sheer is as true as when first launched.
Her
hope that all things will tend to make the next centre-board will be taken
out and she will be made
session a large and pleasant gathering. Let us all
into a keel schooner. The repairs will cost about
endeavor to attend our county lodges, for great
$1,000.....Sclir. Penobscot was run into by a steamgood to our order and cause grows out of these er in
nearly the same position as was sclir. St.
meetings and interchange of opinions. It strength- Johns, and at the exact hour of the
day ...Three
ens our social and fraternal lives and makes us
vessels—the Nellie S. Pickering, Mary F. Corson
stronger for proving that so many good and true and Nettie
Kangdon—are on the passage from Bosare heart and hand in our great cause.
ton to Belfast for repairs ...The Merchants’MaBy the way, one of the members takes issue with rine
railway company are overwhelmed with orthe Journal In Us article of a few weeks since in
ders for work.

ments nor extremely fond of
summoning witnesses,
still he did his duty when once the case was in his

AT WINTEUPOHT.

residence

A cold and wet June spoils mostlv the whole
year.
A dripping June
Brings all things in tunc.
If the north wind blows in June, rye will be
splendid in harvest time.
Calm weather in June
Sets corn in tune.
When it Is the hottest in June, it will be the
coldest iu the next February at corresponding

our

ten

peonies

Some

Vicinity.

at Xorthport, will probably
June 20th for the season. The proprietors,
—and Boston of course means Massachusetts—cun Messrs. E. Whcclden and
|
CJeorge Joss, of Bangor,
boast of the three biggest cores in existence, viz., are making
arrangements for a good summer busito wit: as the lawyers say: Tiie Hoosae Tunnel,
ness, and will make the house desirable in every
Ben. Butler and Biiddvgore.

The

in

Emery Hall, and consisted of Reading the Roll of Honor, singing by a mixOn arriving at the
cemetery the company assembled at the monument which was veiled. Mr. ed chorus and male quartet, a patriotic and suggestive address by Rev. S. L. llanscom, which was
Freeman Atwood stepped forward and said
listened to with intense interest by the large audiLadiks AM) (iKntlkmkx : This Memorial
Day
is but the outgrowth of the great rebellion. It
ence; a poem by Miss Julia Buckley and another
seems but a short time to those of us who are
past by (little) Alice Snow, both of which were received
tlie meridian of life since the first state declared
secession, and yet it has been twent v six years with great favor. Mrs. R. B. Stover presided at
since Abraham Lincoln called for men and means the piano. The cadets escorted
by the G. A. R.,and
to stay the rebellious spirit that then existed.
From that time to tlie close of the war a little headed by the Bucksport Cornet Band In their

town in Waldo county called Monroe furnished
151 men for the defence of the Union—not
paper
men, but 151 of its best citizens, the bone and
muscle of the town. They came from its
rugged
hillsides, its fertile valleys, and left home and
friends to take the chances of a cruel war; and
after months aial even rears of hardship such as
none but soldiers can realize, those of tlie number
who were not slain on tlie battlc-licM, or who had
not died in hospitals or (Southern prisons came
home—many of them to die from tlie effects of
diseases contracted in tlie army. Thus tlieir ranks
have been thinned to the Utile number you see
here, called Hillings Host. And to vou, boys in
blue, the citizens of tills town feel ever grateful
You have stood, by niglit ami bv day, between us
and our enemies, guanled our property, and won

ence one

1

Maine takes

the

w

Tic: I'nited -dates Brewer-* Association, in
convention in Baltimore, lias voted s.AHH) to
light prohibition in Michigan. s.Khm) for the
-aim- purpose in Texas and s&XKJ for Tennessee.
The Publication Committee was \otod

rcionneit aim

marched to Grand

WEATHER PROVERBS

whole

[Correspondence of the Journal.]
ITBLISHKD EVE11Y THI USDAY MORNING BY THE
Saratoga Spa, N. Y., May 29. 1 believe “Spa”
is what they call it when they put on style, so Spa
for the occasion. From the arch of the chancel two
it Is. I am here and still live, notwithstanding 1
American ensigns depended, which parting in the |
Decatur struck the keynote of true loyalty in his have been
center were draped up on either side. The pulpit j
indulging in Saratoga water—l cams
CHARLES A. 1’ILSBURY.Editor.
famous toast “Our country; may she ever be right, near
was covered with the American flag, while smaller
writing it “salacratus water,” and really 1
hut
our country right or wrong.”
He alluded to wouldn’t have been much out of the way if I had,
RUSSELL G. DYER.LOCAL Editor.
lings were fitted into tiie decorations. The display
the apparent apathy of the north when the states for it
resembles that mixture as nearly as anything
of flowers was very fine. In the rear of the pulpit
of the south seceded, but when Sumter was tired I
can describe.
1 have done my best to drink it,
was a cross, while in fronton the platform were
Memorial Day.
the heart of the nation \v(is touched and men on the
a large number of artistic floral designs. The ; upon
principle of suffering inconvenience that
The observance of Memorial Day shows no
to the rescue. He then alluded to the bat
Grand Army in a body, followed by delegations j sprang
good may conic from it, and as the boy takes castor
ties that followed. Marathon, Marston Moor and
abatement of interest or patriotism, but rather of the Sons of Veterans and Belief
oil, but with a mental reservation and an interCorps, filed in
an increase of both.
It has taken the place of and took seats in front. There was a large audi- ltunkcr Hill were answered back by Gettysburg, nal opposition every time. It takes me five minutes
the lth of July as a day for recalling the gal- ence in attendance. Mr. Tufts, the pastor, took Vicksburg and the Wilderness. Napoleon upon the to get outside of one glass, while old habitues disof Egypt, to inspire ills men to greater efforts,
lant deeds of the past, for perpetuating the for his text the eleventh verse of chapter sixth of plain
pose of from two to five in the same time. I fear I
told them that “from the top of yonder pyramids
shall never become acclimated to Saratoga Springs
memories of those who gave their lives for the Paul's epistle to the Kpliesian.s “Put on the whole
thirty centuries look down upon you.” Our own water. In common
parlance it tastes nasty.
Union, and lor instilling in the minds of the armor of God, that ye maybe able to stand against men
fought above th’c very clouds where none could
1 started from Belfast May 20th, to attend the
the wiles of the devil." The sermon was a very
young the principles of freedom and civil
look down upon them but the God of battle ami of
session
of
Bight Worthy G. L. of Good Templars,
alileone, and as it will be published in next w eek’s
rights upon which this great Nation is found- Journal we do not summarize it now.
justice. * * * * such were our heroic dead; which opened here the 24th ult., and will continue
such the duty they performed. No strangers .to us well into this
ed. The programme of the day i- fitting in all
week. It will take an even two weeks
The sky was overcast and the weather threatenare they, but our friends, our brothers, our comits part-. The march of the survivors of the
for the trip.
ing on the morning of Memorial Day, but later the
our dear ones.
In that long struggle how
The weather until Saturday and to-day, Sunday,
war—sadly diminishing in numbers year by clouds broke aw ay and the programme was carried rades,
many brave men gave their lives. From tiie At- has been warm and
year—to the cemeteries, tin* grateful task of out without the hindrance of a rainstorm. The
fine, but a splendid rain has
lantic to the ltio Grande, from the Gulf to the great
been
falling the past 48 hours, which I hope has
strewing with Rowers the graves of the dead, follow ing request from the Mayor was distributed lakes ami in the
stillness of the ocean’s reached Maine and
peaceful
broken the drouth. This vicinithe inspiring strains of martial music, the about the city in the forenoon :
>
depth they lie. Almost may one say in Longfel- ty was suffering as well for rain,
ilKU-WST. Mi: Monday, May :Jn. I>S7.
though occasional
funeral dirge, the prayer, and the oration, with
low’s touching lines:
In order that our citizens may unite in the obshowers prevailed. Vegetation here is about ten
its w ord." of remembrance and patriotism. :.!! servance of the Memorial Services to-day in honor
“There is no fireside howsoe’er defended
days in advance of Belfast, the trees, etc., being
and in remembrance of the brave men* who died
serve a useful and holy
Hut lias one vacant chair.”
purpose. There is no in the war of the
now in full leaf and bloom.
Kebellion, 1 respectfully roque>!
At the close the band played America and the
other day of all our holidays of which >o much that all places of business be closed from two to
The trip here was uninteresting except the run
four o'clock (standard time) this forenoon.
audience rose and sang the national hymn. Thus
‘■an be said, or which calls for more sacred obthrough the Hoosae Tunnel, which is an experiA.
G. A.
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Melbourne, March -Jo, I--',
UTON, Chiel Harbor ma-h r.
" illiaui >*trc« f, M* Iboiin
Dear Sir. The -hip lleiuiella un.l*
m\
i■
mainl i- bartered to discharge In r cargo al M. !
bourne W hai
and i- m»w draw iug In te« t
Mi:
ph ase into! Hi me what draught we can -alch
lake up tic- river, Pl.-a-e an-vver bv return
p.--t.
in care
*r liobcrt Dickons and o.. and ohiige.
Yours very respect fully.
ll vk'p. Mast*
(

Ki

M
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■

superhuman
piece- on a iny boh athandling a hutch, which
formed a part of the raft. iSy this timely relief the
captain s strength \va- sustaim-d until iv-.iicd
by a Herman brig, ami lakcn to N. w y<nk,
f this morning I
Mlniv on
being landed the billowing note
rdinar;. a'er.iLc
-afclv taken up
worthy incident occurred
Captain N. 1*. Kcr i tin ri\* r. t*> discharge at
Melbourne vvluirv*
ry, of Prospect, immcdiatciv headed a relict I ’steamer- can be. and are, taken
up drawing at
fund with $50, which by other" wa." run up to time- a- in tit'll a- l> feet.
I Itav e tin1 honor to be. >ir,
several hundred, and presented Capt. Hiun, who
^ our most obedient servant,
declined taking it, remarking that his friends
Ibd’-i Ki Ft l.i.i nioN. Harbor ina.-tei.
•signed
( Al l. 1
l>. ill.AM Ii.vun, ship ”Hi i.rieita."
might need their money and he having his health
and strength would be aide to get along without it.
( apt. lierrv, how ever, induced him to keep his s.'n.
1* vi.KUVio
Mr. hdmund Mitchell ot !a.-.|. j..
A few years later Capt. Kerry was lost at sea. on
canvassing the eouiitv of Waldo for the IViilc(apt. tfilin'" arrival at iioine he called on the steam Cooker and is now taking orders in pahr
widow and gave her the $50 with good interest.
tin-Mrs. Thomas Marshall spent the winter
on to

captured and broken
tached

to

was

to

and used in

■

We mention this instance

man.

as

characteristic of the

vv

Immediately following

the loss of tin* oak

few

Ridge lie sailed the bark sharpslmry fora voyage,
and from Y7 to ’74 tin1 bark Heorge Treat, voyaging to Australia principally. Then he commanded
the

ship Joseph Clarke for one year, and finally the
oryphene for the last nine years, sailing between

the Cnited States and the Orient.

In all he

years master and constantly employed.
(dim and his friends bought one half of the

phene from Millbridgc parties, lie engaging
her for certain

monthly

wages and
years the

was

in

<

apt.
Cory
to

sail

primage.

At

itli her children

1

in

Mass, and returned

home

a

dny-ago.j
Mental Science is

!KMt.\HIM'..

receiving eon
proof that
we are not entirely “In the woods" in
regard to the
subject I will sav that Mrs. l.ticv p. (.iiford ,.|
I ynn, Mass., arrived in town last
Tuesday and
sidoiuble attention

nowaday

and

as a

the station

by sewral of her friends
hearty welcome. >lie has opened
parlors at the residence of Wm. ll. ’-ayvvard.
was

met

who gav

at

e

her

a

where she will he

pleased

to

meet

all who need her

assistance. It will be remembered she spent a
builders and { month with us last winter and met with verv
..I
friends, half owners, so highly appreciated Capt. success. Ir will he sullleient to sav as a recoin
(■inn’s services as to propose a considerable in- memlation that she is a student of‘Mrs. Sarah F.
Mender (who is well known in Belfast) has had
crease of ids monthly wages, which he declined on
three years of successful practice and has the
the ground that it would not* l»c right, as he had Qttimby Method, called at the present time Mental
the

expiration

of

live

rendered no better services than lie expected to
when contracting. Of like enaraeter were all his
dealings with men. Integrity and fidelity were a
large part of his nature. He was a superior navigator and business manager-The annual commencement of the East Maine Conference Seminary
will take place Tuesday and Wednesday. June 7th
and 8th. Music at the concert and graduating exer
elses will he furnished by Andrews’ full orchestra
and the Apollo Quartette of Kangor—programme is
as follow s
Sunday, J une 5th, at 7.301\ M Barca
laureate Sermon, by Kcv. O. 11. Fcrnald, A. M., of
South West Harbor; Monday at 8 i\ m., Prize
Declamations; Tuesday at Si*. >1., Annual Address, by Key. M. I>. Buell. A. M., of the School of
Theology, Boston University; Tuesday at 8 r. M.,
Commencement Concert, by Andrews’ Orchestra
and Apollo Quartette, of Bangor; Momiav and
Tuesday, Examination of Classes; Wednesday at
y.30 a. m., Commencement; at s e. m., Social Re
union of Alumni and Friends; Wednesday, Meeting of Board of Trustees at the seminary.

Science.
Bi

The

meeting at the Horseback
the 20th, although the
weather was am thing but promising, was vet
fully attended. Bev. Mr. Brown preached in the
forenoon, after w hich all repaired t<> the water at
I’lentonia Point where Bev. Tobias Lord adminis
ten d the ordinance of baptism to ten candidate-.
kmivm.

sehoolhouse

on

Sunday

A circumstance worth mentioning is that each ol'
the ten was in some way related to all of the rest.
-The yearly meeting to he held by the Church
of Hod Society will begin June 17th ami continue
over Sunday.
The meeting will lie held at the
North Troy meeting house... A Harvest supper
will Ik* given Ivy the Sehastieook (Mange, Friday
afternoon, June Jd.... Lilgar Chamber la in return
ed from Massachusetts last week to accompany his
wife to Nova Scotia where she will spend the sum
mcr.
Mr. Chamberlain will then return to Massachusetts, his place of business.

Watervillc.

l.n:i:i:r\. Kev. IT. Shaw anti wile of

m \

isiting at lieu. F. Hunt's.Mrs. Cilman
v. tm
was recently burned out at .Scarsmont, ha?
111• \e<i into the
Ali'reii Kuowlton house .Mr,
I.errald. ..1 Fairfield, was in town Saturday and
'aid at a half mile track on the plains. He say?
inai xve l,a\e a i-hnc-e tn make the finest trotting
xM.iv;,

was

■

\11,■
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pal a lirst class wind mill into their
Mrs. Charlotte N.
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Before The
Court
OF PUBLIC OPINION.
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the wonderful merits of I)r. Ii. C. Flower's
Scientific Remedies, and are prescribing
them with marvelously beneficial results.
Below we give one of many similar
interesting letters from wide-awake
doctors:
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AXD SELECT

HE CORE

LARGE ft CHOICE LINE
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EARLY

stream
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stock

of

Boston and

afor the

championship

Absolutely

INFANTS’

iee.

sej*V

Haring leased the

1

bing at Camden) Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at 0 a. M.,*or

I

purely poiitieal,
the prim-iple of

srii
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u

V
d

\

iici t. 1 ii’iut, Bangor.
< IiIF*1 I. U.I-. do

malhuvcn

0

2<i.

.■.rt.

Me.

Ma

2~

>Hi. Annie L.

••!.

AMKUMAN

Bn
u
1

Is the bane of s ire y ! cs that here is where we
make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
make a done.
very easy to take. One or two
They arc strictly vegetable am! uo not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
use them.
In viuls at :•:>cents: five for$l. Sold
l»y druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

1

foKTS.

Ma> 21 A n ivcd Sell. Mar\ L. Peters,
Fernaudina, 27th. Sailed Sell. Louis V.
.below Potomac night of 2bth brig
bite, for i'io Janeiro.
Molnh*, May 2a. ( lea red hark John Watt, "u ect
■■■"> ••!«

pills

"l:"u

■*'
11

Liverpool.
‘‘ttle, May ii?. Sailed ship Kaphnel, darkness,
!

New York City.
Iyr4:»nrm

Francisco, May 27. "ailed ship Almeda,
uucen-tow n; 21 -I, chartered ship Iroquois,

N*-u Yolk.

daricn, Gu.f Mas 2S. Arrived sell. Carrie A.
Oyer, from Charleston; cleared sclir. Meyer
•V Mnlhr, Perkins. New Y ork.
"i Augustine, May 27. Sailed Seh. I
Hone, Kog
.aue.

Fernaudina
Portsmouth. N.

1

GOLD AND SILVER GOODS
—AT—

-.

<

li., May 2s. \rrivcd, seh. Flora
oudoii, French, Philadelphia.
Warren, K. L. May 27. Arrived sell. Helen Mar,

\er, Port Johnson.
New York, May 25. Arrived seh. Helen G.
Mi.scley, Holt. < aiharicn; 24th, arrived sell. Man
A Hall, French, Port Spain 25th, arrived sclis.
Au-tin I>. Knight, Drinkwater, Oohov; Penobscot,
niter, Jacksonville (see locals); cleared sell. Liz.
/ic Lane, Herrick. Fernaudina;
2«Hh, cleared sell.
Florence la-land, Adams, Galveston ; 2'dth, arrived
hr. Annie L. MeKeen, Mahoney, Boston.
Boston, May 24. Arrived hark Clara E. MeGil
\«
v. Gritlin, Ponce; sch. Joseph (,.
Stover, Arey,
Bermtuia; 20th, arrived hark Edw. Cushing,
uiore, Phila; 2sth, nrrivcd sell. John C. .Smith,
F 's-, Brunswick.
Philadelphia, May 20. Chared sen. Belle of
Bath. Nichols, Calcutta; sch. K. If. Herriman,
Wood, Fcrnandina; arrived wh. Lena K. Stover,
Hutch, Pascagoula; 30th, arrived sclir. J. Ponder.
Jr., Bullock, Belfast.
Koek land, May 30. Sailed Fannie & Edith,
Jones,
A. Hay ford, Warren, New York.
Brunswick, Ga., May 27. Arrived, Sch. Charley
Bueki, Patterson, Nassau; 25, sidled sclir. Fannie
A. Gorham, Burgess, New Y'ork.

Kick’

FOREIGN PORTS.
1

Arroyo,

In port hark John K.
K., May 4.
uJi.se, Clifford, for X. of Hatteras
Havana, May 22. Arrived hark Havana, Klee,
p.

New York.

Calcutta* April
Nichols, uiic.
Hull, May 2d.

“ls, New Y'ork.

III. In

port ship Wandering Jew,

Sailed

ship K. K. Thomas, Nich-

Hong Kong, April 25. Cleared ship State of
Maine, for San Francisco.
Singapore, April 11. In port, ship William Me.
Gdverv, Hunhar, for New York.hlg.
Johns, N. B., May 26. Arrive*I sell. Mark
•,.steudleton, Pendleton, Belfast.
<
herlhon, April 23. Arrivefl ship Sea Witch,
i»r.*w, from Batavia.

am

•

FARE.

1

I

HFRVEY’S JEWELRY STORE
J

Florence,

50 Cta.
I’apl. 8. II. RAKKOI lt, Manaxrr.

Miiy .{ft. IK-S7-—Si

!

WANT

A—

PIANO, ORGAN,

Watch™, dorks. Jewelry,

Silver and Plated Mare.
you are looking for unv goods usually
in a

—OK—

KITTING
C. HERVEV,

A

TO

At

Sewing

Eye GIiibkon.

TIIK K.VKS A NPKCIALTY.
Phoenix Row.

Large Invoice

Just, Received and selling very
Unv by

Pianos, Organs and Swing Machines,
«tr
SANDY POINT, Me.

SecoMM Top Bio for Sale.

City Hacking!

purchased
hacking business of II.G.
HAVING
Itieknell I shall give my personal attention to
the

backing only. Thanking you for the past favors I
hope to merit a lilieral share of your patronage in
the future. A6‘Calls left at
City Drug Store and
Revere House promptly attended to.
WILLIAM MeCABE.
Belfast, .Time •», 1sK7.—22tf

K

subscriber offers for sale, at

great bargain,
a Second Hand Top Buggy- It is in good condition and will be sold cheap. Apply to
.1- L. KLKKI’KK,

Howes tfc Oo. Til

4

WOODEN WANE, ETC.
/ hope by fair dealing and strict,
attention to business to merit a
share of the trade in City

County.

a

At It. II. Coombs & Son’s.

Belfast, .Tunc 1,18K7.—*2-2tf

fruitTberries
COMING BY EVERY BOAT.

HOWES A CO.

stay

In I tu 11,>n. Litre unit
-ALSO

F. A. CARLE.

the LATEST STYLES now in popular
use in New England.—

KxIchnioii Tops.
variety of other kinds of buggies, both

Uiiiitfoi
a

K.

1‘orllanil, fJrocerg, Express
and He pot Wagons
may be found among our stock. We make a
speciality of the CELEBRATED RANCORS
this season. Wccmploythc VERY BEST workUse the VERY BEST material, and sell
men.
-at the VERY LOWEST living prices.ltd We

are

putting up

a

larger number of Car-

riages than EVER BEFORE. Shall
ready for the market SOONER Til AN

have them
EVER BEFORE. We Intend to sell a LITTLE CHEAPER
than EVER BEFORE. If you are in want of a
CiOOl) Carriage and one that will STAY with you,
give us a call whether you EVER or NEVER did
before.

West

We Now have Open and
Ready for Sale
A NEW & FULL ASSORTMENT
-OF-

Ladies and Misses Hosiery,
LADIES' SUMMER VESTS,
Ladies’ Cotton Underwear, Gloves,

You Can Get Your Memorandum of
FLOUR,
GROCERIES,
PA I NTS,
OILS,
MEDICINES,
FEED of all kinds,
FRUIT,

House in

lii fact

everything

to

A.

A.

keep

house*

PRICES

HOWES

with, amt at
OP

A

CO.

li csroff

/Hieti .Iiioiii

e, n„e I., rum' os it urn
unit ire Ulllst If, I
ilt
!tn .,units
he fan dil/t/ 1st.

Shoes femur. Don
-mil a!-

I

CENTS’ GOODS.

are xelllag for SO reals Is a
Bargala.
Kb' /'lease call and inspect our stock befttre purwe

jc»

Information
This will be
are on

the

eve

.a

on

the Stock Market.

great year for speculation, as

of

an

important

we

movement in stocks*

make money who operates intclli
We will keep you correctly informed for
$lu per month with the liest information in Wall
St. It will pay you to become a subscriber at once.
Send $1 for a good point and our circular. WALL
STREET BUREAU OF INFORMATION, P. O.
Box 1,757, New York City.
4w‘2*2
one can

Notice.
will be a Social meeting of the stockholders of the Belfast Water Company in lieu of
the annual meeting of the company, which was
omitted to lie called by Inadvertence, at the Windsor Hotel, lu Belfast, Maine, on Friday, .Tune 17,
18S7, at nine o'clock a. m., for the following purposes, viz:
1. To Jlx the number of and elect directors for
the ensuing year.
*2. To sec if the company will authorize the directors to take such lands, rights, and privileges under their charter, and to enter upon any coutmct
that may lie deemed necessary or expedient to
supply the citv of Belfast with water.
Per order of the Directors.
*2w22.
JOSIAII II. DRUMMOND, Jr., Clerk.

MILLINERY
I have

lately leturncil

from Boston with the

Tery Latest Stapes and Styles!

e

E. B.

C<>n-

DEMBLOW,
Stooktoa, He.

s

!

M<!!

Men's Caucus

.,s,>

.oil

Child's Kid and Crain Sprimj Heel

i:u.isi;

:-

BONNETS & HATS,
FOR LAIMRS, MISSKM AND I'HILDRKN.
——ALSO-

Ribbons, Flowers. Laces, Ornaments &

Fancy Trimmings.

Ladies In pursuit of Millinery will always ml
our stock LARGE and VARIED, as we arc receiving NEW goods by every boat. We are able
to show the LATEST STYLES as soon as they are
in the market.

A

large assortment

Trimmed School
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of other hinds ot’ Hon /'S
at epualip Hor
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Mrs. B. F. WELLS.

WANTED!
Three er Fear flirts for Malax Moai at WINDSOR HOTEL. Apply at eaee.
2w2l

W.

O. COX, Belfaat.
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this S/iif

in
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KAt'fUtK (Mil OWN-

LOWEST

VERY

—

AH ON PARALLELED MARK DOWN.

WilKN VO I WANT \ STYLISH-

"

...

PRICES

New

Millinery

Millinery

of Latest Styles!

Buy

made and Hummed, for Dress

or

business

im-

S. KALISH’S !
—

WHKN VOI

WANT A (.00!)-

0YE8S0AT!

That nil! cost about
to gel one made,

HMC UASC
lli1L"n«Lr

kl il

Howes tfc

Oo.

Horses! Horses! ! Horses!!!

MOX.ASSSS!

A

ing

awfi*

NKVT TI1IKTV IIAVS

■

i..\\

,,H‘ price
cal! at

u

S. KALISH’S!

I!:i\■

2ml7

A

W. (illlNNKLL, Nrar-port House.
Nearsporl, Maine.

Trained Nurse

BABY CABRIAtiE.
A Would like a few engagements. BEST of REF
Any one having KRKNC’ES given. Address
preferred.
And a customer bv addressMISS K. J. BAKNKY.
MBS. I.. V. WOKTfllNO,
Box 476 Belfast, or Box 21 Searsport, Me.
Belfast 1’. O.
Belfast, March 21, ISST.—Jhnl2*
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KALISH,

4S M i IX STREET, ItKLFAST.
May, I J IssT. Tr.»11
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E. L. BEAN &

KKLUKU: OIIWIIS, IN TIIK ( IT1.
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CURES

Frieuds & Relatives
purehasing hould rail
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tiling t<-it;i11 \ ki-pt in
tiit'i1, andsidl a!
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before
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And
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service, call at
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PI.OWS

-WK KKKI*-

S. KALISH’S!
FOR

yards. and _•
yard.

|

V*. >.,uare

Uorsr liiilio.

Child's Suit,

—One that Mill do »rood

Ml

Carpeting!
I'

:>:U\ and

then- i> in tin mark*!.

a-

looLiog

is

.<

13 I Iili

Rheumatic and

Neuralgic

Pains, Headache, Earache, Toothache, Colds,
Sore Throat, Colic, Cholera Morbus, Cuts,

at

Burns,Bruises, Bites, Stings,Sprains,Piles,
Lame Back, etc.
Uco. II.

and view Hie LARGEST and REST rollertion
of dressed

Hollies *25 and 50 routs.

Monuments & Tablets!
ever

shown in this section of tin* state.

I.

I.

specialty

HOWKS «('■

FRED ATWOOD.

FOR AS UTTIR MOXKY AT

I.’wl lis

E. M. BARNEY’S,
anyunherr In KcIIukI. I'nrllnilnr atlrnllnn
gfwn tw

«

E. JJ. liA ItNEY, Custom Tailor,
Over Johnson's Store, High St., Belfast.

Me.*

Nkw Hmji.ami.

SAFEST OF ALL

4*0/

n

.’hn‘22

j7

GARDENERS' ATTENTION!

F.

FRYE & CO.,
Established 1878.

General Commission Merchants
AND

HAVE
VEGETA RLE
nn«l
FLOWERING
PLANTS and SEEI»LINGS of all kinds, for
sale at my conservatory. All the plants arc large
and nourishing. Prices made known on applieaurn,.
W. E. HAMILTON.

I

Cor.tr Franklin and Cedar Sts.,

76/

iou

W. B. ('(.ark .1- Co., of
neacolis,offer First Morh.-agesWB
Farms in Minnesota ami Dakota in amounts of
$ .00 amt upwards; interest front 7 to 8 per cent.
Mortgages on Minneapolis City Property, iuterest 7
per cent. Fifteen years’ experience.
Send to Boston office for Pamphlet ami references
before you Invest elsewhere.
OKORfiK WALLACE, Agent, 10 Milk street,
-hi, boston.

Cutting.

which I have a line assortment,
Huttons Made from Flippings of Dress Roods
or Suitings..?#
mtf

Alny 111, 1W7.—AwSO*

Winterport,

(.i:n'i, \<;*t

/o INVESTMENTS,
U/o
Min-HM

Tailor-made Jackets from Fancy Suitings, ot
ft,

Belfast.

utmost eouthlenee that it w ill
presented
!«• found not only the most >atisfactor\ and valua
•*ie implement yet produced for the tillage of the
soil, Imt also the most convenient to handle for both
man and team, possessing advantages to he found
in no other implement made for the purpose!
>Ki: ONK, try one, huy one AND HU II AITY!
ACCNTs W ANTKI> where we have none.
('ire it tars or obi/ information, atldress

Suit of Clothes!

Ladies’ Garment

VO..

JOINTED PULVERIZING HARROW
Is
with the

.'Inilt;

YOU CAN GET AS GOOD A

as

m

Tin: M'.w JIODKL
Kiilarj Disc

nnos.,

Pleasant ISt reet, West Cnd Shoe Factoiy
lU'lt'ast, April 71, lArT.

i\ rls

foi: s \i.I-:

All kinds of Cemetery work done to order, l ine
Polished work is a
with ns.
ti.j Call and examine Granite and Finish. ■'#

FRRXALIf

AVi'sljjatc, Prop.,

LOWELL, MASS.

-AND——

MASSAGE GIVER !

ll a>

1.00 In 05r.
iii'.l .'in SPIIINI; STOCK I.r

II

—

by

SECOND HAND
Willow Carriage
such to ills|K>He of will

li

pairs Traill SI.Ml In S3.in. I Pairs I.SO in 3.IT.
I pair I,SO In 3.00. 2 pairs I.SO In 2.25.
i
pairs i.25 In 3.III. 3 pairs 1.00 In 2.00.
3 pairs 1.00 In 2.75. n pa|rs 1.00 In
In 2.55. I pair 1.00 In 2.50. 2
pairs 3.50 In 2.00. I pair 3.50
In2.50. I pairs 3.00in 2.50.
2 pairs 3.00 la 2.25. 2 pairs 3.00 in 2.00.
3
pairs 3.DO in 1.0(1. I pairs 2.50 in 2.00. 10
pairs 2.50 in 1.75. 1 pairs 2.50
1.50. 5
pairs 2.00 In 1.50. 3 pairs 2.00 In 1.25.
10 pairs 1.25 In 1.00. s pairs 1.25
In 75r. 3 pairs 1.25 tnISSr. Ill
pairs [.on in 75c. 3 pairs

—purposes, call at-

Good Nice Barrel

FLOUR for $5.00!

ll

til

Well

ADAMS,

THAYER &

Wanted!

to <.o to kind

Prime Goods with Prices Low.

Watch, Ui Jswilry Boys or
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x

!•> fin; me?

appealed

owes

,/■

/

To If ?: Tig Bigiit is to
erg
Me,

SPRING

1 hereby submit the report, as required by Chap.
II of the Public Laws of ISS7, of the‘‘disposition
of each
ease and indictment for tin; vio
latioiis of the laws regulating the use and sale of
intoxicating liquors,” for the April term 1887:
No. 1. State vs. Frank Nash. Common seller.
Con.
No. *2. Slate vs. Frank Nash. Common nuisance.
Con.
No. 3. State vs. Frank Nash. Keeping drinking
house, Ac. Con.
No. 4. State vs. Orman A. Hopkins. Common
nuisance. Con.
No. 5.
State vs. Nathaniel Holmes. Common
seller. Fined $100 and costs, and in default of payment (Ml days in the county jail.
No. 0. State vs. Nathaniel Holmes.
Common
nuisance. Fine $100.
No. 7. State vs. Nathaniel Holmes, single sale.
Placed on tile not to he brought forward except by
order of Court.
No. 8. State vs. Nathaniel Holmes.
Common
seller. Same as No. 7.
No. 0.
State vs. Nathaniel Holmes. Keeping
drinking house, Ac. Same as No. 7.
No. II. State vs. A. Wesley McFarland. Single
01' all kinds arr selling al the
sale. Ordered on Hie.
No. 12. state vs. A. Wesley McFarland. Com
mon seller. Ordered on tile.
No. 13. State vs. A. Wesley McFarland. Keeping a drinking house, Ac. Ordered on Hie.
-ATNo. 14. State vs. A. Wesley McFarland. Common nuisance.
Ordered on tile.
No. 15. State vs. Nathaniel W. Holmes. Common
seller. Con.
No. Hi. State vs. Aimer <J. Gilmore. Common
seller. Capias issued.
No. 17. State vs. Manley Kills Hodge. Common
nuisance. Con.
No. 18. State vs. Frank Nash, Applt. Nol. pros,
by leave of Court.
HE LEAST.
HIGH STREET,
No. 19. State vs. Frank Patterson. Single sale.
Fol>.23, 1SS7.—lyrUis
Placed on tile by leave of Court.
No. *20. State vs. Frank Patterson. Com. seller.
Same as No. 19.
No. 21. State vs. Charles O’Connell.
Keeping
drinking house, Ac. Marked "Law.” Con.
No. 22.
State vs. Leandcr Staples.
Common
nuisance. Placed on Hie by leave of Co ml.
No. ‘23. state vs. Leandcr Staples. Single sale.
Same as No. 22.
No. 24. State vs. Leander Staples. Corn, seller.
Same as No. 22.
Single sale.
No. 25. State vs. Henry Wyman.
Marked "Law.” Con.
Common
State vs. Henry Wyman.
No. 20.
nuisance. Con.
No. 27. State vs. Nathaniel Holmes. Common
nuisance. Marked "Law.” Con.
No. 28. State vs. Nathaniel Holmes. Single sale. Ifsis returned from Boston with a FELL LINK of
Marked “Law.” Con.
No. 29. State vs. John C. Robbins. Common
seller. Marked "Law.” Con.
No. 30. State vs. John C. Robbins. Single sale.
Marked "Law.” Con.
The public are invited to call and examine same at
N»». 31. State vs. John C. Robbins.
Keeping
drinking house, Ac. Marked "Law.” Con.
(it MAl.X STREET.
No. 32. State vs. Orman A. Hopkins. Common
nuisance. Con.
Ilelfast, April in, ISS7.—::mli;
No. 33. State vs. Orman A. Hopkins. Common
seller. Con.
No. 34. State vs. Orman A. Hopkins. Single
a
sale. Con.
No. 35. State vs. Orman A. Hopkins. Keeping
-OFdrinking house, Ac. Con.
No. 37. State vs. Thomas I laugh, Applt. Keeping intoxicating liquors for unlawful sale.
No. 38. Suite vs. Maitland O. Smith, Applt.
Keeping intoxicating liquors for unlawful side.
Nol. pros, by leave of Court.
No. 42. Suite vs. Intoxicating liquors and Jane
-OF
leave of Court.
Wyman claimant. Nol. pros,
$io. 45. Suite vs. Charles O'Connell. Common
seller. 2d offence. Marked "Law.” Con.
No. 4(S. SUite vs. Frank Nash. Single sale. Con.
No. 47. suite vs. Frank Nash. Common seller.
Con.
No. 48. State vs. Maitland Smith. Common seller.
Con.
No. 49. SUite vs. Maitland Smith. Single sale.
Con.
FOH sale or exchange.
Attest:—TILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.
•flist home with
good horses of all kinds.
Gcntsaud Ladies
Driving, Livery, Brood
Mares aiul Farm Horses, weighing from lino to i&H)
lbs. For the next (>0 days shall have at my stable
from SO to 35. L ette'ra promptly ans\v(‘ri’;l.

H

$50!

mil cm/

tn

—

HOWES’ BLOCK. MAIN STREET.

MA l\E.

^

WE HAVE HAD FOR TWENTY YEARS.

'/•.;//<-

F. H. Francis & Co., GEO, 0. BAILEY.

Corin',)

May ‘2S,

//

.y.

/////■ //v

/••

1 *siii-.

M:i \ *20, ISS7.—21

MAINE.

—

Tennis Sho. s at Bottom Prices.

BELFAST,
si r.

ii

ff£W CABBIAfiES !

WE ALWAYS LEAD ON NEW STYLES.

,Mva *2«# IS87.—(JnilC

ss.

i/nitfst/i

,v,

Jim- ol‘-

U

-----

CORNS with aKottieof

SOLI)

COLBURN, B. C.
Dinsmorc & Son,
McCLINTOCK BLOCK.

STATE
Waldo

a .it/

si/fisjii if. I iilsn liiirr
-,t II,illf
o f--

of

W.

ii/f

(

>!•,// /..

fit,

*

FORSYTH’S SURE CURE,

tireiil iik.iii,i„,i III HI tun nil t::\ s
V<.'
tit:tit. hoots: /.„/,«
/. m/rsiiitni err nrrroy nv.t t nr tun.is
ttrcM.i
irn.hixi; -.lines ,,„.t .turrits:
i.ntest s/iit. x in 1.1:■/■/. t:v r \ v
i- i.xi: suoes:

.id)

('if;/, tm<i
fnr thr Si nthmu hr I,nil'll,I

n'ea

The Best Trade in

from tweaty-flTe ets. ip.
We Rtrive to please in every respect; with years
of experience, tlic largest stock to select from,and
doing business under our own roof, we feel assured we can suit our customers.

i\u ntptroo Shin.
ithtzeti Dontjoltt,

|icrfV‘ | ami good stork, 25c.

All

/.Ill,

stiff i;t litis

ini'

fill' / ISS
/■i"/;t;i of ( 'llrrintJt'S l/"i)t

Hand Sewed Shoes

Take imhaihj'x iiiteiie. t'xe ifnur nieu ml./in. el.
the HOYS' DAMAC FI) SHOES
■Inst po ami see Dinstnnrc's poods ami jn ict s.aml if
left which will he sold J 'Ell Y LO Jj'.
poll arc tad conrittced that ire trill sill po.i pood
ireurinp Hods ami Shoes at I.OWIll jiric, stha n
anp stair m Hi/fast, in trill md e.rpert //.»// H> imp.

J few

'■ihi't'f
'■"III srll

Lcttiher,

CHILDRENS i INFANTS’ SHOES,

Cir/s' Sotid Srhoot Hoofs
Dirts' Dress Kill Hoofs.,.

and irlien

/.00

ihu'poise

!

VOI WANT A Ml K 1-All;

for about what it
your time.

Slippers.
Serpe SI if piers.
Children's pump Hutton Hoots.
Mi n's Solid ll'ori:iup Sln“
I nn and Conti.. /.//
Men's Calf /.tor Shoes./’ / /
Hops' Cah' Srliotd Shoes.. /
Hops' Solid < 'oppress and /.<•• ■• Hoots.>,s
Hops' H' d S/i/pn rs..
Men's Calf Compress am! Lac, Hoofs. /’.//»
Men's Patent (Jnarter Dress Shots. /./

I'heii

Ladies' Kid and drain House Slippers,

Carriages

The allure are all Kir.e IJixmN. anil we shall si il
them I'lir .ille. In $1,011 a pair I.Kss thaw regular pi'lees.

I,up ////

HememlDer

HMICMXS:

Lac-e,

Calf,

Walhinp Slims.s.-;

You Can

Belfast, May S. 1887.—12

For Sale Cheap!
4 Cows, 2 Calves and I Horse.

Hussion

Kid

ami loads

&H.00

'Ties,

Millie «f Tallowing sloe!, ami warranted grunlnr':

Hitfust.

Dtp nine Kid Hutton Hoofs.
Solid
rp dap Hull,.,!

SFEdAL

Hoots, all solid,

-OF-

At-

Sizes, ti. ti l- -\ T, ; i-i.

MRS. C. Y. MONROE

LAUNDBED & UNLAUNDBED SHIBTS.
HOSIERY, COLLARS & CUFFS.

a

Prince

Machine and Hand Sewed !

IK

hurt

Largest and Host Lino

Vtnitj ress,

Southern

jn Hu/foti Hoots.<-j.tm
Stp/isli Scolloped- Hutton Hoots. /./7
Donpn/a (n rp Sofl; Hnllop Hoots., l./s

j

r/, if.ii if,,.

berts, Ojfonls,
Sirup Tits, untl

<JEWELERS,b’

TOBACCO
anil CIGARS,
BOTTOM

Hdkfs., Collar? U Cuffs, &c., &c

Bros.

Searsmont, Me., May 20, 1SM7.—2Itf

CORSETS,

The White Shirt

th

/'/./• S It’ll! illi/, l.nl to

-/

—

!u

j TTEII.XS.

I

must

\

SUITS!
Jim- line of-_

Women's Ham/some

Men's lleliahle Hr inputs,

| yyest Searsmont. | t'),^ru

Cooper

THERE
Denier in

being talked

-open and top.-

Machine! gently.

I am so situated 1 can
and will do as well
by
you as you can do with
any dealer in New Kurland. Uo lie sure and
see or write me l>eforc
you buy.

Shaking the Earth

Free1 excursions to the moon are
-up! But the-

and

-Glass,-

Any

found
jewelry store don’t fail to e\.
amine my LARGE 8TOCK. V*e arc
selling all goods at womicrfullv
Low l'|{|( KS. Every deserip-tion of-

SiMwtnolos

PAINTS, OILS,

Pudding C. E. Johnson
& Co.

—IF Voir

are

CARRIAGES

IS IX THE E ATI XU !

—t"t—
constantly adding to inv stock the NEWEST

Earthquakes

of all

chasing.

The Proof of the

SEASONS COME AND GD!

-continue to manufacture and sell-

Capt. Decker,

-STYLES and PATTERNS of-

If

of

Belfast, May 26, 1SS7.—4\v*2i

Steamer arrives in Belfast each trip in time for
Bangor and Boston boats and trains going West.
Kt) Steamer will stop at North port Camp Ground
every day, each way, during camp meeting week.

CARTER ME WCINE CO.,

Francisco.

Prices!

—

ache

Wilder, Tlmr.itnii, Koek

h. Juliett. Turner, Koekport, Mass.
Lillian. White, Boston.

rJ.

our

s

Hutton Fools, sizes 4 to S,

STEEL,

and

few of

a

Ladies* Kid and drain Hutton,

sun

<1

Moni»ay—Will leave Brooksville at 0.30 a. m.,
Castine 10 a. m., Islesboro, Ryder’s Cove, 12 M., or
mi arrival of steamer Cimbria from Bar Harbor.
Leaves Belfast same day at 2.30 I*. M.
Tijkspay—Will leave Ryder’s Cove at 7.30 a.m.,
Castine 8.15, for Belfast direct. Will leave Belfast
same day at 2 1*. M.
Wkpnkspa\
Will leave Islesboro, Hugh’s
Head, at 7 a. M., Ryder’s 7.30, Castine 8.15, for liclfast. Leaves Belfast same day at 2 I*. M., for same
plae.es as above.
TillTI8PAY—'Will leave Islesboro, Ryder’s Cove,
at 7.30 A. M.t Brooksville S.30, Castine
8.45, for Bel
fast. Leaves Belfast same day at 2 l*. M.
Fkipay—Will leave Islesboro, at 7.30 a. M., Castine 8.15, for Belfast direct. Leaves Belfast sainc
day at 2 I*. M.
SATt’KPAY—Will leave Islesboro, Ryder’s Cove,
at 0.30 A. M., Castine 7.15, for Belfast direct. Leaves
Belfast, same day at 0.30 a. m., eonneeting with
steamer Cimbria at Castine for |>eer isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor and Bar Harbor.

Ache they would be almost pricclesn to those who
sutler fr .m this distressing complaint.: but fortunately t heir goodness does not end here, and those
who once try them will find these little lulls valuable in ho many ways that they will not lie willing
to do without them. lint after all Rick head

Lillian, !

llouml Trips Her Week.

r

s

Ma.

helow

Men's dt-nnine. Calf Seamless

COOPER BROS.

BELFAST.

Vo .•

HEAD

1.1 >.

Business.

Cash

Islesboro, Castine & Brooksville,

II radar lie, y ct ( arl
>!.!! tic Liver Pills arc equally
valuable in Constipation, curing and
preventing
this annoying complaint, while they nleo correct
all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
an l regulate the bowels. E.en if
they only cured

BELFAST.

A It It I

-FROM-

SI6K

our readers
>'(/'• •/ >■< nil /nr-

Hardware

COMMENCING MAY 30, 1887.

Excursions

Again Opened,

—

I

-II :n:||-

■

SHIR NEWS.

•

landings.
FUKII W. I*0TK, Agent.
.Belfast.
('ALVIN AISTIN. Agent.Boston.
WILLIAM It. HILL, Jr., lien. Manager.Boston.

Kirk Headache ami relieve ail the troubles !ncld nt to a bilious state of the system. Hindi as Dizziness, Nausea Drowsiness. Distress after eating,
I’:i!ti in the Side, &c.
While 11»• ir most remarkable success has been eh"\v.i iu curing

1

HUM' OF

a

-wk a in:

-AND-

My stock is all XE IE, lately
bought, at,

upon arrival of sp-amcr from Boston.
From Bangor. Mondays, Wednesdays, Tliursdays and Saturdays at II \. v... tourldng at all
...

i- railed to the ad
•7/hi »/.<." of t .eorge
'*'
'-"rut tor W. Ii. (lark A to.,of Mimic
wlm oilers 7 per cent, and * per cent. Itoatis,
Miaim's,.ta and Ibikota farms and on Minneapo1"I.» propertv.
••

it,

and Fridays at a I*. M.
From Uoeklaud (tom

i

General

\i /

CLOTHING HOUSE.

-Nine Cases of

Childrens & Infant,;' Shoes,
Might:; ilamagrd.
5( g |£ QfS

)

Temple.

f/ress

ll,/i,rrs

E .1 /

->Hayford Block, Church St., Belfast.

INSPECT^

Our store is
U-.IS lu iuer.

MANSFIELD, Spring and Sauer Styles

just below

store

cte Triuilis

T H E

An I in in ruse Stork of

IIA 1C EE ,C SHALES, I pro-

RETURNING.
From Boston, Mondays, Tuesdays, 'l'liursdays

of Anirr-

weia

WATERMAN’S WALDO

nit.

Received!!

—

steamers will leave Belfast for Camden, Rockland
and Boston, Mondays, Wednc.-days, Thursdays
and Saturdays at 2.do i*. m., or upon arrival of
steamer from Bangor.
For searsport, Bucksport, Winterport, Hampden
and Bangor, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays and
Saturdays at about :t a. m., or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.

ICARTERS

\

/->'/•:/

i

117' (/tre

Overcoats!

Spring

mi I rh- marl.;,I i„
3ts r
-SI It II -rh )■ ox E EH H

.initiator Shin,

Itdfast, May lit, lSf>7.—20

Commencing Monday, May 30, 1887,

V._lyr.V>

ntion of

a!i*

Alsu

in all Hie !,.\ tes t

You

Masonic

„l rrn,

years,

I‘rices inn! lliiii/ilj/.

A. P.

r,wu>tf;ri„,; ,1,,///<, !„ si
Our stock of-

n!il<‘.

Hats, Ocvjds

tn

-AT

P. Palmer,

I at I consists

linn ry kimls. nmi «aiiiiotbcsohl in.Min
pctitionxvit.ii the multitmie of the low test, short
xveijrht, alum or phosphate poxv«icrs. S<>/*/ ailu in
rni..'
Ihiv xi. IVxkini. I*.nviii;u < <>., Iim; Wall st.,
N-

killed
sb a11ier e\plosion in
Burlington. Ohio.
lav.\ in av y earthquake shoek wa■*
the < it\ ..f Meximj Siindav morning.
Thistle wa- pitted against tiie other era< k
a
th Bov al S.piadron.on .^aturditj and
a
tin lit all I.., i y.< apt. lb W. Morse, a
h\ -hiplmilder of Bal h. Me., died -Mondav
'II,* was president of lie
age nf t,j.
1
k* ; hoeker Sfiam Towage <
'onipany and a
•:
of the Lineoln Bank.“An lnde: I nmioerat”
says in tin; Boston B- eord :
i'liam lli'diborn. who for a quarter of a
II V has held the position of master meehan*li' < harle-ton navy yard, will In tvmovdun
I for reason*
h i- in direet violation of

Eiltimj.

Muslin Bonnets!

Pure.

op

Shirts.

Worsteds!

■

ffisTCALL & AND

Just

SEN, BOYS & CHILDREN.

Lowest

This powih-r ne\i-r varies. A marvel of
purity,
sireiiffth ami xvlioh-somcness. More ccoiiomieitl

than tiic

'•

!■'

-hi Simile uml Don hie llreas/eil.

In all jrades, which will he sold a! pvim
DEFY (OMFET/TIOX.

of 4 Trip Arrangement

ll„:i

v

BLUE

I

POWDER

—

a'

s.t.ooo.Fifteen persons

INDIGO

-NEW-

Bangor

„s

this ,biwrtmoil.

Suits, ayes 1 to I t years, at only $ 1.70 per suit.

Largest Wholesale and lietait Clothing

Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me

Oo.

Resumption

EXT!HE XEir STOCK

-IS HEl’LETE IX EVE I! ) 1'AItTH TI.A/t

MARK ANDREWS, ll Phamix Row, Belfast,

i)

prose to do a

-'

•mile

it p,,-

to I t

II,rs,

SUITS!--

IOO

MV irotfht a/so i/ratr attention /o

Dwight

■

iu

Om-duroy

Suits, ayes I to I t y. ars. at .oily

EnglistL

IS BROKEN.

■

iio.ird.Memorial day was
ob-erved in Maine and all other
state-.
All 1'iisiiiess was suspended
'dr dav w'a-devoted to the nation’s dead.
iin b. iiig' I-. .Jordan, a famous New
u
shipnia-b-r, died in .. Saturday.
U
...(ran huir l-feab d ii Lilian at 1‘uflIllinois. >aturday, l»v four lengths, in a

Pairs of Hoys Pants, strictly all wool
Pants, elo1 it mail, hy the rorlyle
Mills, a reyular $2..70 pant. Shall of,,- these os Ion,/ as they lost ,,! out,, * 1.2.7
tier juiir. Hememher these are lolly pouts for Hoys not
, \j, „
,,11/y
$1.2.7 tier pair.

lous—these

sliort time.

on

Lot No. 7.

Norfolk

—or—

1

liquor

.70

ASSORTMENT

[without

B
viand*- imaudiarv has attain
-rations. Within a week four itihave occurred and all ell'ort- Jo
.mi have failed.Boothbav
: i\or of introducing watt r,
‘.1
I!. A F. I‘. Braek'dt, run of
o'_ -i dr;.
'od-’livin- in Biddeford, who
*
am.
ii -hm
in Norway and I’arinN. !!.. failed Friday. The liabilities are
io '« ven large. and i! i- not thought
'•law ill he a! »l
b. resume.
The heaviest
; an- -aid 1 » he A. Little A < 'o.. of
iid. and Wheel, v.
man* A
Blodgett td
W i,!«»* | d i.-n arriv ed in Boston
in ■!'-uing. and wa- escorted tothe P.arkv a 'TWA d
>f admirers.
Ill the e\ eiilore -i rrowded lemse in the
-j 'k-

"t

Lot No. It.

Pine

Custom made and Tailor

CALI, AXH SEE THEM.

and to remove acidity of tlio stomach. Can
"f*o carried in the vest pocket. Always ready
for use. Never fail to cure. No wiiie glassful
of liquid trash or alcoholic stimulant,
but a compressed confection, containing in
condensed form all the medicinal property
required for the cure of Dyspepsia, Indigestion, and Heartburn. The only safe and
remedy offered to the public,*
j prompt acting
an undesirable attribute attached,
to
the
taste—perfect in action—as
[Agreeable
a preventive, wonderful—as a cure, marvellittle D. K/S are sold by all
druggists, or will be mailed to any part ofthc
U. S., on receipt of price, by *tho Selling
Agents, Doolittle & Smith, 21 aud2G Tremout
Sr., Host on, Mass.
60 cents a box, trial size 25 cents.

o.

,.

Iiuliyo

Soft Hats,

DYSPEPSIA,
INDIGESTION,
HEARTBURN,
SICK HEADACHE,

;i|

a! re.nty-tiv e miners arc bee
p< i-ii* I by tin explosion in tiie
I hr ant \ re. "•■otlaiid. Iasi Week.
n
v.
re drovv net I S111111 a v
in the St.
i" ar Montreal, !*\
the '-upsizing of
it.
The\ vv eiv out li-hing. and had

Lot. No .7.

l

h,

I

—

AND BOYS’

--ALSO .1 I'l l./. LI.XII OF

is the trade mark of their little lozenge
hich are put up in Srt cent, boxes, (trial >n.
.’5cents) and sold by all druggists as a. guar-1
auteod cure lor

i

I hh

We have, just received IOO Hoys' Fancy
Norfolk Suits, ayes
thnronyhly made, at only $2..70 a suit.

Straw Hats.

k •'

o,

Woolen Co., all wool Oxford Iwill S-irina On rNew, Irish ye,oils, jut made up, in reyular sizes, at
11, al the
traonlinary price of $7 each. We helievr this to he the te st haryoin ,,-, roih r-it
ami the reyular price every where is $l I.

ft

iMt-lield is very well
it. the bare pump- at

i dugc

the b

portion of the

This is

Lot No. 4.

Lowest Prices!

Of

...
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Desirable Goods
AND

1

.if

LntNo.il.

suit.

100

pr!C-|»rr>

in Callimotv, Ma; Ji. l-.nn-r.- m C. Ii- ke-. a na
j
tix e of Fnion.
In lioekx ille, ( a.mb
Max j|, Ami*- Frank, -on i
<
ol
Mi- To!man, a^rcl
v.v.. t mnitbs ami ! 1 tiax
In Warren. May 11. Iianaali, xx’fe .•! «>. !*. i:,._
ers ajre<l *'.•_* x ear.-. In month- ami i; <!a
In Corki.aml. Max Jo F! a both
P
a^e.i !
-!
-ars ami 7 months.
In V, a hit »i
( reamer, am ■! j
Ma
I
mm- i;
ear- ami 7 month
”•
• " l*«*n
.»t
Ma
it
kins, l.-q.. n_-< •'
i'-7 y ear-.
In I.il-'-, "rt11. A!:i
-I. Hn-re-a. .laughter oi Air.
aii" Mr-. John .. \, aa-e'l I y ear-, 11 month-.
In 1 l!l~xx orth. Max
Janie- 1’. l. iilin. aireil .'k*»
y ears ami In :no>uli
In 1711-xxorth. May In, 11-nliiey For-aiih. a^etl 7'.'
; ars ami I months'

I

scrvin

Young

Men's Suits, all U'oo/, at SS..70 a suit, made
hy the wll-known l'nl,nr„i
Mills al only $S..70 a Suit, sizes from ill to 12.
lictai//,rice everywhere is
$12. This Suit must he seen to he appreciate,t.

a

,„,l ,.!/.■),1,0

//<""

THIS IS THE PLAi;E !

eoats.

Stiff Hats,

been granted any one by the pro.
of J)r. Mask It. WooDiU'KY’r.'{
; ‘•ysi.tp.da Ivillois, to use their trade mark
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to PLEASE.

Cemiemen !

led No. 2.

FANCY*]

fruit of

the

ii© LICENSE

Heer I-laml Max
John Nut!
tti*
ireenlaxx. both of I n-er Isle.
In Kllsxxorth, Max' Is lierl-e;
A. temper, m
<
>urrx. ami Mihna A. Canon, of Filsxvorili.
In liil-wortli, Ma
21. Albina Ii. Dr.-.—or aml
Mrs. My :: Ii. J .-pi, !..-t!i of <niaml.
M

nre

For sale by your druggist, who, on
application, will give you free a copy of
our magnificent
pamphlet of valuable
Household Formulas. It is richly worth
cents.
fifty

In

a

loiir tenements

Bcorge Bmmeh>. A. I

v

M.

M

s.Vm.

ore-

'»

£kuo; Frank Dyer, loss

&

.

MASONIC TEMPLE.

/ Inter tnltlrif to niff line (ft

Eyes Very Wide,

100 Men's All Wool Suits, sizes il I to 12. ut
only siti.oo
line just in anti the retail price ereryu-here is tjlo.oo.

compounded.

—

t'if

medicines

exhaustive scientific investigation, of
thorough medical skill, and the long cx»
perience of the physician who to-day
enjoys the most extensive private practice
of any doctor in America. They are more
than good remedies.
Then are the
best that science and skill has ever

John.-on, i-.-q..
Warren, both

Co.,

l.ol No. I.

Liver

,'aRRIEZ.

Ill Meslmro. May
by lit x .1. K We.-t. < apt.
l-.xeifti A. W y mail ami Mr- L//i. I.. \ e;<yb\b,,t h
ol l-le- .oi-o.
in Th'-rmiike. May >,
j;, v. I
I'. Ware. Mr.
I.. .1. \'">e. of K iio\. am! M
lb II !,’. rornforth.
of liiormlike.
la ( airnhi
May J.. < yru- I*. Crown am' Mi
I iii.ui A. l*a(tei>oii. hotii of < aimh-u.
In I.im-olny i!i. May |
Horner A. ( arpenb r, oj
1 ’ro\ iii«i;. I
a mi
M i-- Jennie I
A «»un^r. <>|
I i ii»-t ln\ ilk-.
In li- eklaml. May
Henr\ Snnfopl Flint ami
Nelli* Hanralm.n. both of lioeklaml.
In l.’oekiaml. May 2I.Jo.siah Sravrx ami A! hi;ilraek'-tl, lioth of lioeklaml.
In Washington, May is l,. Hiram Cli—. Jr..
I '... \\ illiam F i »art ami Funire A. Weaxi r. both

to.

«»<*<*(!I»l«'<I

:i

li-b

.-a

lin- ot!,i

I-

laud,

i•;«• 11

w

lihrnlx

In till- it
Ma
le. ip-v. t.eo. la. Tufts, lie.,,
o. t-rbnile, Ol ik-.ok-vii:,., an.I Mr-, lio.-ilia ilirri
man, of lb lfa-:.

1 lie store
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Rv?’«_DER

Me.

Dr.

VV. A. Sawybr, M. D.
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Iv

1 i«lijjir.

Bunue]|>
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e..niinemi;!:a- this im-.ii.-;.|"
Candor, Me. n.,ly

Flower’s

i Men,

I

i-wni:. ii-. between
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entirely

1 ,,eil

ei.ee

ear-,

were

e

Mel e-rial d.\
< »ei

a

a-.-.
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C.

Street, Belfast,

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY!

Jan. 20, IS?7.

prescribing
Sanative, Lung
Cordial, Nerve Tills, Pain Destroying
Elixir, Blood Purifier, and Magnetic
j Plasters, in my practice, with good
results.
They are splendid remedies.
R.

ipa rilla ha> pr- \i- i a -nv lvim-'ly in
Ii ha- L'i-.eu me -treniftli f«»r a man of
ami I thin!.
:ire'| itiy i'iliou- trouble
I i..a\e a -o.,i| appetite ami feel like

"ar-

ii.

n

W

maimer

1

m

L"

of ‘be

scholars and

ol

proee--ion

nion.n.g a

h d

"Mb

Darlington, I’a.,
Dear Sir: I have been

glowing

wa- a

7:'E

^-=--=!
dfc

IX

Watches, Clocks and Jewelry^
cleaned and repaired at (he LOWEST prlres. In
a thorough and workmanlike manner.

Your

Open

every description. I make a speciality or
Classes and give particular attention to fllllng
llic rye. My prices will be ONE-HALF lower
limn peddlers charge for Name goods.

—

th.

at

or-

Mam) Andrews) CBM) House!) -CHILDRENS

SSi.

Spectacles and Eye Glasses

H.

progressive, wide-awake physicians
throughout, the length and breadth of the
land, are awakening to a realization of

■

",

JN THE HANDS’

SA f'U MO XU r

can

FROST

78 Main

oi

The

<

I*.

Van

-THE

>

>

B.

to suit all ayes.
by dealiny with

"II

1 yr30

We are pleased to be
able to state that since
opening we have met
with excellent
success,
and if GOOD
GOODS,
LOW PRICES and
POLITE TREATMENT
will do it, we are SURE

BHBl
Of every description and

Wholesale anil Heiail by

A. A* Howes *{■ CoTtelfasl, Me.

TESTIMONY OF PHYSICIANS.

C»i*«l €»P Tl.imlcs.

sumlay. Tin ser
\ 1C. I\es, who is
ltei
remarkable power, although advam-

iitliodex ehureii

i.ii

Fine Line!

SILVER WARE.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

till

were

:
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or—

500 Doses One Dollar

-;<>:-

i

-ANI)-

-i

1

MAKE,

to Custom Work.

S

IS CALLED TO OUR

*JEWELRY^

[■CLOCKS,

confidence.
It is peculiar in that it
strengthens and builds up the system, creates
an appetite, and tones the
digestion, while
it eradicates disease. Give it a trial.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is sold by all druggists.
Prepared by C. 1. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

..

-o

E. P. FROST & GO’S.
I

your

....

—

as

be

blood you cannot
At this season
good medicine to

—

<

^

ESPECIAL ATTENTION

this city at BOTTOM PBICES, and
you can buy the Imitation or American
make or peddlers. Also

Our Clothing is of superior make, excellent
in fit and trimmed equal

AT

oliVred In

rheap

as

importance purifying the blood canoverestimated, for without pure
enjoy good health.
nearly every one needs a
purify, vitalize, and enrich
blood, and Hood's Sarsaparilla is worthy

The

*•
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-FOB THE FINEST SELECTION OF-
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BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
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Fkeic.hts as repoi*ted by the Circular of Snow
A: Iturgcss, New York for the week ending Ma\ 2s.
Some
prevails for vessels to lead South for
Brazil, but Flour shipments lienee and from neighboring ports have about come to a halt, and no important revival of interest is anticipated until the
next crop becomes available.
The Cuba trade
continues dull, both on inward and outward bus!
ness.
Some inquiry is noticed in Windward
freights, but the low steam rales upon outward
cargoes operates against business in sail tonnage,
liates on return cargoesarc very satisfactory,
say
S3.50 per lilid. upon Sugar from 'llarhadoes to New
\<>rh. Coastwise Lumber tonnage has been in fair
demand, and from (.ulf ports a slight improvement
in rates has been established; rates from Atlantic
polls are without change. Coal freights arc linn
at the quotation-: of the association.
Local Charters
Si-h. 1
II. llcrriman, from Fcrnandina to
Norwalk. Lumber. S0.50. ship Henry II. Hyde,
Now ^orkli.san Francisco, general cargo,
private
terms, Ship |ot*i,org, from Boston t.» Talealiuano
and \ alparaiso, general cargo, c |,;kh».

STRAW HATS!
Ill llll If Elm Mill mil III III III Elis,

inquiry

lion-ami two hundred dozens of eggs
.Merrill P. Ilinekley ha.- a pair

t

,!.,

-Call At-

25. W.
Bark C. It. Ila/.eltine got aground going out Mav
23d on liruuswick,
bar, and was hauled oil
21th and tow ed into the harbor leaking. A
survey
w as held and recommended that she’he taken to
Brunswick and discharged.
ship Elizabeth, Butman, at Liverpool Mav 21
from San Francisco, reports in a gale
May 2o‘lo.-t
several sails. The chief otlicer fell from aloft and
(•!).

I>Ki:u lsi.i:. A young man
in- who is 22 years old weighs
iid i- «mlv do inches in height. He
.dth. Hi-’father liails from Itelfast.
< reeli
ilied tlie 27th after a long an l
\l
aged about To years-Mr. Futon
..elder injured ipiile iiadlv last saturdav
working ar«*und a derrick.\ I most every
Urn- i- loaded with rustieutors for
|,;i
h;i't thunder storm of the season
11., i.
Ma> 27th.
-i

ki.ean v

freights from the Kennebec are 05 cents.
spoken, ship Lucy A. Nickels, from San Francisco for Queenstown, March 13, lat. 57. 07. s. Ion.

ark in the Mate.
I

ltrrnie mis<

The ire

W1IOI.K8AI.K DCAI.EUS IN

Flour, Butter,

Me.

|

Cheese,Eggs,Beans,

HAV, POTATOES, KISH, (iAHK, P01TTRV, At.
9 John and 5 Barrott Strooto. Beaton
Correspondence and consignments solicited.
Boston, Aug. (>, 1880.—-Iyr32*

VITIATED BLOOD

A Memorial Poem

Prof.

by

Bateman

The Race Across the Atlantic.

ITCHING
Arew

The yacht Coronet, winner of the ocean race,
To thi: Eiutok or tub Journal: Id an
arrived at New York last week. Captain CrosScrofulous, Inherited and Conta- hour of weakness I composed the little poem
which I enclose to you in this. Forgive me, by was interviewed by a Herald reporter, and ;
gions Humors Cured by
hut dare I hope that it will meet your approba- we quote as follows:
Cuticura.
“What do 1 think of racing across the Westtion;'
It was my first serious attempt to wan'IMIliort.!? tlie medium of one of your books re*
ern Ocean in the month of March?”
1 reived through Mr. Frank T. Wray, Druggist, der through the groves of 1’arnassas, and for
“Well, those who went across with me can
Apollo, l’a., I became acquainted with* yourCtntescured
blood poisoning, in
connection with erysipelas, that I have ever seen,
and this after having been pronounced incurable
bv some of the best physician- in our county. 1
take great pleasure in forwarding to you this testimonial. unsolicited as it is by you,‘in order that
others stillering from similar maladies rna\ be enn ri: \ Kkmkhiks a trial.
couraged to give vour (
1*. s. WlUTUNt.FK, Leechburg, l’a.
Reference F h.vnk ’I*. Wuw. Druggi.-t, Ap«*llo, I’n.

tify

opportunity

to

nermanently

this reason i trust to at least reeeivc your pardon if 1 have committed an act of indiscretion.

Bitters Co.

Ilor

-kin

niu: i.l
Bk
| I If I Bab\ Him

n

Bh

mishes, and

t i:a >oai

Catarrh.

Choking

Have you awakened from a disturbed sleep with
usati" is of an a-.-a--iu rlutching
all the horrible
-■

ymr throat and pr< ssing the iiIV breath from your
tlghteiu d eiiestr Have you noticed the languor
and del
that sweeed the e!V t to dear your
•! of this eatur-hal matter
What a
throat a a

depressing inti a
ing the mentor;.

-nee it everts upon the mind, eloud-id lilling tlx- he.el vvit it pains and
imi-.•-! How «tiiticiiit it i- to rid tlx* nasal
iunusot tin-poi-onou- minnis
passages, throat ai
who. re a tMieted v\ it h catarrh. How
ali ■•an lest it
-tmi against its further
dillicult to protect he
jifogres towards tor lung-, liver and kidneys, all
plr. -ieian- will admit. It is ;t terrible disease, and
cries out for relief and cure.
The remarkai !c eurativ powers, when ..11 other
remedies utterly fail, of -an: nun's Rvpn Ai.
( t ut
are attested by thousands who gratefully
recommend it to l'ellovv-sullVnvrs. No statement is
made regarding it that cannot be suhstantiad* ! by
1 lie hi*i.-t re-peetahle and vt liable reft fences.
Laeii jUieket e Utaile "lac botti-- d I lie R.Ud< At.
< cum. one 1m.\ of Cai vnuti.vi. s« m.viint, and an
iMittmv t:i I mi vi.t.U, v\ itli treat i-c and direction.-,
and is sold by all druggists for sd.no.
-iiaii.e

.•

l’oTM

t;

Id;'

A Cm.mu:

■.

HOW IV? Y

\j

Co., Bos

Her.eath the >kv, beneath the s« a,
Our hallowed dead will ever sleep;
While grateful nations yet to be.
Their sacred memories long will keep.
Their

Sleep on, brave boys! a nation's llag
Thy winding sheet lias been;

lt> starry folds shall n'ei* bedrag,
\ coward’s grave, or cringing men!

Hod! when comes tiiat fateful hour.
feet Plutonian shop s must tread:
We’ll bow to Thy omniscient power.
And join again our patriot dead!
L. C. Hatk.max.
No. Searsiuout, Me.

<>

Our

Earth.

The Last of
ilil.

PAiniNC AVoltns

Ol

AN

HONKKT SOI L.

When death shall dose my eyes from sight
earth and sea fade into night,
When folded hands shall calmly rest
Forever still o'er pulseless breast,-

And

iien joy and love no more shall thrill
I*he silent heart with strength and will;
Let no fond friend be bowed with grief.
And pity for my unbelief.

IDE ACHES.

«

f

Let no set phrases mar the sense
From stranger lips of eloquence;
No glittering speedi for errors past,
< Jive
justice first, and mercy last.
Think not because the form lies there.
Tint faults are changed to virtues rare;
No alchemist can turn to gold
The dross that lingered there of old.

j

feel to bless you for such a relief from your mcdl
and torment of the doctors. I have had fifteen

cine

doctors at me. One gave me set en ounces of solution of arsenic; another took four quarts of blood
from me. All they could tell was that it was skin
sickness. Now, after these four bottles of your
medicine, I am well and my skin is well, clean and
smooth as ever.
HEX It Y KNOCI1K.
Hood Words—From Goon Authority.— * *
*
We confess that we are perfectly amazed at
run of your Hop Bitters.
We never had anything like *it, and never heard of the like. The
writer (Benton) has been selling drugs here nearly
thirty years, and lias seen the rise, of llostettcr’s,
Vinegar and all other hitters and patent medicines,
but never did any of them, in their host days, begin to have the run that Hop Bitters have. * *
We can’t get enough of them. We are out of them.
We are out of them half the time. * *
From letter to Hop Bitters t o., from Benton, Myers A
*

the

-LEPROSY-.

Tin* most wonderful and

Hut rather let with tender grace
Tin* tear drop fail on upturned face;
le t fragrant ilowors around be laid
With purot tints of light and shade.

produces

j
j

It

supplies

Let loving words by friend be said,
in tender memory of the dead:
And let the ones who knew me best.
In sorrow guard my dreamless rest.

quired by

the

the

f»y

America. M:.d«F.
KINSMAN A: id.. Ai- tli.at u
New York.
Lar^a; i.x tiles 85 and 75 cents.
'in:a store in

lyr«

1 inis

requires

let me sleep, at sunset laid,
beneath the green and quiet shade.
Where twilight dews shall softly fail.
And tender nature guardeth all.*
[Helen N. Packard, in Springfield Hcptiblicau.

So

cure or

The best for the

Complexion.
economical, it wears

The most

,

made

by

the

only process

of any nutritive value.

strength-giving phosphates

re-

For sale

any other

no cream

bridge

lege.
and Wellesley.

powder.

tartar, alum,

or

any adulteration whatever

by all dealers.
Romford Chemical

Works, Providence, li

1.

lyrJS

Ncwnham Col-

Vassal*, Smith,

The Natioiv.il College for I>eaf Mutes at
Washington l* to be opened to women. I>r.
(iallaudet. the persident, gives his own residence for their accommodation.

“HASH 18 CAST-OFF VICTUALS51

IF

What shall

S.

S.

we

call

“Scrap** Cigars?

SLEEPER & CO.'S

N.&S.

made from clear straight
Havana leaf,
carefully picked and selected,
and is in
every way the best ten cent
cigar in the market

retail, 10c. each.

$7.60

per

hundred.

COCKLE’S

ANTI-BILIOUS

PILLS,
THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY
For Liver. Hilo,
contains

etc.
Free from MerI'ure Vegetable Ingiedlents.

Indigestion,
only

Agent: V. N. i ll ITTKNTON, N.-w Y ork.
Iy40

EXHAUSTED VITALITT.
A Cirent

"Cas torts is so well adapted to children that
l recommend it aa
superior to any

Miss Rose Llizaheth Cleveland will be associated with Mrs. Martha d. Lamb in editing
tin Magazine of American History. She will
probably take charge of a department under
her own name.

Children.

and

prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Abcher, M. D.,
U1 Bo. Oxford 8k, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Itrlfast, March

Cuteiia cures Colic, Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation,
Kills Worms, gives sleep, and promotes digestion,
Without injurious medication.

Llsie P. Rockingham successfully manages a
fruit farm of several hundred acres in California, and urges other women to take up the
same kind of work, for which she thinks women are well fitted.

qualified.

wo win

postpaid,

Koston has a gymnasium exclusively for
It has six bowling alleys, a tennis
court, a gymnasium hall, a running track of
twenty laps to the mile, hot and cold baths,
etc.
It was projected by Miss Mary Allen. it
is well patronized.

who

Medical Work for Yoon*
Middle-Aged Men.

aim

The

guarantee placed on every j •aekage of
Wetherell’s Atlas Ready Mixed Paint reads as follows :

KIOW THYSELF..
More Thon One Million

Copies Mold.
It treats upon Nervous and Physical
Debility, Prema.
lure Decline, Errors of Youth, Exhausted
Vitality
Ikwt Manhood, Impaired Vigor and Impurities of the

Kiood, and the untold miseries consequent thereon
substantial embossed binding, full
Uiptamsyvupsgex
Warranted the beet popular medical
•Hit,
treatise
pub ished in the English language. Price only $1 by
mail, postpaid, and concealed in a plain wrapper,
iflustraiive sample tree if you send now.

iy lUf REAUO»Y

MERICAI.

Esesffi
lyrto

We guarantee the contents of this package to
glv«- satisfaction, and agree to repaint, where such
is not given, and the fault of the paint
proven.
GKO. D. WKTII Kill I.K A CO.

Paint Yonr Born for

Harsh purgative remedies are fast giving wav to
the gentle action and mild effects of Carter’s Little
Liver Pills. If you try them, they will certainly
please you.
“You don’t taste any veal about them chicken
croquette!" said the restaurant proprietor, with
conscious recitude. “No, Indeed!” assented the
customer; “what do you make ’em of—codfish?"

Buies
of the sick. How to

the care
cure disease, Its
symptoms and causes, and other information of
great value will be found in old Dr. Kaufmann’s
great book; 100 pages, fine colored plates. Send
three 2 cent stamps to pay postage to A. P. Ordway
* Co., Boston, Mass., and receive a copy free.
for

B ■

REMEDY.
TARRANT’S SKLTZKB von linlmM
certain cure for younjr and old;
l’or ('oiisti/HtfiuH will depart,
And fmiit/rsfinn quickly start,
flrtnfnchr, too. will soon subside,
Wlu-n T*UUtNT'S 8KLTZFK has been tried.

“

IhirH
H
■ H
Ute| ■
*■ ■
Pamphlet*

B ■

]

H

an

■

$1.00

IH IT

rybody

hav''
and

■■ ■
B V Lo;
■ ■ ■■their

"uh

book

tliosu

who

it

will

thank

lucky stars.
who buy or order direct from us, and request it, shall receive a certificate that the
money shall
bo refunded if not abundantly satisfied. Retail price, 35 cts.; 6
bottles, $2.00. Espress propaid to
any part of the United Status or Canada. I. S. JOHNSON & CO.. P. o. Bor 2113,
Mass.
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Coach & Carriage l’aint,
One coat Paints and Varnishes

Novel!
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Put up In
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Handsomely

contain-

Colored

Showing the

Engravings,

latest and most effective combination of colors in HOUSE PAINTING.

goods are for sale at reasonable prices
established agents in all the towns and vil-

within

1 'i «•! -ate ('our! lie id
« o|tnl\ of \\ ahio,
May. A. I). 1-7.

\ t a

tiie

Belfast,
prices as
though
purchased direct. Jf you cannot get what
j
you want of your nearest agent, send to us. Color
j sheets and full Information
(;t15
by mall free.

Jobbers of

COLISEUM,

47

The Greatest B!ood

SEAMEN WANTED!

Scrofula.# ^
SULPIint JUTTEltS is the# ^
best
that awful disease

cases

medicine to use in
of such stubborn

Fop

Coasting.

Apply

to
Join 8. RANLKTT.
S. 8. Shipping CnulHlMer, Borhlan«. lit.
July 2i>, 18Hi»_30tf

Wanted.!

anti Surgeon,

BEAH8POKT,

OIHe Main Street, formerly occupied by

2 to 4 and 7 to 9 P.

day when not otherwise

iuttkiis,#.,"m,u‘™*“*aik
best^^ ou» U;iu
BitterS !
made./SU!p|1(lr
r

medicine ever
Is yonrTonguc Coated#

withayello\vsticky#r>on’t wait until

you
substance? Isyouiware unable to walk, or
breath foul and#are Hat on your hack,
offensive? Your#but p*t some at once, it
stomach is out#will cure you. ."sulphur
of order. VsiwBitters is

Sl«nTV:KS#rhe Invalid’s Friend.

aired and
tmiuediatoly#Thcyountr.tho.
Is your l
made well

r^Fterimr arc

mr

-0011

t.>t-

by

iue thick# its use. Uememher what you I
ropy, do-#read here, it mav save your
Ud\', oiwiife, it has saved hundreds.
#Dont wait until to-morrow,

f

M

Try

a

Bottle

To-day!

o' M Are you low-spirited and weak.
% #or sutfevimr from the cve-sr.-, «.|
~#youth? If so, M Ll’llUH UiTTElis
#\vili cure you.
A. I*. Ordway Si Co.,
Send 3 2-eent stamps t
for be.- t medical work published?

SOLD

MONITOR

Safe

only

Oil

itove

Made

EVERYWHERE

OIL

STG\T

CORNHILL,

35

BOSTON.

GO.,
l">wi:i

LEAD PIPE nd HEET LEAP.
Our manufacturers art* fully warranted, and are
lvrl
unsurpassed by any in the market.
Lowest market prices for goods of equal quality

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,
r. A.

Brown, Trraa..

ma-

“

Company.

tvy L. A. Knowlton & Co.. BclfnNt,
And by reliable Agents in all towns In Blaine.
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SALEM MASS.

To Road Builders.
be sold to the; lowest bidder on MOXDA V.
20th, next, at one o’clock t*. M.. ;the
building of a new road in the southerly part of
Searsmont, to wit, from near the house of James
Luce to
near (i. W. Richard's house. We
reserve the right, to reject all bids if deemed unreasonable. If stormy the 20th it will be sold the
next pleasant dav.
T. A. MARKIN'KU, ) Selectmen
OTIS D. WILSON,
of
L. C. POOR,
) Searsmont.

WILL
JI NK

highway

May 19,1887.—3w20

C.

P. LOMBARD

DENTIST,

10ND9NB>RPLE POTATO bugs

Farmers, bo wta, an i SAVE YOUR CROPS bj using LONDON PURPLE,
which is THE BEST, SAFEST and CHEAPEST poison for tilling Potato
Husst Canker Worms, Pear Slugs, «fcc., ever used. The leading agricultural
authorities, colleges, newspapers and Grange masters recommend “London Purple.”
For sale at all dealers,t Full particulars and circulars Free from sole manufactureni

•HEMINGWAY’S LONDON PURPLE CO. L’TD. ISJPSSBfe

..
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—SCISSORS ami SHEARS!—
the finest In the world, every pair warranted, at
H. E. MCDONALD'S,
Maaonlc Temple.
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may appear at a Probate ( ourt. to he held at lie!
fast, within ami for -aid t minty. ,>n the -e.-ond
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the prayer ol -aid petition -limibi not be irr.mted.
old). K. IoIIN-on. dn ly,..
A true ropy.
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t
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DAKOTA/^e/'
as™"
ITsn.K in Five

Ordered. That notice thereof be given three
weeks sueee-.'ively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast,'in said County,.that all person..,
interested may attend at a Probate t ..urt, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday "I June
next, and show cause, if
any t-hc\ have, wh\ tinsaid account should not be allowed.
t.K<». K. J« MINX »N. Judge.
A true copy. Attest-:—I*. P. Kli: 1.1». Register.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
fast, on the second Tuesdav *i Mav, |ss7.
OR VMKI. MI RRAY, Trustee on the estate of
FRANK BRYANT, a minor heir of \l.o\Zo
BRYANT, late of Moiitvillc, in said County, de
eeased, having presented his third and linal account of administration of saill estate for allow-
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free.

CHARLES E. SIMMONS,
('

Land Com

A- N W. Bnilunv
CHICACO. ILL.
trr t hose lands cannot fail to be
a profitable and

SAFE INVESTMEKT

rAI.D<) s>>. In Court of Probate, held at Bel
fast, on tin- second Tuesd.-v ot Mav, |ss7.
WM. II.
Administrator'on the estate of
AMO> |m\V, late of >eaisport, in said t oi.ntv.dt
eeased, having presented his third and lim'd a«
count of administration of said c>tatc for allow
a nee.

ACfe ’d
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Ordered, That notiee thereof I-.- ;d\en, three
week
su>
v-siv <-l y, m the Pepubli. an .Journal,
! mimed in Pel fa.-1, in said ('minty, that all pcr-»minteia -ted may attend at a Pr .bate Court, to be
livid at Itelta.-t, «ui the second Tuesday ,d .June
next, and show cause, if any thev have, win the
said account should not he aflowcd.
t;K<». Id .h >liNs< >\. .indire.
A true copy. Attest :—15. p. Kiki.p. Iteiristm
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Dr

M.,

professionally enraged.
GKO. C. HORN.
Searsport, March 8,1887.—tf 10

STEADY YOUNG MAN to do book-keeping JVe call at your House for orders
and learn the clothing manufacturing bnsC.
and goods
ness.
One who is willing to work for from 9130 to
9300 per year and boarded. Apply to
DELIVERED with DISPATCH.
it. O. DODGE.
A. A. HOWES & CO.
Belfast, May 23,18K7.—2!tf

A

j^.-j

srn'iii ii
the purest and

Absolutely

Try it alongside of brands which advertise attractive valuations,” and see if the latter even equal it in their effect on
the soil. Any farmer may thus learn to bis own satisfaction
the doubtful value of “commercial valuations,” as against
the agricultural value of a good fertilizer.
Apply for Pamphlets, etc., to
CLIDDEN & CURTIS, Boston, Mass.,
General Selling Agents,

Pacific Guano

sSl

Frvi“!il

a m-e.

SOLUBLE PACIFIC GUANO

For Salo

MAINE.

Office hours,
atepenson.hours
in the

and other

all#

aml#y0llv

deep seated diseases. Do#n,.v^.in.,,ut
not nw take
#>foVilci-.fsc
BLUE PILLS
nr mercury, they are deed#1£ S
1111
11TV
ly. Place vour trust

And is llic

Ornil

GEORGE 0. HORN, M. D.,
Physician

Purifier/i

KNOWN.
,7
This Great- German ]\leil\eine is the//**.,
cheapest ami he t. i-> doses of M' l.-JB
ElU'It lilTTKIt't for £1.00, less than#
one cent a dose.
It will cure the# *j-T
worst eases of skin disease, from#
a common pimple on the face#

BAKES, BROILS, ROASIS.

^POWDER.

MAIM STREET. BELFAST. Me.

at
on

Ala 1 *i.Nate (.urt held
Pn < ount v nt \\
! ■,
M
A l>. 1-7.

\1

Imparts a Brilliant Transparency to the Skin. Removes
ail Pimples, Freckles and Discolorations.
For Sale by
all First-Class Druggists and
Fancy Goods Dealers.

Hardware, Paints, Oils, &e.,

Post.

HW It A P I.L-

Doing the work of tin* very bed range pet feci!\•
Without Sluol.r or Suit//,

FOB SALE BY AGENTS IN EVERY TOWN.
Since 1805 this fertilizer has proved like Farm-yard
nure, good for any crop, on any soil, in any climate.
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to -e!I all the real estate of said d« rea-« .|
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or private -:ile.
ordered, That the -aid Pimmlls yise
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all per-on.- interested h\ eau-dn^a
ropv ,.f tin- order io he published three Week- -urrr-sh ,!\ i. th.
Kepubliean .lourual, primed at Del fast, that th.
ma> appear at a Prohate < nirt. to he lu-ld at lie!
fa.-t. within and for -aid « ounti
on the
I
Tuesday of dune next, at ten ‘of tin e! h he
lore noon, ami show ause if nn\ tliev have. \\h\
the prayer of -aid petition should m.fhe -rant.-.I.
Clio. !•:. .Johnson, .1 mlire.
A true eopy. Atte-t
D. I'. Fll.il>, I{e!?i-trr.
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We furnNh
ments than any other make.
with
them
Plain
Logs, Cabinet llase, Top or Low llot
Closets, Lb vated Shelves, Lml
Tank, AVieket Poor and Pedal
attachment. In fact, every variety
or style wanted. Kvery Kange warranted.
ManFor sale by all lirst-class dealers.
ufactured and for sale by
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Its great, superiority is acknowledged
by all experts and the many thousands
Made of in
who have this range in use.
very hot materials by thorough methe
Koval
We
warrant
chanics.
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Hood’s Sarsaparilla is peculiar to itself and superior to allother preparations in strength, economy, and medicinal merit.
The very important news comes from London
that Mrs. James Ilrown Potter invariably yawns
when she awakes In the morning. It is such' interesting bits of news as this that make one yawn
when he reads them.
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Most Successful and Most Pop
ular Range in the Market.
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A woman served as one of the election
clerks at Kig itapids, Michigan, last week, but
it was a very tame afi'nir. She insisted on an
honest count, and when it was over went home
as if from a
mite society, instead of getting
tight and howling around like a sensible patrP
ot.
World.
[Omaha
Susan Coolidge (Miss Woolsev) has built a
handsome house in Newport from the profits
of her stories. She is notably fond of children
and parrots. She lias an ancient bird who
parades up and down her lawn, communing
with himself, ami visitors sav that he quotes
volubly from his mistress’ writings.
Grace dreenwood says: “I believe that for
one woman whom the pursuits of
literature,
the ambition of authorship, and the love of
fame have rendered unfit for home life, a
thousand have been made undomestic by poor
social strivings, the follies of fashion, and the
intoxicating distinction which mere personal
beauty confers.”
The Kansas women have struck the liquordealers of that .state more destructively than a
cyclone. The last Legislature not oiilv gave
the women municipal suffrage, but amended
the •‘drug-store law’’ so that before a druggist
can get a license he must secure the signatures
of twenty-five women and twenty-five men to
his application. In a good mauy towns the
women simply won't sign, and the trade of the
wholesale liquor houses in Kansas City, St.
Joseph, ami St. Louis, is badly hurt. Heretofore, a druggist with a license has sold to anybody for any purpose, although the law reads
for medicinal and mechanical purposes only;
but with a lot of women voters ready to punish a mayor who winks at violations, or the
probate judge who countersigns the written
application of the customer for liquor under
the latest law, if he relaxes vigilance, the
trade is reported to be really injured, for the
time at least.. [Springfield Republican.
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Cures Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Pneumonia, Rheumatism,
Bleeding at tho
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influenza, Hacking Cough, Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, Dysentery, Chronic Dim
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WOOD, BISHOP & 80.

EXTERNAL USE.

Miss Susan L. llall lias been appointed bv
Judge Knapp clerk of the court at (treat Kails,
N. II. She is the first woman in New Hampshire to hold such a position. She is young,
hut comes of a family of lawyers, and ’is well

1
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help.

A positive
A particle is .applied into each nostril and is
agreeable. Price at) cents at hru^irists; by mail,

t, lssy.—tfbieow

CHANGE

1

j

to

Taa Ckrtauq Cokimky, 182 Pulton Street, N. T.

All the housework of
Wellesley College is
done liy the students, who devote to it fortylive minutes out of the twenty-four hour’s.
There are 300 girls, and every girl is trained to
do one kind of work, and to do it quickly and
well. Co-operation saves a vast deal of time
and labor.
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Lighty young women at Wellesley, a hundred at obeiTni, and more than two* hundred
in other colleges, are said to be preparing to go
a* missionaries.
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Probate Court held at I tel fa si, w it leu and for
the .Hint of \\ ahio. on the •ee1,I,.| Tue--lav e
•Mii\. A. I>. 1SS7.
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Dam, bay mare Kathleen by Hambletonian Chief
'-ire of tie--. <>
b\ Middletown, by llnmhlctnniaii ; _M dam, t.hiccn.
•Judge Ad\orate \va> bred at Stonv Fold "toek
Farm, N. Y., wliere the great California stallion
Kleetioneer was raised. Ilk dam is tin dam of
Admiral, (-ire of sister. J.-JI
11untress,
and
is by ( assins M. ( la>, whose son is sire of the dam
of Kleetioneer.
This young stallion is an inbred Hambletonian—
uniting the Hambletonian and Clay blood in his
sire (the blood of Deo. Wilkes, N. .Julian, Ae.,*Ve.;
with the Hambletonian and star blood The blood
of Dexter, Dictator, Air.,} in his dam.
I
/j.kWill Make a Fall Season Only.

at cavities.

nails dropped
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The most popular Rangeever sold.

foaled
isvi ; IB hands high,
neighs 1100 pounds.
Prince Withers: Height hay, foaled in iss.”., by i
(Km. Withers, (trial mile at Mate Fair 2.30’ ; by
Sired l.y t.KN. WITIIKRS. 1st dam, Katy Hoonc,
Almont. the greatest grandson of Itysdyk's Haul ! l»y DANIKL l»<>oXK;2d dam. Lady De.Merrett,
bietonian; dam, Queen
record 2.12; time in rare'j by (Jen. Kno\ : .‘id dam by old Katun.*
2.3"., by a son of 1’laek Diamond, of Vermont,
Den. Withers (public trial 22iiD4), by Almunt,
(sire of : lara J., 2,2s, and Nigg'T Iiaby, sire of j arc of
thirty-t\\u in 22*0 1:), dam bv Hitchcock's
Hay Fanny 2.2s, Seiota Holie 2.2s, imp. French Ashland.
t'ahadian, of pacing stock ; 2d dam, Morgan.
Daniel ltuunc (record 22*1 ■, by 1 lambletonlan
Den. Withers was bred in Kentucky, and is of
highest breeding, ilis colts are of Hue si/.e, style, (sire uf forty in 22>0 list); dam, famous Old Kate,
and action, and bring large prires. Almont, bis by lJellair.
sire, stand- almost at tin bead of Hamblchmian
Wild. MARK Tin: SKA.St >N <>L l»7 AT
sirrs. i!v is the sire of thirty-four 2.3n performers
and of twenty-one sons, sires of 2.30 performers.
c v ciis
IN
iloiisc
Den. Kni'N, Maine’s greatest stallion, i- the sire ol
but twelve 2.30 trotters, and of nine sons sires of
SEAllf MONT, MAINE.
2.30 trotters, although he was foaled nine years before Almont.
TERMS, $20.00, TO WARRANT. All man-s ills
rinee Withers is a very handsome horse, In",
hands high, weighs lo'.io lbs., «.f line form, style posed of before foaling will be considered with
and aetion, has iieav\ tail and mane, and extraor- foal. All accidents and
escapes at owner’s risk.
dinarv lame and muscle. At the last state Fair he i
trotted a quarter in II see., as timed by the comP* R. NEVEN3, Searsmonti Me.
mittee, and was awarded a premium over twentyMarch •»!, 1S87 —i:i
-ix of the best 3 years old stallions ever exhibited I
in Maine. At Monroe, though sick with the di~- I
lie
a
took
record of 3.o2. His high breedtemper,
■
ing ensures that his colts will take after him and !
be of good size, style and action.

TBHMS-$20 TO INSUKB.
Cleanses
the
ilaroldson:—Foaled in lssf, by Prescott, foaled
1 sis, at Alexander’ stock Faim, Ky., .-on of
Head,
Allays
Harold, (sire of Maud s.. record 2.es'V by Ham-|
idetonian, and of Primrose, by Ali xander’s Abdal- , flammation,
lab, {sire of Doldsmith Maid. 2.11, and of tuehe!
son- sires of sU
performers in 2.30 list.) the dam of Heals the Sores,
Princess, sire of Trinket, 2.11, and thirteen other
j
2.30 trotters, a larger number than any other stab !
Restores
the
lion at his age could claim. Dam of ilaroldson,
b!k. mare Queen, (see above.)
Senses of Taste
ilaroldson is
hands liigb, cherry bay, has
nice tail and mane, is of faultless form and struct- I
Smell, Hearing
tire and has perfect trotting action—a Sine type of
the high-bred trotter, lie lias been tie d th pa !
A quick Relief.
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STANDARD BRED,
Marshall, Belfast,1 Bay Horse,
June 2B,
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TERMS—$25.--Bock Nearly Filled.
1
Blucblood: -Dark bay. foaled in l>-‘:>, by .Judge
Advocate, :-irc of Tin-nil.ur\, •J.-Jiby Mes.-en- ! registered. (»() ets. Circulars free.
ger Dnroe, ■..-ire of thirteeu in -J.-'in,) by Ilamblc- pruirudsts, O'.vcgo, N. Y.

at Cam-

aries in Africa.

Thought.”

giving

RO CO ME CO!

winter with fleliast'--- fastest horse." and pronoune
ed a trotter.

Miss Proctor, of Oregon, who is only seventeen. lias killed seven bear* this wilder, and
sold their pelt* for the benefit of the mission-

I’*'Iti<*ii»*c -n.nuu pound- daily : patented in ,-tvlc
and form; protected by a trade mark. We .-hall
.-d\'' die rheu er the he-t I’lug Tobacco in tin* world
and sec that lie gets it.
Happy Thought” i- the
i: nne. Wave Line is tiie
shape oi the plug, lireak
it and it's fresh—its Havor retained. Made from
pure ingredients and carefully selected leaf. It
never fails
reeoumiend it-« If as the most enjoy,
a hie chow which ten cents will huv.
Never crumbles or grows hard. All dealers sell “iPippv

0.

of

a

in

warranted.

Women are tin* State librarians of Indiana,
Iowa. Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan. Mississippi ami Tennessee.

I’nivcrsity. Lngland, at
Lour arc graduates of

to thinness

\

by eminent physicians.

Cook Hook fret*.

studying

66A balm for the Skin."
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system.

Every package

Mi*- Parloa lias given lip her cooking school,
will spend the next year lecturing in the
South.
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Mr.
C. A. Bailey, is in bti.-inc.-s at 11 > lh.irk.-tom- Street,
t.dm pica mi re in mi-.•.t in-*P tails
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of this woiulcrf 1.' <
Sind tons f. .1 Tnatmoou
Blood and Skin l» -ne-es. mailed f
l’Ufi Swift Si luiuc Co.. Hiav r:j. Atlanta, t j*
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Let birds pour forth their sweetest notes,
While subtle perfume upward floats.
From llowers laid there by loving thought
And wreaths which friendship's hand hath

Trial Bottles !0 Cents,

other

or*

(LKSUiY.MLA.
rong

If your arc sick IL>p Hitlers wilt surely aid \.t
in making yon well w lien all c!.«e Ini';-.
If you are costi\e or dy-peptie, or are -ufVering
from any other of the numerous di-ea.-e- ot the
stomach or bowelit i-ymr own fault if you n
main ill, for Hop Hitter- i-a -evereign lemedy in
all such complaints.
If you are wasting away with any form of Hi !
ney disease, stop tempting I >eath this moment, and
turn for a cure to Hop Hiller.-.
If you are nervou- use Hop Hitters.
If you are a frei|tie:iter, ora resident of a miamafic district, bank ade your svstrm against the
scourge of all countries—malarial, epidemic, nil
ions and iiUermifte:.; fevers-bv the use el Hop
Letters.
if you have rough, pimply or -allow skin, had
breath, pains and itches, and feel miserable gen
erally, Hop Hitters will give vm fair -kin. rich
blood, and sweetest, breath and health.
That poor, bedridden, invalid wife, sister, n.odi
! cr. or daughter, ran be made the picture of health
with Hop Hitters, costing but a trill**. W ill you let
them sutler?
In short they lire all Diseases of the Shun:.eh.
Dowels, Hlooil, Liver, Nerve-, Kidneys. Height's
Disea.-e. £luon will be paid fora ease they will not

Let sunshine's golden glory fall
In Hoods of light above my pall:
Let trees their dancing shadows throw.
Across my breast and marble brow.

at.

n
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ntl
ami conse.j
:h;
stribe ):•
her lu ad t
masses f fl
rHer til
oil at «.'!.■ 1iec
t
filer* a! mil.
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lure

Have lightened any burdened heart —»

If AIIAHSON’S BOTANIC HAI.SA .I fails
8 lire nnv cnse ol Counh- # »M. Isilnnsi
FotiMiitiivtieti in if* parly Minucs. It is
I'l'-a.-juit as ht';u*v. Sufferers frnm either recent or
rhr. n;*- <• .tie1 or Mr.ivhi.ii aflY.-tionn can resort to
this area! -Mn-dy with. emitiden-e.

FOR

M*vcr

Preparation,

baking powder

a

in

sucres-,

testimonials to quack doctors oi vile stuff-* called
medicines, but wi:en a really un ritoi *u article
is made up of common valuable remedies km*w n
to all, and that all phy s; -ians u-c and trust in daily
I therefore cheer
we should freels commend it.
fully and heartily eomiocnd Hop Bitters for tin*
good they have done me and my friends, firmly believing they have no e<jiiai tor family use. i will
not be \sitliout them.”
K! v F. it. \Y \uici n, s, ipi,,t
NY.
A < «<»<>!> At coi n r.—•*To sum it up, 1\ 1. nig
years of bedridden sickness and suiVering, cost ng
£*’<10 per year, total £iJoo. all of v. hidi \\ a- -topped
by three bottles of Hop Bitte: taki*n by mv wife.
who lias done her nv. it lion-cwork bo a year -inc*
b*
Without the loss of a lav. an i 1 want ever. 1
know it bn* th»‘ir benefit.”
Week-, Fuller.

!

Then lei the credit there be mine.
With collided form for sacred shrine.
With banded hair, and peaceful look
Instead of psalm and gilded book.

«o
«»r

■

MU RED

BAKING POWDER IN THE WORLD.

Prof. Horsford’s Bread

that

KEFUNDED

a

“I helieve it to he all

(If ever 1 have chanced to hold
One ray of light to darkened soul
If syinput: die words apart

nftOSM&r

cases

jI

clous

man

where person,-, arc sick or pining .way from
condition of nd.-crahlcm-.-s that no one km >\.what alls them .'profitable pain nt- J«u* doc*,.r.is obtained by tile use of'Hop Bitter
They begin
to cure from the first do-c. and keep it up until
perfect health and strength i- restored.

tries claiming to he civilized.
The per capita consumption of all kinds of
liquor in lssij was 12.02 gallons, a> against 4.17
gallons in 1S40.
The per capita consumption of distilled spirits
in the Fnited States for 1SS0 was 1.24 gallons;
• •f wine, .3s
gallons; of beer, 11.is gallons, or
a total per capita consumption of distilled, vinous and malt liquor of 12.02 gallons, or 737,2!i0.f>r»4 gallons in all.
'Fhe consumption of distilled spirits in the
Fnited Kingdom of 1SS3 wrs 1.01 gallons per
capita, as against 1.24 gallons in the Fnited
States; of wine, .37 gallons, as against .3S gallons hen?, and of beer 32.70 gallons, as against
11.IS gallons in this country.
This estimate of #700,000.000 consumed by
the people of the Fnited States annually for
drinks F corroborated by so good a statistician
as Fdward Atkinson, who arrives at practically the same conclusion in a different way.
The retailer sells sixty drinks per gallon of
whisky, at an average of 7 1-2 cents per drink,
realizing #4.30 per gallon; he get #2 per gallon
for native and #4 for imported wines, and 50
cents per gallon for native and #1 for imported
beer.
BEST

ties of Swift s -eminr- :.ow known nil o\< the
world as S. :•
Bailey, of West Somerville,
Mass., near ! •< .1, v.:.s attacked several years aco
with this hide.ms h:ack eruption, and was treated
by
the best medical t.-iVut, who could only say that the
disease was a species of

Yil3Ki,»ARLKX*3.1.

clergynn

The only brand of Laundry Soap
awarded a fa t. Has-; medal At tho
(InaniTi]SYw Orleans Lx; osition.
teed absolutely pure, and for mi neral
household purposes is tho very best

Or Black Lepr.
.m a disease which is considered
fhcurable, but it has \ hied to the curative‘proper-

Barents.

For all kinds of liquors manufactured or Imported for consumption the manufacturers, importers and wholesale dealers realized #300,000,000.
The drink hill exceeds that of food, schools,

THE

I

Co., Wholesale Druggists, Cleveland, <>.
Coon I’oit I».\hies.—“Wc an* pleased to say that
our baby was permanentlv cured of a serious pro
traeted irregularity of tlie b..wels by the use of
Hop Bitters by its mi tin t*. whi'-h at tin* -aim* time
restored her to perfect heal;! ml strength.”
1 !M

Some Startline Statistics.

Above my dav no dirges deep,
No prayers to ease my dreamless sleep;
No chant, to soothe my spirit shriven
To worlds in air—the Christian's heaven.

suffering

the last live years with a severe itching all over.
I have heard of llop Hitters and have tried it. I
have used up four bottles, and it lias done me more
good than all the doctors and medicines that they
could use on or with me. I am old and poor but

churches and charities combined.
'Flu; average German in his native country
drinks 1.14 gallons of spirits and 23.10 gallons
of beer, or a tritle more than twice that consumed by the average American.
The drink habit is more prevalent in the
Fnited States than in any other of the coun-

lias set: their sun lias 'rose
I'pon some distant, fairer shore:
With guardian angels now repose.
Those heroes of the days of yore.
sun
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The cold round moon looks down at night,
I poii a silent earth and sea:
The mornings sun’s bright golden light.
Shall wake no more their reveille.
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tell you.
“I have been at sea forty-five years, and
never saw the wind blow as hard, iior such a
Whether the poem may live or die, please re- continuation of
nasty weather as we encounceive it a- a tear of a fleet ion dropped upon my tered.
The newspapers have exaggerated
comrades* graves. This being my maiden ef- everything but their descriptions of the gales
and cyclones.”
fort in the line of poesy, I have deemed it ap“\Vhat do you think of the Dauntless, Cappropriate that the verses should he dedicated ; tain?”
“The Dauntless has been a good boat in her
to her who is first in my a flection
the dear
day, but that has long since passed. I knew
one who has ever been the sunshine of
my hap- what to expect at that season of the
year ami
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pier days, and the rainbow of promise to my would rather have gone to “Snug "Harbor”
•lames K. Richardson. Custom lbu;-o, New Orthe
than
in
her.
When
reached
crossed
we
gloomy hours—my wife.
leans, on oath say-: ••In 1-70 Scrofulous Cleers
other side the Englishmen were most enthusiL. C. Rut.m.vw
broke out on my body until ! was a mass f corCordially yours,
astic and for days had given us up as lost.
ruption. F\ it;, thing know u to the medical faculty
Never has there been such a March on the Irish
! became a mere wreck. At
was tried in vain.
coast in fifty years.
It was almost a miracle
>
In
could
not
OPR
>.
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times could not lift my hands to my
ad,
that we reached Queenstown without an acciturn in bed: was in eon-taut pain.and looked upon
life as a curse. V- relief or cure in ten years. In
dent
to crew or vessel.
Ih'tHf'atc*} to my irifc.
l»o l heard of the ( t Tin i;a Kkmkhiks, used
“Your navigation. Captain, shows that you
Om patriot dead, our patriot dead!
them, and was perfectly cured."
came within tiftv miles of the great circle.
sv\ cm to before l". >. Com. .1. D. CitAWi oUD.
How many a tear tlio«e memories wring;
Was not that remarkable for a sailing vessel?”
As o’er their graves with reverent tread.
“It was the best I ever was shipmates with.
o\i: of the worst casks.
We scatter dowers while poets sing.
Mr. Anderson, you know, was an old Hod Star
1
Vvb* iia\e hern selling your CtTin uA 1»i mki*ii:s
captain, and I gave him entire charge of that
<‘! who can paint those scenes of old,
for
ears, and lia\e t he first complaint yet to re
department. 1 had ail I could do to sail the
! "in a I'Ureha.-er.
of
'Twixt men bedecked in gray and blue;
one ni the w erst on-:
vessel, and if anything went wrong I alone am
"ei"fuia I ever -aw vv
ruled by the i:-o of five Or when will e'er the half be told.
to blame.
bottleCt Tin u v Rk-io.vi.m, ( itktua, and
How brothers met and brothers slew.
::i
it.v M'.\r.
l'he '-eMp tnkt s tin- “eake.” Itere
“I stood both starboard and port watches,
as a medicinal soap.
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Those scenes that knew our comrades dear.
and don't believe 1 had two hours of unbroken
hruggist, Frankfort, Kan.
Will
never know them more;
rest during the whole race.
I tell you what,
j
sir. it was a happy moment to me when 1 saw
They re>t beyond all hope or fear.
< if battle's
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charge or cannon's roar.
Mizxcntophcad rising out of the sea and heard
t host* famous bells of Shandon ringing out their
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sea voyage, but never with such feelings of recine- all. '-end lor I'amphVt.
And hail again our patriot dead.
lief. I went right below and slept for thirtysix hours.”
Amid the Northern glades they rest.
imnit.iSTS ISK THEM.
“Did you have an opportunity to test the
And by the Southern lea:
\V. :ia vt oiiinined satisfactory results from the
Coronet's speed with nnv of the fast English
V. here torrent leaps o'er mountain crest.
use ot t!u ( utietira lb tnedies in our own family,
And 'neatli the dark bine sea.
and lvcoimnend them beyond any other remedies
yachts?”
The demand
“No. We lay at Cowes, overhauling our ship
for di-e.i-i
of the skin and blood.
I nnumbered be their lonely graves.
for them growtheir merits become known.
and awaiting orders; but if any of them want
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Wili the angels glances beam.
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Jlloomfiehl, Miss.,

«mr>

LADIES I
Own llyclntr, at Home, uliii

l>» '<»»r

PEERLESS

DYES.

They will I»y evrrvthing. Thev are sold even"here.
Briee 10c. a package In colorI hev
ha\e no equal fe-r strength. Brightness, \nionnt in
Packages or for fastness of Color, or N »n failing
(Qualities. They do not crook or smut. For sale I
U. ||. MOOBY, Bruggisl,
lyr:i
(■or. Main and High Sis.. Hcllasl. Ale.
*•

PENN YROYAL PILLS
“CHICHESTER’S ENGLISH.’’

The Original and Only (•enninp.
always Reliable. Rrwarcof north U'**s Imitation!.
Aal» vour Druggist tor
Indispensable to LADIES.
“I'lilcheater’a Engl l*ii” ami take no oiber.ar inclose 4c.

Pat- and

Ordered,

That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed at llelfast/in said County, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held in Belfast, on the second Tuesday of June
next, and show cause, if anv they have, whv the
said account should not he allowed.
CKO. K. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—!!. P. Field, Register.
subscriber hereby gives public notice to till
1 concerned, that he lias been dulv appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator
of the estate of

tpiIE

JAMES

ItrXXELLS, late of Frankfort,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons who arc indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
WILLIAM T. C. RCNNKLLS.
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NAME PAPER.

t’hioheutcr Chemical C’o.,
MuiIIkhi Siiuure, Philudu., I’*Sold by DrunUU every where. A»k for “C'hlriieftter’a Kiigll.h’* Pcunv royal Pllln. Take uo other.
:
(•*«». <. ft I
-V *.»
v
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HOTEL BOWDOIN,
Cor. of Bcwdoin Si. & Bowdoin Sq..

has the best rooms and the best table lor $2 per
day of any centrally located house in Boston, lb
member tlie place—corner Bowdoin street am I Bow
• loin
Square, live minutes’ walk from Kasteru and
Northern depots and three from the Common.
4m II

